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Summary

Improvements in the optical transmission technology, over the past fifteen years, have sub

stantially facilitated the development and worldwide deployment of the Internet, by reducing 

the cost of data transport. The exponentizil growth in Internet traffic however, demands 

new solutions at the routing layer, as current IP routing technology struggles to deliver the 

necessary bandwidth at competitive costs.

Hybrid electro-optical architectures, where dynamical opticeil circuit switching is combined 

with legcicy packet routing, have been introduced in the past few years as promising solutions 

to reduce costs at the IP layer, and to deliver new revenue-generating services and applications. 

Most of the architectures currently proposed however have focused on end-to-end lightpath 

provisioning, coordinated through a centralized management plane.

In this dissertation we propose Optical IP Switching (OIS), a hybrid electro-optical net

work architecture that combines IP routing and wavelength switching, using a distributed 

decision-making process. Each node constantly analyzes the IP traffic, and uses the informa

tion collected to adapt the optical network topology to the variable traffic demand. The main 

advantage of such distributed approach, besides the improved resiliency and scalability, is its 

close affinity with the interdomain structure of the Internet.

The simulation analysis we have performed, using real traffic traces and routing tables, 

emphasizes the efficacy of Optical IP Switching in redirecting IP traffic to dynamically created 

optical cut-through paths, considerably decreasing the network load on electronic routers. 

Such approach substantially reduces the capital expenditures for network operators.

We have also implemented the OIS model in prototype nodes, using inexpensive, com

mercially available components. We have proved, through the testbed we have set up, the 

feasibility of the OIS concept and the efficacy of the auto-configuration methods we have de

veloped. Our testbed trials, in addition, showed that the impact of dynamic optical switching 

on the Internet transport protocols can be effectively minimized.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the past fifteen years we have seen the Internet evolving from a niche network connecting 

academics and research institutes to the main global information and entertainment network. 

Such exponential evolution was made possible by the development of Wavelength Division 

Multiplexing (WDM) and Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) technologies, which, over 

ten years ago, started a deep revolution in optical networking. Combined together, in fact, 

they increased the overall bandwidth availability and drastically reduced the cost of data 

transfer, creating an ideal environment for the mass proliferation of the Internet.

As a result of such dramatic progress, existing applications, that have conventionally been 

delivered over different networks, are being re-developed to be implemented over the Internet 

(this is the case for VoIP and IPTV), while new applications continue to emerge (peer-to-peer 

networking and interactive gaming, to mention only a few). The increasing exploitation of the 

Internet has provoked an exponential increase in the bandwidth requirement on the underlying 

network architecture, a trend which is further emphasized by near-future applications (e.g., 

high definition IPTV and e-science applications).

Although the WDM/EDFA evolution has made the optical transport layer capable of 

supporting the amount of data generated by these applications, such dramatic progress has 

not yet occurred at the routing layer. As a result the network bottleneck has moved from the 

optical transport to the routing layer, as conventional electronic routers do not seem capable 

of offering a cost-effective solution to the increasing bandwidth demand.

Over the past decade, the increase in bandwidth requirement has been tackled by router 

vendors by increasing the speed of the electronic processing units, following the evolution 

predicted by Moore’s Law. However, since the traffic exchanged in the Internet has grown 

at a much higher pace compared to that of transistor integration, we see today that routing
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equipment has reached a very high cost, footprint and power consumption per gigabit of data.

The idea of packet routing was originally developed to achieve high utilization of the 

transmission channels, through the use of effective statistical multiplexing. Because of the 

reduction in the transmission costs however, the influence of the transport channel efficiency 

on the overall network cost has considerably decreased. It is common belief that, under 

these circumstances, higher cost savings c£in be achieved by reducing the amount of electronic 

routing equipment in the network, redirecting part of the routing load towards an optical 

switching layer.

In the past few years the research community has focused on this direction, by developing 

hybrid electro-optical architectures aiming at effectively bridging the gap between optical 

transport and electronic routing. On a parallel track, the development of all-optical routers 

has also been considered, but the premature state of development of basic processing and 

buffering optical units maJces its practical implementation several years away.

Hybrid electro-optical solutions proposed over the years generally fall into two major cat

egories: in the Optical Circuit Switching (OCS) approach, optical lightpaths are dynamically 

setup when needed, to transport data transparently between any two nodes in the network. 

In the Optical Packet Switching (OPS) approach, data is routed packet-by-packet; the router 

processes the packet header electronically, determining the next hop node and activating the 

optical switch to route the packet payload in the optical domain. Other solutions (like for 

example optical burst switching) fall in between these two categories.

The work we present in this dissertation relates to optical circuit switching. We propose 

Optical IP Switching (OIS), a hybrid electro-optical routing architecture, which combines 

an enhanced electronic router and a transparent optical cross-connect, to dynamically create 

optical paths, redirecting part of the IP traffic load to the optical layer.

Although, as previously stated, maximum exploitation of transport channels has ceased 

to be the only relevant factor for a cost-effective architecture, a well balanced solution needs 

to optimize the tradeoff between the amount of data that can be switched optically and the 

channel usage. This tradeoff originates from the difference in granularity between electronic 

routing, where data is switched packet-by-packet (each in the order of the Kbyte in size), Eind 

wavelength switching, where data is switched at the channel rate (of the order of a few Gbps). 

We challenge this large gap (about six orders of magnitude) by first reorganizing the packets 

in IP flows, decreasing the granularity to values between hundreds of Kbps and few Mbps. We 

then aggregate the flows sharing a common route into the same dedicated optical cut-through
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paths, using a method we have developed, that groups flows depending on their destination 

network. These two operations, combined together, are capable of effectively bridging the 

packet and wavelength switched domains, reducing the granularity gap down to about one 

order of magnitude. The path creation algorithm finally selects the flow aggregates eligible for 

dedicated cut-through paths, taking into consideration the aggregate data rate, the resources 

available, the network policies of its own domain and, in the case of interdomain operations, 

the network policies of its neighboring domains.

One of the main novelties of the OIS approach is that path creation and cancellation 

are operated in a completely distributed fashion, following the analysis of local traffic at 

each node. This distributed approach, besides having advantages in terms of scalability and 

fault-tolerant design, is highly beneficial in the interdomain, where each autonomous system 

makes decisions following its own network policies. We believe that the current interdomain 

structure, which has provided the Internet with the heterogeneity and ubiquity that have 

contributed most to its exponential deployment, is the cornerstone that will persist all along 

its near zmd far-future evolution.

1.1 Key contributions

The key contribution of this work is the introduction of the Optical IP Switching architecture 

as a solution to the bottleneck at the IP layer in existing point-to-point routing systems. The 

most significant contributions on the design of our dynamic optical router architecture are:

• The development of methods and algorithms for distributed creation, extension and 

cancellation of lightpaths, that allow each node to provision paths automatically, based 

both on local traffic observation and individual domain policies.

• Our method for aggregating individual IP flows into larger categories, through a selection 

mechanism that avails of the network prefixes stored in the IP routing table.

• A signaling framework for the network nodes that supports and enables the dynamic 

creation, extension and cancellation of lightpaths.

• A port and link discovery mechanism that enables full self-configuration of each OIS 

node, providing the system with plug-and-play capability.

Other contributions are relevant to the techno-economical analysis of the overall OIS imple

mentation:
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• We have characterized the architecture performance simulating a real network scenario, 

using traces and routing tables collected from a production pan-European research net

work.

• We have studied the network economics of dynamic optical networks and implemented 

a cost model that shows the cost saving potentials of the approach we propose.

• We have developed functional OIS prototype nodes using off-the-shelf hardware, that 

allowed us to attest the practical feasibility of the OIS architecture and characterize the 

dynamics of the lightpath provisioning mechanisms.

The overall contribution of this dissertation is to propose, analyze and demonstrate the idea 

of dyneimic and distributed provisioning of lightpaths based on local observation of IP flows; 

optimization of the individual algorithms and protocols is instead out of the scope of this 

work.

The Optical IP Switching architecture we present is therefore fully open to future devel

opments.

1.2 Dissertation outline

This dissertation is structured as follows. In this introductory chapter we have defined the 

major issues in the development of future Internet architectures, defining the scenario around 

which we have developed our work. We also have shown how this work contributes to the 

current research activity in optical networking and design of future router architectures.

Chapter 2 offers an overall background on optical networks, describing both legacy and 

state of the art technologies. In particular it ex8miines the latest developments in the optical 

control plane and its application in traffic engineering, offering a solid background for the 

development of our work. It also attem pts to extrapolate, by analyzing the outcome of past 

research projects, the evolutionary line that has driven the research activity up to date, and 

to foresee, by looking at current projects, its future development.

Chapter 3 describes in full the Optical IP Switching network architecture we have devel

oped. We describe in detail the algorithms and functions we have implemented for traffic 

analysis, path provisioning and node self-configuration. Finally we describe the impairments 

that dynamic provisioning of optical paths generates both at the transport protocol level and 

at the physical layer. Throughout this chapter we formulate research questions, derived from
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different aspects and functions of our OIS architecture. Chapters 4 and 5 will provide the 

answers to such questions both through simulations 2ind testbed results.

Chapter 4 reports on the simulations we have carried on to evaluate the performance of 

the OIS algorithms and architecture, using real traffic traces and routing tables from the pan- 

Europezin research network GEANT. The chapter is divided into two parts. In the first part 

we analyze the technicjil performance of OIS, focusing on its ability to bypass the IP layer with 

dynamic optical cut-through paths. We analyze the impact that different network topologies 

have on the overall performance, and provide a comparison between OIS and a GMPLS-based 

end-to-end provisioning model, which operates on a centralized decision mechanism. In the 

second part we provide the results of the cost study we have performed, which emphasize the 

economical advEuitages of both optical bypass of the IP layer and dynamic reconfiguration of 

lightpaths.

Chapter 5 describes the testbed implementation of the OIS architecture. It illustrates 

the tests we have performed to demonstrate the practical feasibility of OIS, it analyzes the 

performance of the self-configuration mechanism we have developed, and studies the effects 

of dynamic switching of lightpaths on the Internet transport protocols. We also report on an 

integration project we have carried out with the UCLP bandwidth on demand platform.

Chapter 6 draws the conclusion of our work on Optical IP switching, summarizing the 

contributions of this dissertation. In the last section of this chapter we define some aspects 

of OIS that could be further developed in future research activities.

1.3 Publications arising from this work

•  Marco Ruffini, Dan Kilpler, Donal O’Mahony, Linda Doyle. “Cost Study of Dynamically 

Transparent Networks”. OSA Optical Fiber Communication Conference, 0M G 2, 2008.

•  Marco Ruffini, Donal O’Mahony, Linda Doyle. “Automatic Configuration in Future 

Semi-Transparent Optical Network Nodes”. Springer Photonic Network Communica

tions Journal, vol. 14, no. 3, pp 241-251, 2007.

•  Marco Ruffini, Donal O’Mahony, Linda Doyle. “Dynamic Optical Path Allocation in 

Multi-Layer Traffic Engineering”. In proceedings of the Workshop on Traffic Engineering 

in Next Generation IP Networks, IEEE International Conference on Communications, 

pp 11-12, 2007.
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Chapter 2

Optical Networks

2.1 Introduction

The first electrical telecommunication network was built in 1839 to support the telegraph sys

tem, while initial telephone services started to appear in 1878, with calls manually switched 

by operators and different channels transported on separate wires. A major evolutionary 

step was the introduction in 1938 of the electromechanical crossbar switches, which auto

mated the switching process, and the use of frequency division multiplexing at the transport 

layer. As the silicon industry developed, the use of digital processors allowed voice signals 

to be converted from analogue to digital and also enabled the use of electronics in switching. 

At the same time, channels started being multiplexed in the time domain, originating the 

first commercial T-carrier services in 1962. The first digital system was the Plesiochronous 

Digital Hierarchy (PDH), characterized by non-perfect synchronization among the network 

elements. As electronic circuitry became more precise and atomic clocks could be used for 

tighter synchronization, the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) was developed. The precise 

synchronization across an entire national network allowed more flexibility in the add/drop sig

nal operation, and also greatly improved the interoperation among different countries. In the 

meantime optical communication became wide-spread, substantially increasing the bandwidth 

available and the quality of transported signals.

Although the technology and services of telecommunication networks had greatly im

proved, the operation mode followed the circuit-oriented approach, where a dedicated path 

was setup before the communication could be established. This modus operand! was suit

able for voice services (a telephone call maps easily into a dedicated point-to-point electrical 

circuit).
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Problems began when the telephone infrastructure started to be used for data communica

tion between computer networks. Because of the bursty nature of computer generated traffic, 

data exchange time becEime comparable with circuit setup time, making the circuit-switching 

approach quite inefficient. Although, initially, research efforts in the area aimed at increasing 

the speed of circuit provisioning, Bziran [Bar64] and Davies [DBSW67] (independently of each 

other) proposed a novel approach that completely revolutionized computer networking. The 

two scientists invented packet-switching, a network approach where information was trans

mitted in packets which carried the destination address in their header. No pre-established 

circuit was required as packets could be routed towards their destination with a distributed 

hop-by-hop forwarding mechanism.

Today’s data networks are built upon protocols specifically designed for packet-switching 

and bursty traffic (IP, Ethernet and Frame Relay, to mention only a few). The optical trans

port layer however (especially in the MAN and WAN) is still mostly circuit-oriented. As 

data trciffic has exponentially increased £ind has already exceeded traffic generated by voice 

services, the mismatch between packet and circuit-oriented architectures has become an im

portant issue.

These issues and their implications in current optical networks are further elaborated in 

the next sections.

In section 2.2 we discuss legacy and state of the art layer 1 and 2 optical technologies. We 

first describe how legacy Synchronous Optical NETwork (SONET) and Synchronous Digited 

Hierarchy (SDH) networks have tackled the mismatch between packet-oriented and circuit- 

oriented data transport. We then present state of the art transport networks aiming at 

replacing the existing optical infrastructure.

In section 2.3 we address the issue of dynamic circuit provisioning, discussing current 

standardization efforts in the optical control plane for the development of next-generation 

reconfigurable optical networks. The expected economical impact of dynamic network recon

figuration is analyzed in section 2.4, where we focus our attention on its effects on revenue 

generation, operational and capital expenditures.

In section 2.5 we introduce the concept of tr?iffic analysis and network engineering, and 

illustrate the multi-layer approach to traffic engineering allowed by next-generation reconfig

urable networks.

Section 2.6 finally describes some relevant projects developed during past and current 

research activities. We first show how the research trend has evolved over the past few years.
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We then attem pt to extrajjolate, from some of the major upcoming projects, a raw guideline 

for the near future research activity in the area of highly dynamic optical networks.

2.2 Optical Networks

2.2.1 Legacy SO N E T /S D H  optical networks

Currently, Synchronous Optical NETwork (SONET) and Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) 

are the most widespread optical layer architectures. The SONET standard is defined by ANSI 

and used in North America, while SDH is an international standard defined by CCITT/ITU - 

T. Even though the two are similar and based on the same principles, they are not fully 

compatible; interworking is allowed for traffic transport but generally not for performance 

management. Many resources already exist that explain in detail the framing and structures 

of these oi>tical signals [BRS03]. For our purpose, we will briefly remind the reader that these 

protocols are based on electrical nniltiplexing of signals in the time domain; smaller circuits 

can be aggregated into progressively larger ones and transported over a backbone network.

While this type of architecture is fully compatible with voice traffic, the transport of 

packet-bcus(Hl data  is not very efficient and needs to go through link and packet-to-circuit 

adaptation mechanisms.

P a c k e t-o v er-c ircu it a d a p ta tio n  m echan ism s

The adaptation of the packet switched IP traffic to the circuit-oriented SONET/SDH optical 

transport network involves multiple intermediate layers. Figure 2.1 shows how an IP layer 

can be matched to a SONET/SDH optical transport layer.

IP

Ethernet
VCAT/LCAS GFP

PPP
GFP

ATM

SONET/ SDH

F ig u re  2.1; Matching between IP packets and SONET/SDH circuits

This can be achieved, for example, using a Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) |Sini94], which 

simply creates a static end-to-end channel between two routers. The main problem of this 

solution is that it does not scale very well; the minimum allowable bandwidth is an STS-1
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channel (~52Mbps) and further allocations are either STS-3, STS-12, STS-48 or STS-192 

(with bandwidth respectively of about 155Mbps, 622Mbps, 2.5Gbps and 10 Gbps).

Another possibility is to use an intermediate Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) layer; 

the organization of dedicated circuits into Virtual Paths and Virtual Circuits allows a much 

finer bandwidth granularity. Implementing IP over ATM does, however, have some drawbacks, 

such as: bandwidth inefficiency of the ATM encapsulation process, broadcast not supported 

by ATM and the use of an additional addressing system ([Dan02, BRS03]).

An alternative solution uses an Ethernet layer directly on top of SONET/SDH. Initially 

this mapping was very inefficient ([Dan02]) due to the difference in the data rates supported 

by the two protocols (see Table 2.2).

Ethernet SONET Efficiency

Rate Channels Rate

10 MBPS STS-1 ~50 MBPS ~20%

100 MBPS STS-3C ~150 MBPS ~67%

1 GBPS STS-48C ~2.5 MBPS ~40%

T able  2.2: Efficiency of Ethernet over SONET implementation without virtual concatenation

The introduction of the Virtual Concatenation (VCAT) technique allowed a more efficient 

channel mapping of Ethernet over SONET (Table 2.3, [Dan02]). This technique, implemented 

at the terminal nodes, enables aggregation of more physical channels in a virtual channel, 

allowing addition of bandwidth in steps of 50 (SONET) and 150 (SDH) Mbps. Additionally, 

only the source and destination nodes need to be provided with equipment that supports this 

feature. The Link Capax;ity Adjustment Scheme (LCAS), where implemented, is associated 

with the VCAT scheme and is used to dynamically adjust the bandwidth provided by virtual 

concatenation without losing any data.

Ethernet SONET Efficiency

Rate Channels Rate

10 MBPS VT-2.0-5v ~10.88 MBPS ~92%

100 MBPS STS-1-2V ~96.77 MBPS ~100%

1 GBPS STS-1-21V ~1.02G GBPS ~98%

T able  2.3: Efficiency of Ethernet over SONET implementation with virtual concatenation
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Another solution is the use of the Generic Framing Procedure (GFP) [IT03a] protocol 

to map Ethernet packets into SONET circuits. The main characteristics of GFP are: its 

capability to encapsulate both block-coded and packet oriented data stream, its multiplexing 

capabilities of data from different clients 8md its compatibility with frames and packets (PDUs) 

of variable sizes. The high flexibility and low level of complexity of this protocol allows cost 

reduction in the hardware implementation and increased data transmission speeds.

2.2.2 Optical Transport Network (O TN )

The recent general migration to IP/Ethernet apphcations has led to the standardization of 

the “Optical Transport Network” (ITU-T G.709 [IT03b]). The main driver of this technology 

was the need for a more general optical transport architecture capable of efficiently carry

ing different types of network services. Besides the transport of SONET/SDH signals, the 

G.709 payload can efficiently map ATM and GFP frames, and allows efficient transport of 

IP/Ethernet packets. The capability of carrying different protocols helps to reduce capital 

and operational expenditures for network operators, as diff^erent types of traffic and services 

can all converge into the same optical transport network ([Bar03]).

One of the most important characteristics of OTN is the implementation of “Reed-Solomon” 

block coding for forward error correction. As the capacity of optical channels grows towards 

40 Gbps bit rates, the optical signals suffer from degradation that depends on physical pa

rameters of the optical fiber. Under these circumstances error correction decreases the BER 

of the transmitted channel, increasing the reach on long-haul links.

The G.709 standard also provides connection monitoring services. Being oriented towards 

the multiplexing of different types of protocols in fact, OTN offers monitoring activities for 

channels that, like Gigabit Ethernet or lOG Ethernet, do not yet provide efficient Operational 

Administration and Maintenance (0AM) capabihties.

2.2.3 Optical Ethernet

The IEEE 802.3 protocol standard (universally known as “ Ethernet”) was initi?dly deployed 

in 1983 as a medium access control protocol for statistical multiplexing of different users’ 

traffic onto a shared transmission medium. For several years its use has been restricted to the 

LoczJ Area Network (LAN) environment as a user access technique and typically associated 

with IP traffic. As its transmission rate has reached 1 Gbps with the Gigabit Ethernet 

(IEEE 802.3z - 802.3ab) and in 2003 10 Gbps (802.3ae), its domain has expanded well beyond
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the LAN, first entering the MetropoHtan Area Network (MAN) and then undergoing the 

necessary standardization activities to make it operational also in the Wide Area Network 

(WAN) environment.

Although Gigabit Ethernet can still be deployed over copper cable, the standardization of 

the fiber interfaces has allowed it to reach distances of tens of kilometers without amplification 

at bandwidths up to 10 Gbps, extending its operational domain from the LAN to the MAN.

The main reasons that motivated providers to extend the use of Ethernet beyond the LAN 

are: its packet-oriented operation mode, suitable for IP applications; its simplicity, with no 

need for global synchronization; and its low cost, achieved through an extremely wide market 

share ($ 5.9 billion sales in 2005 zind estimated $ 22.5 billion in 2009 [Net07]). It is estimated 

that currently 97% of Internet traffic mtikes use of Ethernet interfaces.

Ongoing standardization of the Ethernet protocol focuses on the switching layer, with the 

Provider Backbone Bridging (PBB, IEEE 802.lah  standard), and on the Operations, Adminis

tration and Maintenance (0AM ), which are covered by different standards. Moreover, Nortel 

is current developing and bringing into the standardization process the Provider Backbone 

Transport (PBT).

The aim of the 0AM  standardization for Ethernet is to match the monitoring and resilience 

capabilities that are currently deployed in SONET/SDH networks: IEEE 802.lag is addressing 

Connectivity Fault Management, 802.lAB the topology discovery, ITU G.8031-SG 15 the 

Ethernet protection and the ITU-Y.1731-SG13 performance monitoring.

The Provider Backbone Bridging is an extension to the Virtual LAN standard (VLAN, 

IEEE 802.IQ) that increases the system scalabiHty, creating a dual-hierarchy network model. 

VLANs are logical partitions in a local area network, which separate traffic belonging to dif

ferent areas that share a common physical LAN infrastructure. Although the VLAN standard 

is appropriate for the LAN, the single level of hiercirchy and the 12-bit label space of the LAN 

ID identifier (which would not allow more than 4096 distinctly addressable customers), make 

it unsuitable for the MAN environment. The PBB standard addresses this issue by creating 

a hierarchiceil model for the virtual LAN. On top of the MAC address and VLAN ID identi

fying the customer, PBB inserts an additional MAC address and VLAN ID to the protocol 

header, which identify the service provider. By stacking the provider header on top of the 

customer one, the provider can create tunnels Eicross its network, completely masking the 

customer addresses. Such a mechanism simplifies the switching core equipment, which only 

processes the higher-hierarchy MAC header of the provider, while the information concerning
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the customers’ MAC address and VLAN ID is only processed at the edge nodes.

The Provider Backbone Transport modifies the connectionless Ethernet into a connection- 

oriented protocol, providing it with deterministic Quality of Service (QoS) and traffic engineer

ing capabilities. PBT on the one hand introduces virtual paths, similarly to ATM networks, 

identified by labels obtained using the bits of the VLAN identifiers. On the other hand it 

disables the automatic MAC learning mechanism, which would otherwise create sczJability 

issues beyond the LAN. MAC destination addresses are in fact learned by the switches auto- 

maticEilly through a flooding mechanism; when an Ethernet switch receives a packet destined 

to an unknown destination, it broadcasts the packet over every network segment. W ith the 

MAC learning disabled and the capability to create end-to-end virtual circuits, Ethernet nodes 

become capable of switching data using forwarding information externally provided by the 

management plane.

These enh2mcements to the protocol on the switching, transport Eind resilience domains 

constitute the foundations for the development of Ethernet in the MAN and WAN environ

ments.

2.3 Circuit Provisioning

Traditionally, the provisioning of new optical paths over SONET/SDH  networks is a lengthy 

process. In fact the time needed to setup a 155 Mbps (OC-3) or 622 Mbps (OC-12) optical 

connection can be up to six months in many locations [AMOl].

In locations where there is insufficient capacity installed, the laying of a new optical fiber 

would require a set up time much longer than six months. Fortunately this is not the usual 

case, as the advances in Wavelength Division Multiplexing mean that the fiber already in place 

can accommodate many times more bandwidth thain it previously did. However, the difficulty 

that network providers have is to coordinate and organize their own network elements (not 

to mention the problems in organizing a connection through different operators).

Current SONET/SDH networks do not have the intelligence necessary to speed up the 

creation of new links or optical paths. The lack of automated neighbor discovery and signaling 

support for creation of on-demand physical paths make updating a connection a slow and 

expensive process.

This problem is very well-known both to the network customers and providers, and is ex

perienced by the former as a delay in fulfilling their bandwidth ambitions and by the latter as a
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loss of new revenue opportunities. The need for a more dynamic network environment became 

particularly evident as the world passed from an old economy model, based on production and 

consumption of physical objects, to the new economy, founded on the information and service 

sectors. The Internet in particular has played a primary role in the development of the new 

economy, passing from a network connecting academics and research institutes to a powerful 

interactive mass media generating a turnover of several billions of dollars every year [Bur06]. 

Under these circumstances, the idea of a dynamic network environment capable of supporting 

novel services, like deterministic quality of service requirements and bandwidth-on-demcind, 

becomes a major milestone towards the evolution of our service-oriented economy.

2.3.1 Dynam ic circuit provisioning

Next generation optical networks need to support functions like quality of service delivery 

and dynamic bandwidth allocation in order to provide the desired level of dynamicity.

Circuit provisioning can be implemented at different layers of a protocol stack. Depending 

on the type of service, location and bandwidth required, provisioning can be operated at 

the following levels: at layer 3 through MPLS paths; at layer 2 through VLAN or more 

recent layer-2 switched circuits; and at the physical layer with wavelength, waveband or fiber 

switching. In this section we will address the provisioning at the optical layer, while the higher 

layers will be addressed in section 2.5 on Traffic Engineering.

Dyneimic provisioning of optical paths gives the network the capability to allocate new 

lightpaths connecting two arbitrary nodes belonging to the same operator (intradomain) or to 

different operators (interdomain path allocation). Its primary use is currently to satisfy large 

bandwidth requests from selected customers or to implement topology updates following a 

traffic engineering 2uialysis.

One of the main reasons for establishing new optical paths in a network is to increase the 

capacity whilst minimizing the need for additional electronic routing and switching equipment; 

a lightpath can be switched transparently through different nodes, allowing the bypass of 

intermediate electronic layers. A more detailed description of how this is achieved will be 

provided in chapter 3, section 3.3.

The economical advantage is that transparent switching can be orders of magnitude 

cheaper than routing at the device level (e.g., comparing a lOGbps IP port to an optical 

port on a Micro Electromechzuiical Mirror based switch). However, several other issues must 

be taken into account to evaluate the technical and economical feasibility of all-optical switch-
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ing.

In the following sections we discuss some of the most relevant issues: the physical impair

ments, the routing and wavelength assignment, the path protection and restoration, and the 

link discovery problems.

Physical impairments

A primary issue to consider in dynamic lightpath provisioning is that of physical impairments. 

Optical links are usually engineered to operate on distances and conditions established during 

the design phase. Transpcirently switching two (or more) optical links in cascade can force 

the channel BER below acceptable values.

Chromatic dispersion can be compensated for, without major impact, by dispersion com

pensating fibers.

Path loss compensation is instead achieved through Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers 

(EDFA) that, adding noise to the channel, increase the noise figure, limiting the total length 

of the lightpath. The use of Ramein amplifiers can help to mitigate this effect, increasing the 

optical reach by a factor of four (but at a cost that is currently double).

Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD), consisting of the two orthogonal polarizations of the 

signal propagating at different speeds, is another physical impairment that can create signal 

degradation, and is currently the main obstacle to 40 Gbps channel rates. PMD originates 

from asymmetries of the fiber core and is dependent on external phenomena, such as changes 

in temperature or mechanical stress on the fiber. These non deterministic phenomena are 

difficult to analyze and compensate for.

Other physical impairments arise from fiber nonlinearities, the most relevant being Stim

ulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS), Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS), Four Wave Mixing 

(FWM), Self-Phase Modulation (SPM), Cross-Phase Modulation (XPM), and intermodula

tion (mixing). For a thorough description of such phenomena the reader can refer to [Agr95].

In order to assure adequate transmission performance, optical channels need to be regen

erated before their BER goes below acceptable values (with a threshold of generally 10“^). 

Signal regeneration is currently performed electronically, which mezins each wavelength needs 

to be demultiplexed from the fiber, converted to the electrical domain, processed electroni

cally and converted back to optical. All-optical regeneration of multiple wavelengths without 

electronic conversion is subject to much research at present [TKT07, LLB+03].

Another open issue of general concern for dynamic transparent networks is the gain mod-
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ulation transient effect on EDFAs that generates channel cross-talk. The sudden addition or 

cancellation of a wavelength in a fiber generates a temporary gain imbaleince, that increases 

(or decreases) the signal level of other channels, creating additional noise at the receiver 

end [Kam03, KKHR04]. This issue is of major concern for highly dynamic reconfigurable 

optical networks. Early solutions to the problem were proposed over the past few years, 

[JPL"''04, TP05], while this research field remains open for further improvements.

In section 3.10 we will continue this discussion on physical impairments, briefly consider

ing possible solutions for the dynamic reconfigurable optical architecture we propose in this 

dissertation.

Routing W avelength Assignment

The Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) problem consists of finding the optimal route 

on an available wavelength to provision an end-to-end lightpath between two network nodes, 

and is genercdly recognized to be an NP-complete problem. Finding the optimal route depends 

on which parameters the network operator wants to optimize. An optimal path, for example, 

can be the shortest path in terms of physical distance or number of hops, or more generally as 

a combination of these, and should avoid using congested links. The wavelength assignment 

problem becomes challenging when we assume the wavelength continuity constraint, i.e. using 

the same wavelength along the whole path, which is usually considered to avoid the expense 

of wavelength converters.

The aim of RWA algorithms is to optimize the use of available network equipment to satisfy 

as many end-to-end optical connections as possible. The performance of these algorithms is 

evaluated in terms of call blocking probability, a measure of the inefficiency in exploiting all 

the wavelengths of a WDM system. In some cases the wavelength continuity constraint is 

partially relaxed; it has been demonstrated that blocking probability can be highly improved 

by placing a small number of wavelength converters in the network [IM99]. An exhaustive 

overview of existing solutions to the RWA problem can be found in [ZJMOO].

RWA algorithms assign routes and wavelengths to incoming lightpath requests, assuming 

an ideal network with no constraint imposed by the physical layer.

Impairment-aware routing addresses a more realistic problem. Besides finding suitable 

routes and wavelengths, the algorithms make sure that the selected paths are compatible with 

the physical constraints of the selected links, delivering a BER-free channel. The presence 

of the additional physical constraints make impairment-aware routing even more challenging
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than RWA and is currently the subject of investigation of new optimal solutions [YHM05, 

PAMS06, MPC+06, Muk06].

Path protection and restoration

Path protection is the capability of a network to switch to a pre-provisioned, dedicated backup 

path when the associated working path reports a failure. Protection requires redundant 

capacity on the network, which is only exploited when a failure occurs. Restoration is the 

capability of establishing a new path after detecting a link failure, to re-route the traffic 

affected by the failure. This techniques does not rely on pre-established redundant links, as 

traffic is re-routed over available resources.

Restoration is generally more cost-effective, as it does not require redundant dedicated 

bandwidth, but path restoration times are at least 200 ms (and usually higher than that). 

Protection on the other haind can rely on an extremely fast switching time ( <50  ms), which 

can get around link fciilures without disturbing network flows (a feature that many customers 

request from their providers).

The issue becomes more complicated in dynamic networks, as a protection path needs 

to be dynamically calculated for each new lightpath provisioned. Moreover provisioning a 

backup path is more complicated than provisioning the original path. A protection path in 

fact is subject to additional “diversity” constraints in order to assure an appropriate level 

of resilience against different types of failures. For example, if the faulty channel is due to 

a defective device working on a particular wavelength, the channel can be protected using 

a different wavelength on the same fiber. If the failure is due to a fiber cut, the protected 

channel needs to be provisioned on a different fiber. If the failure is due to a natural disaster 

like an earthquake, which can affect a laxge area, fiber diversity does not guarantee the 

protection, and geographical diversity is required to provide adequate resilience. The type of 

diversity required can be agreed in advance with the operator in the Service Level Agreement 

(SLA), and is implemented through the Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG). The idea behind 

this concept is to assign the same SRLG membership to all the links that are subject to a 

common risk [SYR05]. Although within the same network domain, link diversity information 

can be exchanged freely, interdomain path protection is a greater problem [YMBS'''06], as 

most of the topology information is usually confined within each domain.

Another issue that strongly infiuences the protection cost is the type of protection. SONET/ 

SDH networks often use “1+1” protection, where the signal is duphcated over the original and
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backup paths; when the receiver loses the signal from the interface on the original path it 

simply uses the interface linked to the backup path. The “1:1” mechanism is very similar, 

with the difference that information is transmitted over the protection path only after the 

fault is detected on the original link. Although more efficient in terms of hardware required, 

“1:1” requires some additional time to switch the signal to the protection path. With the 

“1:N” scheme, the same backup path is shared among N working channels, allowing a cost 

reduction proportional to N. Finally the “M:N” scheme is a generalization of “1:N”, where M 

backup paths are used to protect N working trails.

Current SONET/SDH systems generally adopt the “1+1” mechcuiism. Although this guar

antees very fast protection, it doubles the link cost. The implementation of more efficient 

“M:N” protection mechzinism, together with automatic path restoration, will be allowed by 

dynamic reconfiguration capability in next generation networks (see section 2.3.2).

Link discovery

Another issue raised by highly dynamic and transparent optical networks is the link discovery, 

which consists of determining how WDM wavelengths and neighbors are connected to the 

transparent optical ports. In current opaque networks (e.g., SONET/SDH) link discovery 

could be easily implemented because the switches are able to terminate all the optical signals 

locally 8uid so can be awaxe of which port is being used to send or receive messages. When the 

network nodes are provided with transparent optical ports however, things are complicated 

by the fact that the optical switch is completely transparent to the data passing through its 

ports; for economical cind practical reasons only a limited number of ports can be terminated 

at the same time.

Although a trivial solution would see the manual entry of the details of the transparent 

ports in a configuration file, this solution is not scalable. A real scenario could involve nodes 

with hundreds of ports, tens of wavelengths and multiple neighbors, operating in a network 

subject to continuous reconfiguration. Manually configuring even a medium size network 

would require several hours of work, coordination of more people at diff^erent locations, and 

would be highly prone to human errors.

The Common Control And Measurement Plane (CCAMP) of the Internet Engineering 

Task Force (IETF) has addressed the problem in the Link Management Protocol (LMP) 

[Lan04], a part of the Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) protocol suite 

(described in the next section). LMP describes the steps required for link discovery both for
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opaque and transparent optical switches. One of the main assumptions in LMP is that a bi

directional channel is already established between the two nodes initiating the configuration 

procedure. The procedure for configuring transparent switches consists of one node sending 

test messages to another node, which terminates each input port in turn until the test message 

is received. When a message is received a link adjacency is noted and the transmitter starts 

the same procedure on a different port. Considering that a node is generally connected to 

more than one neighbor, the procedure has to be repeated for every other neighbor.

In [ELW"^04] the authors recognize the importance of this problem in semi-transpaxent 

optical networks and suggest that the discovery procedure could be initiated in parallel with 

all the neighbors in order to run the discovery process faster. The procedure however still 

requires that a control channel is pre-established and that the nodes are manually informed 

whenever the discovery procedure needs to be initiated. Moreover the authors do not explicitly 

suggest an algorithm implementing the idea.

In section 3.8 we will propose a solution to the link discovery problem in semi-transparent 

optical networks that does not require a pre-established control channel. This procedure 

represents a step forward towards the complete automatic configuration of future optical 

networks. In our scheme, the control channels between two peers is in fact selected during the 

link discovery process and embedded in one of the active wavelengths linking the two nodes.

2.3.2 O ptical Control P lane (N ext G eneration Networks)

In order to achieve automatic and dynamic provisioning of optical paths, solving the technical 

problems associated with physical impairments and wavelength-route selection, a dynamic 

optical network needs a control suite capable of organizing the exchange of information among 

the network elements.

The control plane is the set of entities that controls and organizes the links between the 

network elements, provisioning optical paths among the network nodes.

Currently in the Internet, the control plane of the IP layer is completely independent from 

that of the optical layer. This condition doubles the amount of information exchanged between 

the network nodes and prevents the network and link layers from using a common routing 

mechanism. Moreover, while the IP layer implements algorithms to discover neighbors and find 

paths automatically, the optical layer needs a large amount of human intervention for any type 

of topology modification. Even the most basic functions, such as link and neighbor discovery, 

are either manually implemented or depend on proprietary non-standardized protocols, which
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do not represent either a complete or interoperable solution. This approach proves very 

inefficient ea<;h time a circuit has to be implemented or modified in the network, cost and 

time of provisioning being the primary issues.

Network service providers and vendors have been working hard over the past few years 

to overcome this deficiency by developing a standard for the optical control plane, under 

the guidance of ITU-T, IETF and OIF. In [SRB03] the authors present a complete review 

of the standardization activity of these bodies, emphasizing the interoperability aspects of 

their work. All three entities have already produced consistent documentation, in the form of 

recommendations, request for comments and implementation agreements, while more work is 

currently in progress. We give here a brief analysis of their work and mode of operation.

IT U -T

The Automatically Switched Optical Network (ASON) fITOl] is the control plane architec

ture being developed by the study group 15 of the International Teleconnnunication Union 

- Telecom’s standardization sector (ITU-T). Their aim is to develop a basehne for an opti

cal architecture, starting with the requirements and defining the abstract components of the 

model and their interactions.

The ITU-T group, having a telecommunication-oriented background, has shaped its optical 

arc:hitecture more from concepts derived from standards such as SDH, ISDN and ATM than 

from the Internet protocols [Lar02].

The ASON architecture makes use of three federation models to classify switching and 

routing between nodes and subnetworks, where a federation is defined as a “community of 

domains that co-operate for the purposes of connection management”. The joint federation 

model (Figure 2.2) is based on a hierarchical scheme, where a parent controller exists that 

coordinates the other controllers within its own domain. This scheme can be iterated inside 

each domain to ac;hieve a higher number of hierarchies.

cc ^
p aren t
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cNId

CC
child

CC
child

C orrw cdon

F ig u re  2.2; ASON - Joint federation model
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Ill the cooperative model of Figure 2.3 no parent controller exists, and each controller can 

contact its direct neighbors to implement and organize the connection requested.

Conrwctioji CC \  _  (  CC ^______(  CC
request

F ig u re  2.3: ASON - Cooperative federation model

There is also a combined model, illustrated in Figure 2.4, necessary to implement the joint 

federation model when there are multiple domains involved. In this case no general controller 

may exist that can coordinate the information of nodes spread over different domains. The 

highest levels of each domain use a cooperative model to exchange information between each 

other, while within each domain the hierarciiical model applies.

--------------
' / I N  /  I \
/ »  JU < ____   ► JL

ConnecCon 
request

F ig u re  2.4: ASON - Combined federation model

The ASON architecture also defines the network components and their interaction. Setting 

up a connection through the network requires the interaction of three types of components: 

the connection controller, with the role of supervising the connection set-up, release and even

tual adjustments of the connection parameters; the routing controller, which provides path 

information for connection and network management purposes; and the link resource man

ager, with the task of allocating and deallocating the links at the node and subnetwork level. 

Tlie interaction between these components depends on the routing protocol implemented: 

hierarchical routing for the joint federation model, source routing for the cooperative model 

and step-by-step routing for the combined model.

Other components included in the ASON architec;ture have the task of supporting the 

network services. Among these, the traffic policing component assures the conformity be

tween tlie agreed and actual traffic parameters. The call controller component manages the 

necessary associations between the end points to allow the utilization of the services pro

vided by the network. Finally, there is a protocol controller component with the task of 

mapping the abstract instructions coming from a general controller into messages used by the 

communication protocol to exchange information.
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The ASON recommendation aims at giving an architectural specification of the reconfig- 

urable optical network, without going into the detmls of the protocol implementation. Such 

a task is coordinated by the Internet Engineering Task Force.

IETF

The Internet Engineering Task Force presents a more interactive approach in their GMPLS 

standard. In contrast to the ITU-T, where there is a designated group proposing eind evEdu- 

ating ideas for the architecture development, the IETF work group excheinges opinions with 

any Internet user who may want to actively participate in the discussions, through an Internet 

mailing list.

GMPLS [Man04] is derived from Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [RosOl], a tech

nique that allows traffic engineering by creating switched virtual circuits through an IP net

work. In MPLS, each time a packet enters a label-switched path it is marked with a label (a 

packet header) that will indicate to the downstream neighbor to which direction the packet 

should be switched. After reading the label attached to the packet received, the downstream 

neighbor replaces it with a new label that indicates to its downstream neighbor how to switch 

the packet. The process goes on until the packet reaches the end of the switched circuit and 

is passed up to the IP layer. The practical advantages are that the limited label space allows 

faster switching and cost reduction at the hardware level, and that traffic engineering can be 

implemented without affecting the stability of the IP layer.

GMPLS generalizes this approach to support different types of switching, by allowing 

the label to tEike many different forms. Besides Packet Switch Capable (PSC) interfaces, 

GMPLS also introduces Layer-2 Switch Capable (L2SC), Time-Division Multiplex Capa

ble (TDMC), Lambda Switch Capable (LSC) and Fiber-Switch Capable (FSC) interfaces. 

PSC concerns the switching of packets by reading information located in the packet header 

(e.g. IP/MPLS routers); L2SC refers to interfaces able to switch frames or cells (e.g., Eth

ernet, ATM switches); TDMC switches the data depending on an allocated time slot (e.g., 

SONET/SDH cross-connects); an LSC interface is able to switch an optical signal with wave

length granularity (e.g., wavelength selective switches); finally, FSC switches the entire data 

from a fiber using space division multiplexing (e.g., fiber switches).

The GMPLS signahng protocols RSVP-TE [Ber03b] and CR-LDP [Ber03a] haindle the 

label distribution among the nodes to establish the switched paths.

LDP [AndOl], the Label Distribution Protocol, takes care of the label exchange between
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Label Switched Routers (LSR), and was implemented to support the MPLS concept. Its 

extension, the Constraint-based Routed LDP (CR-LDP), allows the creation of traffic engi

neered paths; in this way the route between any two points in the network can talce a different 

path  than that obtained through legacy IP forwarding. Moreover this protocol can be used 

for resource reservation. The label switched path, for example, can be assigned a reserved 

beindwidth to accommodate traffic with specific bandwidth or time constraints.

RSVP [Bra97] (Resource Reservation Protocol), was developed initially for the standard 

IP network. The aim of this protocol was to allow IP routers to reserve bandwidth along the 

path  for a particular IP flow (or class of flows). The Traffic Engineering extension (RSVP- 

TE) allows the protocol to exchange labels along the reserved path, supporting the GMPLS 

implementation.

The two protocols (CR-LDP and RSVP-TE) are different implementations of a similar 

idea. The main difference is that in the RSVP-TE the reservation request is made by the 

destination node. This approach may be better adapted to the Internet, where bandwidth 

constraints are usually on the network edge. This reason, together with the fact tha t RSVP 

is an already well-proved protocol, is probably the basis of the greater success of this protocol 

with respect to CR-LDP.

Among the other protocols of the GMPLS protocol suite, we wish to  draw the reader’s 

attention to OSPF-xTE [Kom05], the GMPLS Traffic Engineering extension of Open Shortest 

Path  First (OSPF). By including in its header the necessary parameters for hnk and label- 

switched traffic engineering, this extension allows the selection of alternative routes tha t can 

be based on parameters different to the simple distance between routers.

Other relevzint protocols include the Link Management Protocol (LMP) [Lan04] and its 

WDM extension [Pre05], which autom ate the link discovery process of the optical layer and 

2illow the handling of a WDM link as a bundle. Since a WDM link can be made up of 

hundreds of channels connecting two points, the characterization of all or part of the channels 

as a unique bundle can reduce the signaling overhead of link and adjacency management.

Even though the GMPLS protocol suite is still a work in progress, a number of Request 

For Comments (RFC) documents have already been finalized and almost every vendor has 

implemented some of the specifications in their products. This positive attitude towards 

GMPLS is highly indicative of the beliefs tha t the network community has in the revenue 

generation potential of an automated control plane for service providers.

The signaling protocols developed within the GMPLS suite have generally the capability to
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operate both centrally and distributedly, but network management is still centrally operated. 

In this work we address the idea of distributed network management, where decisions are 

made distributedly at each node. The main advantages associated to distributed operations 

are: reduction of network trciffic overhead, as traffic information is processed locally, higher 

scaJability and a decision mechanism that is more compliant with the distributed nature of 

the Internet (especially for what it concerns interdomain operations). A centralized network 

management approach on the other hand can converge to solutions closer to the optimum 

(for example in traffic/network engineering), as the central management entity has a global 

view of the network resources. For such a reason a centralized approach might be favored 

in the intradomain, where node and link information is more likely to be shared among the 

nodes. It is possible to extend the view that a distributed management approach has about 

the global network by allowing nodes to forward update link and traffic information to each 

other. However, although this would allow better optimization, it would increase the network 

overhead, reducing the scalability advantages with respect to the centralized approach.

OIF

The Optical Internetworking Forum is a contribution-driven industry forum that encourages 

the cooperation between manufacturers, users and service providers. OIF is currently working 

on the specifications for the User-Network Interface (UNI) and Network-Network Interface 

(NNI).

The OIF is generally recognized as a merging point between the ITU-T and IETF works 

in the optical control plane. The main reason is that it implements concepts cind protocols 

defined by both stzmdardization bodies. Its user-network interface concept for example is 

drawn from the ASON zurchitecture and from the ITU-T optical transport standards (like 

SONET/SDH); on the other hand, however, it uses GMPLS signaling protocols and imple

ments an LMP-based auto-discovery mechanism.

The User Network Interface UNI [Jon04], defines the signaling specification between a user 

that requests a service and the network that provides it. The primary service it offers is the 

on-demand capability of creating, deleting and controlling optical connections. The control 

data between a UNI-C (on the client side) and UNI-N (on the server side) flows through 

a control link that can be an in-fiber or out-of-fiber channel, implemented either within a 

SONET/SDH link or through an external IP network. An important part of the UNI is the 

neighbor discovery procedure, which manages the links and control channels connecting to
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neighboring nodes. The service discovery procedure then helps the user understand which 

types of service the underlying transport network can provide and which attributes exist 

for the signaling and data channels. Support for SONET/SDH transparency and route/link 

diversity are examples of services supported, while reservation protocol used and type of link 

or concatenation implemented are examples of attributes.

The Network-Network Interface (NNI) defines the signaling specification between network 

elements and c£in be differentiated in E-NNI, used between nodes belonging to different do

mains, and I-NNI, used within a single domain. The main difference between the two is the 

amount of information shared between the nodes, which is more restrictive for the E-NNI. The 

E-NNI implementation agreement for intra-carrier signaling [0ng04] was officially published 

by the OIF in 2004. The specification of the I-NNI instead, being an internal interface, is left 

to vendors and service providers.

Working on the interface implementation, the OIF group is particularly active in practical 

demonstrations of the optical control plane. First initiated in 2004 their global interoperability 

demonstrations show practical implementations of the optical control plane, demonstrating 

the feasibility of their approach on a worldwide scale.

The 2004 and 2005 events brought together fifteen vendors and seven international carri

ers, connecting different laboratories located all over the world through trans-oceanic optical 

links. The 2004 event demonstrated the possibility of creating switched connections spanning 

multiple domains and triggered by users, employing the E-NNI and UNI implementations. 

The 2005 event focused on the adaptation of Ethernet services to SONET/SDH networks, 

utilizing the adaptation mechanisms described in section 2.2.1.

Those events represented the first real tests of the automatic control plane standardization 

and their success was essential to generate trust in an area that may have still been viewed 

with skepticism by many service providers around the world.

UCLP

The User Controlled Light Paths (UCLP) is a distributed network control and management 

system that allows users to self-provision lightpaths within a federation. UCLP is not part of 

the ASON - GMPLS standardization efforts, but is developed by independent organizations 

[CAN07], counting national research networks, communication research centers and universi

ties.

UCLP can manage different types of routers and switches (SONET/SDH, Ethernet, MPLS
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or transparent optical cross-connects). Each physical port is identified as a Resource Object 

(RO), and the internal topology, linking the different ROs, can be set up by the user using 

the abstraction of Light Path Objects (LPO).

A running UCLP system is divided into federations. A federation is a logical partition 

composed by heterogeneous resources of different types of networks that are under the control 

of a single administrator. Once the Federation has been set up, the user can log into the UCLP 

server using a web interface and modify the network topology using a simple point-and-click 

approach.

The range of applications enabled by this platform is manifold, ranging from simple IPv4 

routed traffic to e-science and grid applications.

2.4 Network economy

Feasibility and costs of dynamic circuit provisioning architectures are generally a function 

of the dynamicity we assume. For the applications and services we want to consider (for 

example lightpath provisioning for automated traffic engineering), path duration time could 

span from a few minutes to several hours. The exact value will depend on how variable is the 

traffic observed and how fast should the network react to such changes, originating a trade-off 

between routing efficiency and network stability.

The main reasons behind dynamic circuit provisioning in optical networks axe the follow

ing. On the one hand it increases the network capacity, and supports novel revenue-generating 

applications (IPTV, bandwidth on demand, e-science). On the other hand it minimizes capi

tal and operational expenditures, exploiting the economical advantage brought by transparent 

switching.

The economics of next generation optical networks have been extensively studied by re

searchers, which have focused their attention more on the Capital Expenditure (CapEx) Einaly- 

sis than on the Operational Expenditure (OpEx) and revenue generation. In the next sections 

we describe the various approaches that have been used, showing the advantage of transparent 

switching and analyzing the elements leading to such achievements.

2.4.1 Revenue generation

Aiming to increase their revenues by attracting new customers in a competitive environment, 

network operators are constantly looking for new services to offer to their clients. Leased
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lines and layer 2 virtual private networks are examples of the most successful services in 

terms of revenue generation that operators have provided to date. Prom this perspective, next 

generation optical networks are expected to provide faster and user-controlled access to those 

services, with increased levels of security and quality of service. In pjirticular (transparent) 

wavelength services and optical grids are considered among the most relevant application in 

next generation networks.

From a consumer market point of view the convergence of many applications to the IP layer 

has also created new interesting opportunities for the operators. Although IPTV, targeting 

the mass market, might become a high revenue application, it is also envisioned as a killer 

application. Sending thousands (or millions) of high rate streams, generated by HDTV on- 

demand applications, implies provisioning of many dedicated peer-to-peer connections with 

guaranteed QoS. This situation creates new unsolved issues, posing colossal challenges to 

network designers.

Although user-on-demand end-to-end provisioning is genercilly implemented at the elec

tronic layer, which guarantees finer granularity, optical provisioning is the key to support 

these layer 2 and 3 services at a large scale, providing fast upgrade of network capacity when 

existing links become congested.

2.4.2 O perational Expenditure (O pEx) savings

Economical analysis of OpEx for next generation optical networks is a field that lacks quan

titative analysis in the literature. We believe the main reason is that csJculating operational 

expenditures is a hard task as it includes majiy variables and parameters, like human resources, 

services and indirect costs [Mac06], which are difficult to collect and organize into a quanti

tative analysis. The general rule is that increasing the automation of the network decreases 

its operational expenses. Automatic fault location, for example, decreases the fault repairing 

time. User-controlled bandwidth-on-demand services speed up the provisioning process and 

reduce the need for manual intervention.

The improvement of operations facilitated by next generation networks is a topic that has 

recently been related [KIA"''05] to the value chain concept by Micheal Porter [Por85]. Applied 

to a network operator, the value creation caji be identified as a two-step sequence: first, the 

transport network operator invests in the fiber infrastructure and sells coarse bandwidth to 

the carriers (as leased lines); then the carriers re-sell the bsindwidth with finer granularities 

to end-customers or smEiller carriers.
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The primary activities of the value chain for network operators (following the observa

tion in [KIA+OS]) can be simplified into “Network Extension Process” and “Service Delivery 

Process”. The network extension concerns the planning and upgrade of the network capacity 

to support new requested services; it can be identified as the “Inbound Logistics” in figure 

2.5. The service delivery instead covers the “Operations” and “Outbound logistics” primary 

activities. Service delivery operations are triggered by the sales department receiving the cus

tomer orders and sending them to the order management, which processes the orders £ind, if 

required, coordinates the activities with other providers (interdomain case). The delivery co

ordinator then proceeds with the actual planning of the physical path, which is finally revised 

8ind implemented by the network manager.

The Valu« ChainFirm InfMstructuie

Porter 1885Human Ressautce Managemant
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Figure 2.5: MicheaJ Porter’s value chain model

This value chain model can greatly benefit from an automated and steindardized control 

plane. Considering the “Inbound Logistic” activity for example, the control plane, by pro

viding advanced neighbor discovery, simplifies the network upgrade process, which becomes 

faster and requires less mjinual intervention. The standardized interfaces to the user (UNI 

described in section 2.3 .2) eJIow a direct interaction between bandwidth supply and demand, 

increasing the user ax;cessibility to the service and diminishing the expense for advanced over

provisioning of network resources (in [GSM05] we find a practical and quantitative analysis). 

The “Operations” activities are automatically handled by the GMPLS protocol that, making 

use of standardized Network-Network Interfaces (NNI), coordinates the interaction within 

a domain (I-NNI) and among other domains (E-NNI). The “Outbound Logistics” avails of 

similar benefits, as services are automaticEilly delivered.

The sales process in general also benefits from automated operations, while marketing
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becomes more complex, as easier access to bandwidth increases competition among operators. 

Finally, the “Service” activity also benefits from the increased levels of resilience expected in 

next generation networks.

2.4.3 Capital Expenditure (CapEx) savings

In contrast to OpEx, savings on capital expenditures can be quantified more precisely as they 

directly relate to the cost of the network equipment needed to setup the network.

MEiny contributions modeling network capital expenditures for optical networks are avail

able in the literature. They differ by topology considered, optical layer technology and type of 

resilience. In reconfigurable optical networks, the trzmsparency advantage of optical switching 

over packet routing comes at the cost of a much coarser granularity (at the wavelength level), 

so that real economical advantage can only be achieved by efficient aggregation of packets 

into the dyncimically created optical paths. In this section we introduce some of the most 

significant contributions in optical network cost modeling.

Although most recent work focuses on the advantages associated with optical transparency, 

some initied contributions [SKS03, VCPD04] showed how dynamic SONET/SDH or OTN 

switching could bring economical advantages to an IP-over-WDM network. The analysis 

shows that the benefits of optical switching are directly related to the amount of transit 

traffic in the network. Opaque optical cross-connects can switch transit traffic at a lower cost 

with respect to IP routing. However, because of the additional expenses of the switching 

equipment, the CapEx intersection point between the two models is only achieved when the 

transit traffic is higher than a certain threshold [VCPD04]. In [SKS03] the authors also 

consider the cost difference achieved by restoration schemes, considering MPLS restoration 

for the IP over WDM model and mesh restoration for OTN. Due to the lower transit traffic 

that hits the IP layer when restoration is operated at the optical transport layer, the cost 

advantages become even more noticeable for the OTN case.

The real economical advantage of optical switching however begins when we consider 

transparent switching, where the signal transits intermediate nodes without O-E-0 conversion. 

Cost savings that transparent networks introduce are multifold and can be achieved at different 

layers. At the physical layer the number of O-E-0 converters is highly reduced. At the IP layer 

the capacity required in the routers also decreases, as traffic is redirected towards transparent 

optical ports. In particular, if SONET/SDH switching allowed cost savings compared to 

IP routing, with a per-port cost difference of about three times, transparent switching can
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increase the per-port savings by tens of times (e.g., using a Wavelength Selective Switch, 

WSS). Optic2il transparency however, introduces issues such as physical impairments of the 

signal and an absence of traffic grooming, which radically change these values. In order to 

increase the reach of optical signals for example, allowing transparent bypass of a higher 

number of nodes, more expensive devices (like for example Raman amplifiers) need to be 

used. In addition, since traffic grooming is not allowed at the optical layer, channel occupation 

efficiency tends to decrease, and a higher number of optical channels might be required to 

satisfy the same traffic demand. For these reasons, for a better understanding of the actual 

benefits of transparent networking, cost analysis were carried out, which consider both benefits 

and limitations of transparent optical networking.

Network cost-optimization with physical impairments has been addressed in [BC06] and 

[Sim05], where the authors show the impact of the optical reach on the network cost depending 

on the average nodes distance.

In [JFN04] the authors compare the cost of an opaque network architecture against a 

transparent one for a European national network. The analysis, carried on for different levels 

of traffic, shows that the transparent architecture is more advantageous than opaque IP over 

WDM, and that the advantage increases with traffic. A similar analysis conducted over a US 

network [CY03], had previously shown that transparent architectures would only provide a 

modest economical advantage. The difference between the two models lies in the average link 

length. Networks characterized by smaller link distances (as is the case of European national 

networks, compEired to a US network) can better exploit the advantages of transparent switch

ing because the optic2il signal can be transported from source to destination without need for 

regeneration. Current regeneration systems in fact operate channel by channel, therefore their 

cost increases linearly with the number of wavelengths in a fiber.

In [FLM02] the authors make a more complete cost analysis of optical transparency, show

ing the higher revenue possibility allowed by transparent networks. Their analysis, compeiring 

the network costs per Kbps of throughput, shows the net advantage of transparency also for 

low level of traffic. For yearly growth rates over 15% in user demand, the opticed switched 

architecture is economically more advantageous because its high reconfigurability allows to 

accommodate a higher number of users.

This brief overview shows us where the economical advantages of transparent network 

architectures originate. The results discussed agree that the advantages are proportional to 

the quantity of transit traffic in the network. While the ports on optical switches are in fact
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bit-rate independent and their cost does not increase with the channel rate, the cost of the IP 

ports is proportional to the port rate. The average link distance also has a great impact on 

cost because transparency loses its advantages when regenerators, based on O -E-0 devices, 

need to be used.

We envisage tha t in the future, the deployment of transparency in optical networks will 

be mostly determined by the cost evolution of optical reach and optical switching.

2.5 Traffic engineering

Traffic engineering assists the routing infrastructure to achieve more efficient utilization of the 

network resources. Communication networks need to be continuously monitored and updated 

in order to satisfy the increasing traffic demand and to avoid service denial and network 

congestion, which can arise because of hardware failure or traffic pattern variability.

Network engineering functions Ccin be generally classified into three different categories, 

differentiated by their time-scale of operation. Traffic management operates on a day-by- 

day basis and involves tasks like QoS management, routing table management and dynamic 

routing. Its objective is to assure that short-term variations in the traffic patterns do not 

degrade network performances below cicceptable levels. Capacity management involves routing 

design, bandwidth allocation and capacity design. It generally implies hardware upgrades and 

its operation timescale is in the order of several months. Network planning, finally, involves 

the re-arrangement of network nodes and transport links, requiring accurate planning for the 

updates in the physical topology, and is usually operated over some years.

Efficient management of these engineering functions has always been one of the main goals 

of any network architecture. Next Generation Networks (NGN), introduced in section 2.3.2, 

promise to deliver advanced mechanisms to facilitate traffic engineering operations.

In the remainder of the section we will address only those traffic management issues that 

are directly related to the Optical IP Switching architecture developed in this dissertation.

2.5.1 Traffic analysis

Traffic analysis is the first step in the whole traffic engineering process and is used to obtain a 

snapshot of the traffic condition at different nodes and links. Information can be collected and 

averaged over different time intervals, depending on the time granularity of interest. While, 

for example, traffic management would need information averaged over a few minutes, net-
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work planning would benefit more from information averaged over months, and predictions 

based over years of observation.

TrafEc information is usually collected by the routers through traffic analysis tools, of which 

Cisco’s Netfiow [Sys07] is an example. Since analyzing packet-by-packet could become com

putationally very expensive, packet samphng is generally used. The IETF draft [DDC"''07] 

describes eight different types of sampling methods: systematic count-based sampling, sys

tematic time-based sampling, random n-out-of-N sampling, uniform probabilistic sampling, 

property match filtering, hash based filtering using BOB, hash based filtering using IPSX and 

hash based filtering using CRC.

The difference between filtering £ind sampling is the following: filtering only considers a spe

cific subset of packets with some defined property (e.g. packets with specific TCP port num

ber), while sampling selects packets without considering any specific correlation [ZMD"*'07].

Samphng in turn can be divided into systematic and random. Systematic sampling im

plies the use of a deterministic function to select the sample packet’s population. Random 

sampling instead selects the sample population following a random-generation function. This 

elimina:es the possibility of biased results, which can occur when using systematic methods. 

Both methods can be operated either in the space domain (e.g. select one packet in every n) 

or in the time domain (e.g. select a packet every x milliseconds).

Sampling methods can be fine-tuned by modifying their parameters. The most relevant 

is the packet sampling rate, which defines the average size of the sampled population with 

respect to the totsd number of packets. The sampling rate expresses very clesirly the tradeoff 

between accuracy of traffic estimation versus processing power and memory consumed. A 

higher sampling rate for example will guarantee a more precise characterization of the traffic 

behavior, but at the same time will consume more computational and memory resources, 

which are generally very expensive in routers. Choosing an optimal sampling rate depends on 

available computational resources, on the traffic properties under evaluation and in general 

on the :races under analysis.

The nformation obtained from packet sampling can be used to monitor individual hnks or 

be collected together to build traffic demand matrices. In the first case, for example, an alarm 

can be generated in real-time when the link usage approaches the majdmum link capacity, 

while a more thorough investigation CEui be carried out Eifterwards to reveal the causes of the 

problem. Traffic matrices instead give a more global view. Such information can be used 

to optimize the routing process, for example re-routing excess traffic through different paths
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to use links with more bandwidth available. Over longer time periods, traffic matrices are 

used for network planning, allowing off-line computation and simulations to determine how 

to efficiently distribute bandwidth along the network.

2.5,2 Flow characterization

Flow characterization can be considered a particular case of trziffic analysis. Since it consti

tutes a fundamental block of the Optical IP Switching architecture we have included it in a 

separate section. Flow analysis categorizes the sampled packets into flows, grouping together 

packets with similar characteristics. They are generally categorized depending on the follow

ing five parameters: IP source, IP destination, transport protocol (e.g., TCP or UDP), source 

port and destination port. Flows can also be interpreted on a coarser granularity, aggregating 

all packets from the same IP address directed toward the same destination. At an even courser 

scale we can identify IP-prefix flows, where either the source or destination address (or both) 

is an IP prefix.

Flow characterization is particularly relevant because it represents a natural categorization 

of the route correlation property of IP traffic. For example, a TCP flow characterizes the traffic 

related to a single application running between two network terminals. An IP flow aggregates 

all the traffic generated by multiple applications between two network terminals. Finally, 

IP-prefix flows characterize all the traffic going from a network towards a certeiin destination 

node or network.

The Internet flow distribution has been, in the past decade, a topic of extensive analysis, 

which has revealed its “heavy tail” property [CAI03, SRS99, BC02, PTB‘*‘01].

A distribution function is heavy-tailed if it satisfies the following condition:

Pr[X  > x] ~  x~°‘a sx  —> oo, 0 < a  < 2 (2.1)

i.e. if the asymptotic shape of the distribution is hyperbolic. In terms of traffic distribu

tion, in order to better visualize the phenomenon, w'e can refer to figure 2.6 [MRS"'‘06], which 

reports the results of a recent work we have conducted in our group. In this study we have 

exEimined recent Internet traffic traces taken from a trans-Pacific link on the WIDE back

bone, available from the MAWI working group traffic archive [wgta05]. By comparing the red 

curve, indicating the flow distribution, the blue one, representing the data distribution, and 

the black line, representing the packet distribution, we can see that although only 1% of the 

flows contain more than ten thousand packets, they account for about 70% of the total traffic.
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In other words, a very small number of large flows (elephants) carry most of the link traffic, 

while a large amount of small flows (mice) only account for a relatively small percentage of 

traffic.

100
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  flows

o

Flow size (pkts)

Figure 2.6: Cunuilative data distribution for a trans-Pacific link

There have been some attempts in the literature to define a cjuantitative threshold to 

distinguish between elephants and mice. In [EVOl] for example the authors fix the elephant 

thrrehold to 1% of the link utilization. In |SRB01] instead, an elephant is any flow whose 

peak rate exceeds the mean plus three standard deviations of the total link flow. We will not 

spend more time trying to define an absolute threshold between mice and elephants, as we 

believe that this boundary remains arbitrary, and an optimum definition depends on the tv-pe 

of traffic engineering being operated.

A more interesting approach was presented in [PTB+01], where the authors focus on 

the methods to identify the threshold, rather than on its absolute value. They propose two 

separate methods based on a single metric, the flow bandwidth. In the first, they consider 

the heavy-tail property defined by equation 2.1, so that a flow is consideretl as an elephant if 

it is located in the tail of the flow distribution. The second method instead requires setting a 

parameter “a ” indicating an arbitrary percentage of traffic that will be placed in the elephant 

class. Flows are sorted by size and added into the elephant class starting from the largest, until 

they account for a% of the total traffic. Their results show that the two methods give different 

threshold characterization behavior, with the former presenting a lower threshold value with



respect to the latter. Their time dependency analysis shows that both the methods detect 

elephants with holding time between twenty cind forty minutes. This implies that elephant 

detection needs to be performed very often (e.g. at least every twenty minutes). In order 

to target this high variability, the authors propose a “latent heat” algorithm that takes into 

consideration, besides the flow bandwidth, the traffic burstiness, averaging the flow rate over 

variable time intervals. This approach eliminates the flow reclassification due to transient 

traffic bursts, shifting the holding times towards values between one and two hours.

In [MUK''‘04] the authors present a flow detection approach that considers the estimation 

error due to packet sampling. The algorithm they propose is based on Bayes theorem and 

assumes the knowledge a-priori of the traffic distribution. Their analysis shows the capability 

of the algorithm they introduce to efl^ectively determine the elephant flows from the sampled 

population. Their main contribution is the observation that their threshold value is almost 

independent of the a-priori distribution considered, which makes the threshold invariant with 

respect to the network considered. They also identify 10“  ̂ as an adequate sampling rate to 

identify elephant flows.

2.5.3 Flow-based traffic engineering

Conventional Interior Gateway Protocols (IGP), like OSPF and IS-IS, base their routing 

mechanism on the minimization of a single metric (e.g., number of hops or delay), whose 

value is usually established by the network administrator. A few years ago [FTOO, AWK"*'99] 

the idea of using variable metrics to malte the routing protocol react to changing traffic 

conditions was considered, but it soon proved to be quite inappropriate. Fast chjinging metrics 

in fact created excessive control traffic overhead and route flapping issues, making the network 

unstable [EJLWOl].

In the meantime a new idea was proposed, in [SRS99], to challenge this instability by 

applying the concept of elephant flows to dynamic routing. The relative small number of 

elephamt flows in fact seemed particularly suitable to diminish the overhead needed for a flow- 

based traffic engineering approach. The large size of those flows would assure efficiency of such 

operations, while their long lifetime would decrease the update rates of link state information, 

diminishing routing table inconsistencies. According to the authors, the engineering process 

would only affect elephant flows, which could be re-routed towards paths with larger band

width available, while short-lived flows would follow default shortest-path routes. The authors 

compare their hybrid approach to ordinary static routing, where routes are not updated to
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reflect the changing network state, and to dynamic routing, where all the traffic is re-routed 

over periodically updated paths. The simulation results, focusing on the average network 

congestion, show that the flow-based approach has a clear advantage over the static approach 

and outperforms the dynamic approach for link-state update times over twenty seconds (i.e., 

for normal operating conditions).

What is clear from their study is that a dynamic routing algorithm needs very frequent 

updates of the link-state because it targets all traffic flows, including the highly variable mice. 

Short-lived flows are many and bring a relatively small percentage of traffic, which makes 

their engineering inefficient and difficult to implement.

Tziigeting the elephant flows instead increases the network stability, while keeping the 

numbo: of dedicated paths relatively low. Prom a technical point of view, targeting elephant 

flows reduces the overhead by exploiting the route correlation of the IP packets. This is similar 

to how data  compression algorithms exploit bit correlation to diminish storage space. It makes 

sense to consider a large stream of packets going from one source to the same destination as 

a unique flow rather than as a sequence of packets. This is the approach that we will follow 

in the design of our Optical IP Switching Eirchitecture.

Every approach that selectively adapts routes to traffic characteristics needs a mechanism 

to build and select alternative paths. This is the aim of the MPLS protocol, which allows 

creatir.g dedicated paths without interfering with the original routing protocols.

2.5.4 M ulti Protocol Label Switching

The WPLS protocol [RosOl] was originally conceived to allow faster switching of IP flows 

(compared to legacy IP routing) and to ease traffic engineering operations. Faster switching 

was introduced by aggregating packets into large flows; hardware speed could be achieved 

using a switching table much smaller than ordinary routing tables. However, in the meantime, 

advances in integrated circuit design for lookup tables allowed routers to operate at interfaces 

line rate, completely eliminating the issue.

Facilitating traffic engineering operations still remained a primary issue however and the 

standardization activities went on to produce a very functional protocol that is now being 

deployed by service providers all over the world. The advantage MPLS brings to operators is 

the ability to create arbitrary paths in the network, re-routing traffic flows without interfering 

with the traffic routed through the default paths selected by legacy shortest-path algorithms.

In this section we give a general overview of MPLS, focusing on its main characteristics,
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without going into the protocol details. For a more detailed description the reader can refer 

to [Tho02, Fau98].

MPLS carries traffic over Label Switched Paths (LSP). After receiving a packet from the 

IP layer belonging to a pre-established LSP, the ingress router adds a pre-defined label to 

it, sending it downstream towards the next hop. The next node will check the label on the 

incoming packet, look up its switching table, substitute the existing label with a new one and 

forward the packet downstream. The process continues until the packet reaches the egress 

router, where the MPLS label is finally stripped off and the packet routed following the default 

IP routing table.

The MPLS layer is closely integrated with the IP layer and located just below it. This 

allows the label switched paths to bypass the IP layer, while using information from the IP 

routing table at the ingress node to select the packets to be routed into the dedicated paths.

The labels assigned are only meaningful between a node and its downstream (or upstream) 

neighbor; this local assignment facilitates the use of distributed protocols for label distribu

tion, like CR-LDP [Ber03a] and RSVP-TE [BerOSb]. The tasks of the distribution protocols 

include agreeing on the labels used for switching determined paths, and reserving the necessary 

bandwidth.

Label exchange however is operated after the routing protocol has established a suitable 

route for the switched path. Legacy routing protocols cannot be used for traffic engineering 

purposes as they only bring a very limited amount of information about the links. Traffic engi

neering instead needs up-to-date knowledge of the state of network links and more information 

like delay, capacity and protection-related parameters. For this reason, existing routing pro

tocols have been updated (e.g. OSPF-xTE [SJ07], ISIS-TE [Smi04]) to allow the exchange 

of this type of information, and to implement routing algorithms capable of operating with 

multiple constraints.

In summary, the main advantage of MPLS is that it gives the capability to route selected 

traffic into dedicated switched paths that satisfy pre-established requirements, like reserved 

bandwidth, deterministic jitter and delay, and dedicated path protection. It is important how

ever to emphasize that MPLS does not provide mechanisms to guarantee such requirements 

in the selected links. These have to be guaranteed either at layer 2 (for example through the 

ATM protocol) or by additional traffic conditioning mechanisms at layer 3 (e.g. shapers and 

droppers implemented in the DiffServ architecture).

The advantage that MPLS brings to traffic engineering is twofold: on one hand the oper-
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ator has now full control over the routing mechanisms and can easily optimize the network 

resources while satisfying QoS traffic requirements. On the other hand it can easily set up and 

sell bandwidth-on-demand services to customers who might need, for example, point-to-point 

links with guaranteed bandwidth between two or more premises.

2.5.5 Interdom ain vs. intradomain traflBc engineering

The MPLS control capability we have described above functions well in the intradomain 

environment, where nodes are willing to share the necessary topology and link information, 

and to cooperate in order to optimize the usage of network resources.

The interdomain environment however is totally diflFerent, as each domain is an individual 

commercial entity, pursuing its own interests. This leads to a competitive model completely 

different from the cooperative intradomain.

Routing in the interdomain is achieved through the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) 

[RLH06], which selects routing paths following a set of policies adopted by the network ad

ministrator. In selecting the routes, BGP gives higher priority to a local preference value man

ually selected by the operator, than to the number of hops (expressed in terms of autonomous 

systems). This is indicative of BG P’s aim to satisfy specific operator’s requirements rather 

than optimizing the overall network resources.

Hence, traffic engineering assumes a different meaning in the interdomain. Rather than 

optimizing the overadl route, each operator can only directly influence the traffic distribution 

between its immediate upstream and downstream neighbors. Quite often, moreover, local 

decisions can cause unpredictable changes in traffic patterns in other domains.

Interdomain traffic engineering consists of balancing outgoing and incoming traffic to other 

Autonomous Systems (AS), of which [Quo06] gives an excellent overview. Since BGP was not 

originally developed to support traffic engineering operations however, traffic balancing is 

achieved indirectly through complex mechanisms. Incoming traffic, for example, is balanced 

using a mechanism called “path prepending”, which consists of artificially increasing the hop 

count advertised for selected networks prefixes, in order to discourage their transit through 

the AS. The effects of path prepending are difficult to evaluate and its efficiency often depends 

on conditions that are beyond the influence of a single domain [LC07].

One of the goals of ASON/GMPLS networks (see section 2.3.2) is to provision dynamic 

paths across different domains (either a t the electrical or optical level), following a standard 

circuit-oriented approach similar to that used in the intradomain. However we believe that the
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conceptual diflFerence between intra and interdomain cannot be disregarded. The distributed 

nature of the Internet, its foundation upon independent autonomous systems and its dis

tributed routing protocols axe the basis of the network independence and ubiquity that have 

made it the primary worldwide communication medium. Although the GMPLS architecture 

is based on distributed protocols, its intelligence is still centralized. The decision to create 

a GMPLS optical path, for example, is made at the source node, even if the resulting path 

might traverse different domains [YMBS''‘06]. We believe instead that interdomain optical 

paths should be created respecting the distributed nature of the Internet. In the Optical IP 

Switching architecture we present in this dissertation, transparent optical paths axe created 

and extended in a distributed fashion, based upon distributed decisions made independently 

by the different domains.

2.5.6 M ulti-layer traffic engineering

Because of the long time needed to provision additional bandwidth on network hnks, traffic 

engineering operations have so far focused on “moving traffic where the bandwidth is available”. 

Packet routes are usually modified by acting on the link weight parameter of the IP routing 

protocols, or more recently through the creation of dedicated MPLS paths.

The GMPLS optical control plane standardization activity has focused on this issue, de

veloping a protocol suite to aJlow dynamic link reconfiguration at progressively lower layers. 

Some initial implementations already provide reconfiguration capabilities in optical Ethernet, 

SONET/SDH and OTN networks. The practical implementation of dynamic lightpath re

configuration is instead delayed by impairment issues at the physical layer, although control 

plane functions for transparent operations are currently under development.

This ability to dynamically reconfigure a network link will completely remodel the ap

proach to traffic engineering, allowing network operators to “create bandwidth where required 

by the IP traffic”.

In future NGN networks. Traffic engineering and Quality of service Optimization (TQO) 

will be performed at different levels of the protocol architecture [Ash06], which we have 

summarized in the diagram in figure 2.7.

The application layer takes caxe of the session initialization, providing information about 

destination address and class of service required. The transport layer optimizes the data 

transfer within a session, adapting the transfer rate to the condition of the transport channel 

(through the TCP coUision avoidance mechanism). The task of the IP/MPLS layer is to find
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F ig u re  2.7: TQO at different layers of the protocol architecture

optimal paths to route packets towards their destination, given the link capacity imposeii by

link capacity can be engineered through the use of Electrical Cross-Connects (EXC); tiiey 

offer the capabihty of reconfiguring the link and path bandwidth with nniltiple granularities, 

allowing the bandwidth to be fine-tuned for the service being provided. For EXCs, the maxi

mum bandwidth that can be provisioned is constrained by the lightpaths’ configuration at the 

physical layer. Transparent Optical Cross-Connects (OXC), finally, allow the reconfiguration 

of physical paths, at the level of individual wavelengths, group of wavelengths or optical fibers. 

Since the cost of OXC ports is much lower compared to EXC and IP/M PLS ports, lightpath 

engineering plays a primary role in pursuing optimal network cost-effectiveness.

The benefits of multiple degrees of freedom for timing network operations are: lower 

need for network over-provisioning, faster deployment of new services and applications, and 

the ability to customize the bandwidth for different services, leading altogether towards the 

optimal exploitation of the network resources.

The challenge on the other hand is the simultaneous optimization of the different layers, 

necessary to achieve a global optimum that maximizes the resource exploitation while main

taining the required QoS within the SLAs. Multi-layer traffic engineering is the research area 

that addressees this challenge.

We report some examples of multi-layer traffic engineering from the literature, where 

researchers have attem pted the joint optimization of two or more network layers.

In [YKS‘''02) the authors propose an architecture that merges traffic engineering at the 

IP/M PLS and OXC layers. They envisage the GMPLS-based Hikari router (described in more 

details on page 43), which allocates new lightpaths when the end-to-end demand between two

the lower laj'ers and the QoS constraint imposed by the application. Below the IP layer, the
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nodes saturates the available bandwidth. These concepts are further developed in [OSS''"05], 

where the traffic engineering operations are extended also to the EXC layer.

In [DG07] the authors propose algorithms for optimization of routing strategies at the 

EXC and OXC layers. Taking as a reference model the route optimization for scheduled 

traffic (where demand arrival time and duration is known in advance), they show that the 

algorithms they introduce achieve similar optimal performance assuming only knowledge of 

the demand duration.

The work reported in [HBCR07] examines the interaction between the TCP and IP layers. 

The former operates distributedly to adapt the transfer rate to the network conditions, while 

the latter is centrally operated to re-route traffic over less congested links. The authors show 

that the current practice of engineering the two layers independently of each other, although 

it does not compromise network stability, does affect its robustness (with respect to tr8iffic 

changes on a small time scale). The algorithm they propose, dubbed Distributed Adaptive 

Traffic Engineering (DATE), provides joint optimization of TCP and IP, offering the optimal 

trade-off in terms of stability, cost and robustness.

The approach we propose in this dissertation through our Optical IP Switching archi

tecture, like the Hikari router, combines traffic engineering at the IP and OXC layers. Our 

solution however does not use a reactive approach, which creates novel paths when IP traffic 

saturates the available bandwidth. Rather, we use a proactive approach, which continu

ously aggregates IP flows into optical cut-through paths, reducing the packet forwarding cost 

through transparent bypass of the IP layer.

2.6 Current research projects

In this section we analyze how the research on optical networking has evolved over the past 

few years, describing its current trends by introducing some of the most relevant research 

projects recently developed or currently under development.

We focus primarily on projects relating to Optical Circuit Switching (OCS) because this is 

the main topic of this thesis, and represents a technology that can generally be implemented 

using off-the-shelf optical components. By presenting the projects in chronological order we 

will show the evolution of the research activity from the initial implementations of protocols 

and interfaces discussed within the ASON and GMPLS actions, towards the concept of highly 

dynamic transparent networks.
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We also describe, in broad terms, the Optical Packet Switching (OPS), and Optical Burst 

Switching (OBS) architectures. OPS and OBS have been thoroughly investigated during the 

past decade, with the promise of delivering high networking performance by switching traffic 

optically at very fine granularities. However, the lack of a profitable ultra-fast switching 

technology (in the order of the microseconds for OBS and lower than a nanosecond for OPS) 

has prevented them (so fax) from gaining commercial advantage over OCS networks.

Fin2illy, in section 2.6.5, we briefly introduce the GENI initiative, a National Science 

Foundation project aimed at building a global network testbed facility. Once operational, 

GENI will allow researchers to test architectures, services and applications over a large-scale 

network, realistically reproducing their operation in the Internet.

2.6.1 Optical Circuit Switching (OCS)

The technology needed to implement OCS is generally mature, edthough challenges relating 

to transparent switching still remain at the physical layer (as described in section 2.3.1). 

Interdomain operations also remain an open challenge, both for the limited amount of link 

information exchanged among different domains [YMBS"'"06] and for the lack of a business 

model specifically dedicated to NGN networks [VXHB05].

The strength of OCS is that it exploits the best of the electrical and optical domains, within 

the technology commercially available. The optical domain is used for optical transport and 

transparent switching of traffic at course granularity, while electronics are used for network 

administration and control, and for switching/routing at fine granularities.

This section gives an overview on how the concept of dynamic optical networks has evolved 

over the years, exploring the projects that have contributed to this evolutionary process.

LION project

The "Layers Interworking in Optical Networks" (LION) [ISTOO], was a European "Infor

mation Society Technologies" (1ST) project funded under the Framework Program (FP) 5. 

LION was a three-year project that started in January 2000 with the aim of developing and 

testing a resilient and managed network infrastructure based on an the ASON and GMPLS 

architectures.

The main objectives of the project, which targeted multi-layer networks, were the follow

ing: testing novel technologies, like the Optical Transport Network described in section 2.2.2; 

implementing UNI and NNI signaling interfaces; designing an integrated optical control plane
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and a management architecture, to provide end-to-end view of the infrastructure over domains 

using different management technologies. The project terminated with the implementation 

of a testbed, described in [CBD"^03], showing the feasibility of the concepts developed, and 

analyzing the performance of the resilience strategies adopted at the IP-MPLS (with fast 

restoration) and optical layer (using mesh protection).

This project, like the OIF interoperability demonstrations described in section 2.3.2, em

phasized the potentials and feasibility of reconfigurable optical networks to operators.

The NTT Hikari router

The Hikari router is a GMPLS-based optical router developed at NTT research laboratories 

[SYT"^02, OSS"''05] in 2000, capable both of packet switching and wavelength path switching. 

One of its main characteristics is its ability to allocate bandwidth by creating new end-to-end 

optical paths when incoming traffic saturates the existing channels.

The lowest level of switched circuit is the packet label switched path, which can re-engineer 

the traffic transported through the network, creating MPLS circuits that bypass the IP layer. 

If the existing topology can no longer accommodate MPLS circuits, because some of the 

links are already working at their maximum capacity, the router can operate wavelength 

switching to generate a new virtual topology, capable of handling the requested MPLS paths. 

At a coarser level the router can also execute fiber switching, which allows more substantial 

alteration of the topology.

The Hikari router is probably one of the first GMPLS devices to reach the production 

environment, and is currently used by NTT in the Japanese national network.

DRAGON

The "Dynamic Resource Allocation via GMPLS Optical Networks" (DRAGON) testbed 

[Fun03b, LSJ06], funded in 2003 by the National Science Foundation (NSF), is an example 

of GMPLS-based grid network for e-science applications. The main focus of the network ar

chitecture is the capability of guaranteeing a deterministic level of service, achieved through 

resource reservation, and the provisioning of lightpaths connecting heterogeneous networks 

across multiple domains. The central element in the DRAGON architecture is the Network- 

Aware Resource Broker (NARB), which keeps updated resource information of the entire 

domain. Network nodes send end-to-end path requests to the NARB, which computes and 

returns the best route available, together with updated information on the selected links. If
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the end-to-end path is within the s?ime domain, the signahng for path creation is achieved 

through a peer-to-peer approach, where nodes send information directly to each other in a 

distributed fashion. If the path crosses multiple domains the signaling is regulated by the 

NARB, following an overlay approach.

Another important function the NARB implements is the topology abstraction, which sum

marizes the internal domain topology, arbitrarily hiding detailed network information. This 

is used in interdomain provisioning, where the network operators do not want to disclose full 

topology information to competing adjacent domains.

The interdomain approach and the experience gmned through the DRAGON testbed was 

of primary importance for the development of the Hybrid Optical and Packet Infrastructure 

network, described on page 49.

CHEETAH

The "Circuit-switched High-speed End-to-End Transport ArcHitecture" (CHEETAH) [Fun04, 

HSLR06], is an NSF project funded in 2004 aimed at developing the technology and infrastruc

ture to support e-Science projects, and spedfic2illy the Terascale Supernova Initiative (TSI). 

The main aim of this project was to enable the dynamic creation of direct end-to-end paths, 

consisting of Ethernet circuits at the edges (i.e., in the LAN), carried by a SONET network 

in the core (i.e., in the WAN). This was achieved using a Multi-Service Provisioning Platform  

(M SP?) to map Ethernet frames into Ethernet-over-SONET (EoS) signals. The CHEETAH 

project developed an RSVP-TE client at the end-hosts that enables user applications to 

request the provisioning of dedicated Gigabit Ethernet circuits between end hosts or clus

ters connected to the GMPLS-based CHEETAH network. Additionally, a high-performance 

transport protocol called Circuit-TCP (CTCP) and application middleware was developed to 

provide guaranteed and stable throughput for file transfers, visuaUzation, and control appli

cations.

The CHEETAH testbed helped the understanding of relevant implementation issues in 

GMPLS networks, like for example the importance of IPv6 addressing, and the deployment of 

secure control channels over the Internet, while demonstrating the possibility of user-requested 

end-to-end dedicated circuits for high-rate data transfer.
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MUPBED

The "MUlti-Partner european testBED for research networking" (MUPBED) [IST04a, SLS06] 

is an integrated EU 1ST project funded in 2004 that provides a test facility for ultra-broadband 

research networks. Its general objective is to investigate GMPLS technology and network 

solutions for the development of future European resezirch infrastructures (grid networking 

being one of the primary objectives). The MUPBED testbed could be considered the Euro

pean equivalent of the CHEETAH and DRAGON networks, as its main applications axe the 

provisioning of end-to-end circuits across multiple domains, using the ASON/GMPLS control 

plane. The architectural design of the network is based on two different models, which provide 

service access following either ein overlay or a peer-to-peer model. In the first case the grid 

access network is separated from the core, and the link between the two is provided through 

a Grid-User Network Interface (GUNI). In the peer-to-peer model instead there is a peering 

relation between access and grid core, and the user application can access the grid services 

directly through an Application Programming Interface (API). The fact that the MUPBED 

testbed makes use of GEANT2 as a core network, and different NRENs as local access points, 

has allowed the researchers involved in the consortium to carry out testbed demonstrations at 

different locations (usually during major networking conferences and events). The interesting 

aspects of these demonstrations were, on one hand, that end-to-end links could be created in 

real time, and on the other hand that the dedicated paths were provisioned through general 

purpose networks (GEANT2 and NRENs are networks carrying production traffic).

OptlPuter

The OptlPuter [TUC"''06] is a research project funded by NSF in 2002, which couples compu

tational resources over parallel optical networks, in support of data intensive scientific research 

and collaboration [BSD"^06]. The scope of the OptlPuter project is to guarantee ultra-high 

bandwidth for e-Science applications like EarthScope and Biomedical Informatics Research 

Network, which require access to massive collections of distributed data objects that must 

be transferred with reliability and timeliness. The objective is to build a Distributed Virtual 

Computer (DVC), a virtual parallel machine where the processors are replaced by distributed 

clusters, the memory by large distributed data repositories and the peripherals by scientific 

instruments, visualization displays and sensor arrays. The whole system is interconnected 

by a system bus constituted by a dedicated lambda infrastructure, where data is transferred 

using the IP protocol. The lambda infrastructure, by offering transparent end-to-end optical
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paths to the appHcations, is the key for delivering ultra-high quality of service, including very 

large bandwidth (tens of gigabits per second) and controlled jitter/delay. Within the US the 

OptlPuter endpoints are connected through the National LambdaRml infrastructure (NLR), 

while the Global Lambda Integrated Facility (GLIF) provides links to the international com

munity. Following the DVC approach, the OptlPuter creates dedicated end-to-end lightpaths 

in real-time (using a GMPLS-like approach) where lightpaths are requested directly by the 

applications, and bandwidth is provisioned for each application with guaranteed QoS.

NOBEL

The "Next generation Optical networks for Broadband European Leadership" (NOBEL) 

[IST04b] was an FP6 integrated 1ST project funded in 2004. Constituting a consortium of over 

thirty partners, the objectives of the Nobel project were very broad, targeting architectures 

for metro and core optical networks at different levels of the protocol stack. The reference 

architecture was based on a distributed ASON/GMPLS model, while its developments in

cluded multi-service management and integration, multi-layer traffic engineering, multi-layer 

resiliency, end-to-end Quality of Service, together with strategies for the end-to-end mgmage- 

ment and control of intra/interdomain connections.

The scope of the project however went beyond protocol implementation, and considered 

multiple aspects of networking. It targeted the social and techno-economic aspects related 

to the deployment of solution for intelligent reconfigurable optical networks, it identified the 

drivers behind the evolution of broadband services and it associated possible solutions with 

existing technologies and devices to optimize the network cost-effectiveness.

It has also traced a guideline for future network evolution. The short and medium term sce

nario will see initial coexistence of IP/MPLS, Ethernet, Next Generation SDH aind OTN. This 

will progressively evolve in the long term towcurds a unified GMPLS control plane, which will 

completely integrate these network technologies. They also envisioned burst/packet switched 

optical networks for an extended long term scenario.

NOBEL-2 is the second (currently ongoing) phase of the NOBEL project, which makes 

use of the developments achieved during the first phase to target the network evolution in 

the long-term sceneirio. The project aims at implementing the concepts developed during the 

first phase into integrated testbeds, to demonstrate the feasibility of a unified control plane 

capable of supporting end-to-end services; this also involves the development of dynamic 

and transparent transport network architectures "for a pervasive introduction of broadband
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services in Europe". A second objective of NOBEL-2 is the exploration of future network 

concepts, addressing the tradeoff between optical vs. electrical, circuit vs packet, and routing 

vs. switching, to achieve an "optimum techno-economic balance".

T R IU M P H

The "Transparent Ring Interconnection Using Multi-wavelength PHotonic switches" (TRI

UMPH) [IST06] is an FP6 1ST "Specific Targeted Research Projects" (STReP) funded in 

2006. The project’s main objective is to build an architecture capable of transparently inter

connecting core-metro rings (at rates up to 160 Gbps) and metro-access rings (at rates up to 

40 Gbps). This objective is achieved through the use of a switching node located at the ring 

interconnection points, which provides novel transparent capabilities.

The project targets two of the most challenging aspects of transparent networking: signal 

regeneration and traffic grooming, directly in the optical domain.

TRIUMPH proposes multi-wavelength 2R (reamplification and reshaping) regeneration 

as a solution to the former issue. This technique optically regenerates multiple wavelengths 

at the same time, allowing sensible cost-reduction compared to current system (where each 

wavelength is regenerated separately).

All optical grooming is achieved using Optical Time Division Multiplexing (OTDM), a 

technique that allows grouping multiple lower rate WDM channels into a single higher rate 

stream and vice versa.

The importance of TRIUMPH among the various optical networking projects, is that it 

targets two physic2il issues (the optical regeneration and grooming), which constitute main 

obstacles towards the implementation of a cost-effective all-optical network architecture.

Clean slate Internet design

In 2003 the NSF launched a clean-slate program to invite researchers to propose new and 

revolutionary networking concepts not constrained by the current Internet architecture. It is 

widely believed in fact that the beickward compatibility with existing Internet infrastructure 

is one of the main obstacles to the development of a robust, secure and economically profitable 

global network. The first initiative, jointly developed by CMU, Fraser Research, Stanford, 

Berkeley and Rice universities was the "100x100 Clean Slate program" [Fun03a], operational 

since 2003. The main objective focuses on re-developing the access and core architectures to 

create a global network capable of delivering 100 Mbps to 100 millions of houses.
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In 2005 a similar initiative was developed at Stanford University, through the "Clean- 

Slate Design for the Internet" project [Uni05], aimed at funding project proposals fitting into 

one of the following, broadly-defined, areas; Heterogeneous Applications, Security, Heteroge

neous Physical Layers, Economics & Policy, and Network Architecture (which links the others 

together).

Following the interest raised among the research community by the clean slate network 

idea, NSF has launched in 2006 a long-term initiative, dubbed "Future Internet Network 

Design" (FIND) [Fun06b]. This large-scale program invited the whole US res62u:ch community 

to submit, in large scale, projects (for funding) aiming at exploring novel network architectures 

that could constitute valuable alternatives to the current Internet in fifteen years time.

The "Dynamic Optical Circuit Switched (DOCS) Networks for Future Large Scale Dy

namic Networking Environments" [Fun06a] is a project funded under the NSF FIND program, 

led by the University of California (Seinta Barbara and Davis) and Stanford University. Its 

aim is to develop novel technologies to enable dynamic optical circuit switching, such as hard

ware interfaces, network protocols and bandwidth allocation algorithms. One of the main 

objectives of DOCS, which constitutes its novelty, is to build the network using Photonic 

Integrated Circuit (PIC) technology to provide high connectivity, scalability and low cost.

Another relevant project funded under the FIND program is the "Future Optical Net

work Architectures" [Fun06c], led by MIT. The project emphasizes the fundamental physical 

differences between the electrical and optical technologies, asserting that it is unlikely that 

optical networking will follow a similar evolutionary path as electronic networking, from cir

cuit to packet switching. Rather, the authors envisage the future Internet architecture as a 

circuit-switched network, based on the Optical Flow Switching concept described in the next 

section, integrated with impairment aware routing.

Optical Flow Sw itching (O PS)

Optical Flow Switching is an optical transport technique introduced at MIT ([CWM06]) that 

creates highly dynamic end-to-end lightpaths to transport traffic flows with a lifetime higher 

than 100 ms. The novelty of this approach is that optical paths are requested by the users 

to transfer data from source to destination LANs. Such paths transpeirently cross different 

MANs and WANs, and are relaxed when the transaction is completed.

Wavelength channels are statistically multiplexed in the backbone to achieve high utiliza

tion. The channel allocation is scheduled by dedicated processors located within each MAN.
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Their scope is to accept Hghtpath requests from the users, select them through a scheduling 

mechanism, and coordinate the transmission of data through the WAN. As optical paths are 

created end-to-end, no buffering facilities are required in the network; all the traffic is queued 

at the end-user while it waits for the requested path to become available.

In [WCM06] the authors report a cost comparison between OFS and other network archi

tectures: Electronic Packet Switching (EPS), where packets axe routed electronically at each 

node; the GMPLS model, where packets are aggregated within the LAN and MAN, groomed 

electronically at the WAN edge, and switched transparently within the WAN backbone; and 

finally the Optical Burst Switching (OBS) model, where, like in OFS, packets are transmit

ted aill-optic£illy from source to destination, but unlike OFS the transmission is multiplexed 

randomly, causing occasional burst collisions at the switching nodes.

The cost modeling results show that OFS becomes economically convenient for high user’s 

data rate (in the order of the Gbps), when the statistical multiplexing of wavelength channels 

becomes effective enough to justify the use of dedicated end-to-end wavelengths.

If we compare the OFS with the OIS architecture we will introduce in chapter 3, we see 

that the main difference is that the latter is an hybrid between optical circuit switching and 

electronic packet routing, while the former is only based on OCS. As a results OFS is only 

practical when the traffic rate at the user is very high (i.e., in the order of the Gbps), which 

allows exploitation of the high optical bandwidth. The benefits brought by OIS instead start 

at much lower traffic loads, as packet routing is used both to aggregate traffic into optical 

paths and to route small traffic flows, whose transmission rate does not justify the use of a 

dedicated optical path.

Research trends in circuit provisioning

In this section we have seen how the trend of research projects in optical (circuit-switched) 

networking was strongly correlated with the activities of the ASON/GMPLS standardization 

groups, and centered on the development of a control plane for the dynamic provisioning of 

dedicated end-to-end circuits over heterogeneous network architectures. These projects have 

focused on the implementation of the control plane standards on real networks, to evaluate 

the feasibility of dynamic networking, emphasize their efficacy in supporting future high-end 

applications, and discover the implementation problems and issues. Following the develop

ments of the projects presented we now illustrate how the research activities have evolved 

over the past few years.
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The first GMPLS-related projects, like LION and Hikari, had the task of producing a first 

implementation of the signaling protocols in switches and routers. These early testbeds were 

carried out in the laboratory, emulating a real network environment, as the m2iin focus of the 

projects was testing the functionahty of the GMPLS nodes.

Although these initial experiences proved the feasibility of the concept, network opera

tors and equipment vendors needed to gain practical experience of the implementation of 

novel GMPLS mechanisms over real networks. This was achieved through the DRAGON 

and CHEETAH projects, which implemented the testbeds over existing networks, across mul

tiple domains, and covering progressively larger areas. The experience gained through the 

DRAGON and CHEETAH testbeds was profitable for the development of the "Hybrid Op

tical and Packet Infrastructure" (HOPI) network [Int05], a project funded by the Internet2 

consortium in 2005. The aim of HOPI is to build a hybrid network where default IP routing 

is combined with dynamic circuit allocation in a coherent and scalable architecture, which 

utilizes the existing Internet2 network infrastructure. In Europe a similar task is being carried 

out by the MUPBED project, which is bringing the dynamic provisioning idea into the "real 

world" by providing dedicated switched connections using main European network infrastruc

tures.

On a parallel track, the idea of grid networks has emerged as a very appealing application 

of dynamic optical circuit switching. The idea is to use dedicated high-bandwidth connections 

to satisfy the large bandwidth requirements of high-end applications distributed around the 

globe, which need to exchange information at ultra-high data rates. Examples of such applica

tions are: distributed computing. Very Long Baseline Interferometry (e-VLBI), High-energy 

physi:s and e-Heeilth applications, to mention only a few.

Grid networking was already considered a main application for the DRAGON and CHEE

TAH testbeds. It is only with the OptlPuter however that the grid concept is fully embedded 

into the architecture, with the idea of the Distributed Virtual Computer, where applica

tions automatically negotiate the end-to-end bandwidth with the network, through operations 

which are completely transparent to the end user. OptlPuter was also one of the first projects 

to promote end-to-end transparent wavelength switched circuits, a trend that is further being 

addressed by current research projects.

N0BEL(2) and TRIUMPH delineate important aspects in the near-future trend of re

search in optical networking, which we summarize with the terms "Transparency" and "Inte

gration". Transparency, explicitly addressed in TRIUMPH, indicates the evolution of end-to-
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end dedicated circuits from the electronic to the optical domain, in a network where transpar

ent paths are created with the same agility of MPLS or Ethernet switched circuits. This idea 

is also at the basis of the Optical Flow Switching model, which proposes an implementation 

of the transparency concept at the network and application layers.

Integration, on a parallel track, tries to merge the different switching and transport tech

nologies to create an architecture that integrates optical, electronic, fixed and mobile domains 

into a unique service-oriented network. The user is only aware of the service he requests, while 

the network automatically provides the necesseiry bandwidth, dynamically choosing the un

derlying technology.

In this section we have given an overview of the major research topics that have character

ized the evolution of OCS, analyzing some of the most meaningful networking projects. Other 

technologies, which might be applicable in the extended long term, are briefly described in 

the next section.

2.6.2 O ptical Packet Sw itching (O PS)

Optical Packet Switching (OPS) is the forwarding of individual data packets, one by one, 

through a network directly in the optical layer. OPS, switching traffic at the packet granu

larity, aims at achieving the same levels of channel efficiency typical of electrically switched 

networks. Operating in the optical domain however gives OPS the advantage of higher band

width while avoiding O-E-0 signal conversion, thus reducing power consumption and footprint 

[BBR+03].

Many of the current efforts at optical packet switching attempt to take all of the functions 

of electrical packet switching and transfer them to the optical domain. In order for this 

approach to be viable, many major technological obstacles must be overcome, in order to 

develop functional optical buffers and logic gates that would allow optical header recognition 

and clock recovery. Optical signal processing however is still in its infancy.

An approach that is more applicable to near-future optical technology instead tries to 

combine optical and electrical technology, where packet switching and transport are performed 

optically, while control and route processing are performed electronically.

In order to enable OPS, with currently available technology. Optical Label Swapping 

(OLS) has been proposed ([XY04, Yoo03]). OLS separates the data from the routing infor

mation, thereby giving transparency to payload data rate, protocol and modulation format. 

When the packet arrives at the optical router, the label, which contains the routing informa-
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tion and is transm itted together with the payload, but on a separate chaimel, is processed 

electronically. The optical switch is then activated by an electronic controller to switch the 

payload towards the correct output port (identifietl by the routing pro(;ess), while the ojitical 

label is regenerated and transm itted beside the payload.

Although this approach is more fea^sible than all-optical packet switching, it is still limited 

by the speed needed at the optical switch (in the sub-nanosecond scale) and by the need for 

optical buffers (or Fiber Delay Lines, FDL), which store the optical payload while the label 

is being processed.

2.6.3 Hybrid OCS-OPS architectures

Due to the technical barriers to the achievement of pure optical packet switching, some re

searchers, aiming at developing near-future optical networks, have started to address hybrid 

optical packet/circuit switching architectures. This trend was first introdiiced by Hill and 

Neri in 2001 fHNOl]: “Birthermore, from an overall networking perspective, a hybrid solution 

combining the merits of fast (optical) circuit switching with those of optical packet switching 

may offer better cost and performance. Indeed, such a solution may reduce the throughput 

requirements of packet switches”. Sinc:e the concept of hybrid architecture is very generic, we 

clarify this m atter by reporting on two network models implementing the idea.

O R IO N

The “Overspill Routing In Optical Networks” (ORION) architecture ([CBC'^04, BCW"''06j), 

developed by researchers at the University of Ghent in 2003, is based upon a wavelength 

switched optical network where lightpaths are used to transparently connect nodes that are 

not direct neighbors. The architecture design does not specify the rules for allocating the 

optical lightpaths, but focuses on a technicjue that enables the sending of j)ackets to a certain 

destination, even when no network resources are available to provision a dedi(-ated wavelength.

A B C D E

F ig u re  2.8; Overspill routing in the ORION architecture 

Figure 2.8, illustrates the concept behind the ORION architecture. Node A needs to send
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data to D, but the wavelength A2 is fully used. Although there is capacity available in Ai 

between A and E, node D is transparently bypassed and cannot retrieve packets sent over this 

channel. In this case the ORION architecture allows node A to put packets directed to D on Ai, 

marking them as “overspill packets”. The special marking allows node B to recognize, extract 

and process the packets electronically. After node B has retrieved the routing information it 

puts the packet again in overspill mode, using one of the wavelengths available (Ai or A3 ). 

The process continues similarly for node C, which finally sends the packet to its destination 

D.

The main challenges of the ORION Eu'chitecture are marking the overspill packets and 

finding an optical switching technology capable of recognizing and inserting/extracting them. 

The authors propose the use of an orthogonal labeling approach to mark the overspill packets, 

while the overspill mode is recognized electronically by a controller that examines all the 

packets on the transparent paths, and activates a fast optical switch to extract the packets 

detected in overspill mode.

Since ORION can be considered a hybrid between a point-to-point routed and a wavelength- 

switched architecture, the authors use these models as reference architectures for their sim

ulations. The results show that the ORION architecture presents the best tradeoff in terms 

of wavelength resources and usage of routing processing power, among the architectures con

sidered. This indicates that their hybrid solution is capable of effectively combining the 

individual advantages of point-to-point routed and wavelength switched networks.

OpMiGua

The “Optical Migration capable networks with service Guarantees” (OpMiGua) architecture 

([BHS03, QY99]), launched in 2004 by Telenor R&D, is another hybrid optical circuit/packet 

switched architecture combining the advantages of wavelength routed networks (no buffer de

lay, jitter or contention, while requiring low processing power), and packet switched networks 

(efficient statistical multiplexing that guarantees high resource utilization).

OpMiGua differentiates the traffic in two distinct service classes: one circuit-switched 

Gu2iranteed Service Traffic (GST) class and one packet-switched Statistically Multiplexed 

(SM) service class. The packets in the GST class are switched through the dedicated lightpaths 

of the wavelength routed network, which can guarantee deterministic quality of service. Those 

in the SM class instead are serviced as best effort traffic and transmitted exploiting the empty 

gaps that GST packets or bursts leave in their channels. This mechanism uses the switched
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packets to increase the cliannel utiHzation, which tends otherwise to be low in wavelength- 

switched networks.

, OPS -  wnlh imefluil bleciang

PS PCirOXC -  OS inMfnil btocktig

F ig u re  2.9: Illustration of an OpMiGua node

GST and SM packets are differentiated within the same wavelength channel bj' using 

orthogonal optical polarizations. At each node a polarization splitter (the PS block depicted 

in figiire 2.9) separates the two traffic types, sending the former through the transparent 

optical cros.s-connec-t (the OXC block in the figure) and the latter to the optical packet switch 

(the OPS block). The main difference with the ORION architecture, described in the previous 

section, is that in OpMiGua, packets are differentiated by an optical device, which is faster 

and might in future prove to be cheaper compared to the electronic circuitry used in ORION.

Exiting the node, the packets coming from the OXC are mixed together with those coming 

from the OPS layer by a polarization controller (the PC Vjlock in the figure). Although GST 

and SM packets use different polarizations, they need to be multiplexed in the time domain, 

or Polarization Dependent Loss (PDL) and Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD) would cause 

detrimental cross-talk when demultiplexing. In order to assure differentiated QoS classes, in 

case of collision the GST packets have the right of way with respect to the SM packets, which 

are either drojjped or else buffered until a suitable time slot is available at the output.

2.6.4 Optical Burst Sw itching (OBS)

Optical Burst switching [QY99] is a technique that raised a lot of interest worldwide in the 

pa.st few years and consists of aggregating pac:kets with similar destination at an edge node. 

After collecting a sufficient amount of packets the node triggers the creation of an optical 

point-to-point connection, where the packets are sent as a burst to the network egress point. 

The network resources are released straight after the burst has been transferred.

Optical burst switching could be considered an intermediate step between the imminent 

dynamic optical circuit switching and the future optical packet switching. The time require

ments for setting up and deleting optical paths are in this case of the order of milliseconds.
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while optical switching components need to operate at speeds tens of times faster.

Currently, for an all-optical network to work efficiently without ultra-fast hardware, the 

basic data unit has to be significantly larger than a single IP packet. In OBS networks this 

difficulty is overcome by assembling incoming packets into bigger entities, called bursts, at 

the edge node. Like in optical label switching, the control information is separated from the 

payload. The control packet is sent ahead of the actual data using a different channel. When 

received by a core node it is converted into electrical form, analyzed and sent to the next node. 

At each stage a routing decision is made and a connection is set up. The data burst is then 

sent by the edge node without waiting for any acknowledgment, using a one-way reservation 

protocol like the Tell-And-Go (TAG) described in [VS97, Wid95].

A guard time between the control packet and the data burst, called the offset time, is 

necessary to allow the intermediate nodes to prepare a lightpath for the incoming burst. It 

can be eliminated if, at each node, data bursts are delayed in a fiber delay line while the 

control packet is being analyzed.

One of the main issues of burst switched networks is the tradeoff between the burst size 

and network latency. Large bursts increase the network efficiency by increasing the network 

utilization (it minimizes the path setup time compared to the time needed to transport data); 

larger amount of data however axe gathered by buffering packets for a longer time at the 

source, which increases the network latency.

The data burst traverses the entire network in the optical domain. Only at the destination 

node it is converted to electrical. It is then disassembled and all the IP packets are sent to 

their respective destinations. The control packet instead has to be converted to the electrical 

domain at each core node. Since each control packet however accounts for a multitude of 

data packets (those contained in the burst), the electrical routing hardware only processes a 

fraction of the packets traversing the node, highly reducing the bottleneck at the IP layer.

2.6.5 G ENI

The "Global Environment for Network Innovation" (GENI) [Fun06d] project’s objective is to 

build a shared, global testbed facility designed to facilitate research on network architectures, 

services and appUcations. The GENI project targets the well-known problem that the net

work research community lacks suitable technology to test new ideas rigorously, in a global 

environment. The Internet infrastructure is in fact too complex to be thoroughly simulated, 

while testbeds have so far only been implemented on small scale. This is among the main
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reasons why improvements to current protocols, like IP or TCP, for example, which are at the 

heart of the Internet, are generally accepted with difficulty by standard bodies and usually 

require a very long time to prove their robustness and efficiency.

The GENI facility will be constituted by an experimental platform that fills the gap 

between small-scale experiments in the lab and mature technology ready for commercial de

ployment. The GENI physical substrate will consist of a collection of networking components 

like optical links, switches and routers, processor clusters, storage £ireas and wireless subnets. 

It will constitute a large shared testbed that researchers will use to evaluate network systems 

on large-scale. The platform will be sh2ired among different research institutions through 

a management framework that assigns different slices of the physical substrate to different 

experiments.

Four key ideas make this possible. First, the physical components will be programmable, 

to ensure that revolutionary network designs, radically different from today’s Internet, can be 

tested. Second, the substrate will be virtualizable, so that different experiments can be run 

simultaneously and continuously, without the need for pre-reserved time slots. Third, GENI 

will allow external users to interact with the experiments being run, which will provide the 

tested application or architecture with traffic generated by real users. Finally, GENI will be 

modular, so that novel devices and technologies can be further integrated to keep the physical 

infrastructure up-to-date with the newest technologies avciilable.

The relevance of the GENI platform is that it represents a unique facility, the first tentative 

attempt to build a shared, global-scale testbed. We believe that this effort will substantially 

speed up the evolution of the Internet towards new services, supported by more efficient 

protocols, transport and forwarding architectures.

2.6.6 Future research trends in optical networks

Section 2.6 has given a general overview of the latest achievements in optical networking, 

describing the main projects that in the past few years have demonstrated the feasibility of 

dynamic circuit provisioning, and proposed novel network concepts and architectures. We 

have followed the evolution of OCS from on-demand provisioning of end-to-end dedicated 

circuits to application-generated requests of transparent lightpaths over heterogeneous tech

nologies and network domains.

We also have envisioned the network evolution in the extended long term, with OPS, 

hybrid OPS-OCS and OBS technologies. Although the OPS idea was developed more than a
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decade ago, the design of a commercial OPS network has been progressively postponed, due 

to major technological barriers. The OBS and hybrid OPS-OCS concepts were proposed as 

architectures that partially relaxed the fast switching requirement at the optical level.

Currently it seems, observing the FIND £ind GENI initiatives, that the trend in the long 

term scenario is towards the development of novel and revolutionary optical architectures, 

which go beyond the simple trcinslation of electrical operations into the optical domain. Rather 

than trying to adapt the optical technology to the existing networking concept (all derived 

from the electronic domain), the new research trend is towards totally new network designs 

built around the av8iilable optical technologies. The best example is probably the concept of 

networks with little or no buffer requirements [EGG'*"06, 0veO7] to avoid building expensive, 

cumbersome and complex optical memories.

2.7 Summary

In the past few years the research trend in optical networks has been that of increasing the 

reconfiguration capability, to decrease the bandwidth provisioning time, reduce its cost, and 

enable novel network services. Dynamic reconfiguration, which in legacy networks was limited 

to the IP layer, has progressively involved lower layers, with the introduction first of MPLS, 

and more recently with the GMPLS protocol suite.

This evolution was driven by the common belief that dyneimic reconfiguration would bring 

substantial economical benefits in optical networking. Faster provisioning, on the one hand, 

will increase the revenue of network operators, providing them with the ability to sell new 

bandwidth services with guaranteed QoS. Transparent switching, on the other hand, will intro

duce cost savings in capital expenditures by replacing part of the expensive layer-3 equipment 

currently deployed with transparent optical cross-connects.

Some issues however still exist, which need to be solved before dynamic lightpath recon

figuration can be implemented in production networks. One of the main problems is that 

dynamic lightpath provisioning causes signal impairments at the physical layer, because the 

optical transport layer is currently non-reconfigurable. Another relevant issue is that dynamic 

reconfigurations need to be performed simultaneously at different layers in order to optimize 

the traffic engineering performance. This issue, dubbed multi-layer traffic engineering, gener

ates a complex multi-degree optimization problem.

Many research projects in the past have targeted these issues, gradually improving the
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reconfiguration capability in optical networks. Most of them however have only considered 

end-to-end lightpath provisioning. This approach implies that Ughtpaths crossing multiple 

nodes and domains are requested by a source node. Although end-to-end provisioning allows 

the delivery of high bandwidth services with guaranteed QoS to the user, its use becomes 

problematic in the interdomain. The low amount of information shared among diflFerent 

domains in fact makes it difficult to calculate optimal routes. Traffic engineering operations 

are also heavily affected by this lack of information.

The Optical IP Switching (OIS) architecture we propose in this dissertation tackles this 

problem by creating optical paths distributedly, following the observation of local traffic. 

The main advantage of this approach is that, being distributed, it is more consistent with 

the independent and distributed nature of the Internet, where each domain takes decisions 

according to its own network policies. In addition, the network becomes more scalable Euid 

easier to manage, as traffic observation and provisioning decisions are operated at each node 

rather than being centrally administered through a management layer.
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Chapter 3

Optical IP Switching

Optical IP Switching is a technique we have developed that creates and deletes optical cut- 

through paths in a distributed fashion in response to a local analysis of IP traffic.

The idea of flows bypassing the IP layer is inherited from IP switching, which was first 

introduced in the electricsd domain as a method of combining Asynchronous Transfer Mode 

(ATM) and IP technologies [NML98, LM97]. This idea, originally conceived by Ipsilon Net

works Inc., was then further developed by Cisco’s Tag Switching, and finally standardized 

by the IETF as Multi-Protocol Label Switching. This evolution has seen a dramatic change 

in the aim of such protocols. While IP switching detected IP flows automatically, operating 

a flow-by-flow switching (e.g., between two IP terminals or TCP sessions), MPLS creates 

end-to-end switched flows on demand for traffic engineering purposes. Optical IP Switching 

remains closer to the original IP switching idea, allocating dedicated paths to IP flows of suit

able characteristics. The novelty of the OIS approach however is that the dedicated electronic 

circuits are substituted by wavelength switched paths. Switching data directly in the optical 

domain has important consequences. On one hand it can allow cost saving, as optical switch 

ports are data rate independent, and cost tens of times less than IP ports. On the other hand 

however, optical switching is operated at the wavelength granularity, which can become quite 

inefficient compared to the packet granularity offered by electronic routers and switches.

This chapter explains in detail the optical cut-through path allocation process.

Section 3.1 gives an initial overview of the OIS architecture, indicating the main functions 

we have developed in the protocol stack and the hardware required for a practical implemen

tation.

In section 3.2 we go into the details of the traffic analysis process, introducing our prefix- 

based method for aggregating traffic depending on its destination network.
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The path allocation process makes use of the information collected during traffic analysis, 

and is divided into three main functions. Path creation, described in section 3.3, creates 

an initial optical path between a node and its upstream and downstream neighbors. Path 

extension, described in section 3.4, allows a node to extend an existing path towards an 

upstream or downstream neighbor. Path cancellation, described in section 3.5, deletes existing 

paths tha t have become under-exploited due to traffic changes. The path allocation functions 

are presented in this chapter in a different order to how they appear in the functional diagram 

of figure 3.3, in order to give the reader a clearer understanding of the whole process.

We have previously anticipated that the distributed provisioning mechanism of OIS fa

cilitates operations in the interdomedn, as it allows every node to apply individual network 

policies. In Section 3.6 we illustrate how the original signaling methods for path extension and 

cancellation, described in sections 3.4 and 3.5, can be extended for interdomain provisioning.

Section 3.7 describes the flow re-classification function, which can be applied periodically 

to refresh the list of prefixes switched by the existing dynamic paths. The aim of this function 

is to increase the lifetime of each path, increasing the overall switching efficacy.

In section 3.8 we describe the Port and Link Discovery functions we have implemented. We 

believe in fact that a highly dynamic architecture like OIS should avail of highly automated 

discovery functions, approaching a plug-and-play model.

The final two sections deal with the mciin technical issues arising from dynamic recon

figuration of optical paths. Section 3.9 describes the impairments that OIS generates at the 

transport layer. In Section 3.10, we give a brief insight to the main open challenges at the 

physical layer; although we do not pretend to present a solution to the problem, we initiate a 

qualitative discussion on how some of the main issues could be tackled.

All throughout this chapter we point out the challenges we have identified during our 

work. After discussing these issues, we summarize them into well-defined research questions 

that will be answered in chapters 4 and 5 through our simulations and testbed trials.

3.1 OIS architecture

The idea behind Optical IP Switching is that of an IP network that adapts the underlying 

physical topology to the traffic flows encountered at the IP layer. The decision-making process 

is completely distributed and is only based on local traffic observation.

An OIS node monitors the traffic by sampling IP packets at a certain rate, using mecha-
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nisnis similar to tliose adoyjted by Netflow. The goal is to identify elephant flows, aggregate 

them on the basis of their upstream and downstream directions, and evaluate the feasibility of 

switching those flows into a dedicated optical cut-through path. This path is then establishetl 

between the selected upstream and downstream neighbors. As clearly illustrated in figure 3.1, 

the advantage of the cut-through path is that the middle node can switch the flows at the 

optical layer, without consuming expensive router resources. A path extension process then 

allows upstream and downstream neighbors to extend the optical path to their own neighbors, 

availing of the advantages of transparent switching.

The main advantage of this distributed decision mechanism is that every node can au

tonomously evaluate the convenience of switching or routing a flow' aggregate, depending on 

its available electrical and optical resources. This makes OIS especially suitable for interdo- 

niain networking, and more generally for highly heterogeneous networks, because it allows 

every node to make its own traffic analysis and optimization.

Figure 3.2 gives a logical overview of the Optical IP Switching architecture. The u}> 

per part of the diagram specifies the IP/O IS functional elements together with their logical 

iuterconnw;tions. The OIS functions are closely integrated with the IP layer entities, with 

read/w rite access to the routing table and ability to avail of the routing engine to forward 

signaling messages. Both the OIS and IP protocols can influence the routing mechanism by 

modifying the entries in the routing table independently from each other. The advantage 

brought about by the close integration of IP routing and optical switching is twofold. Firstly, 

it associates the routing at the IP and optical layers, allowing multi-layer traffic engineer

ing. Secondly, it guarantees full backw'ard compatibility with default IP networks, a crucial

Path Path 
Doati nation

F ig u re  3.1: OIS path creation mechanism
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characteristic for the practical implementation of any Internet architecture.
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The optical interfaces allow the router to create and terminate optical links, over which 

packets are transm itted and received. Some of these are used to create static default links to 

neighbors, through which normal IP traffic and control i>ackets are exchanged. The remaining 

interfaces are used to accommodate the dynamic optical paths.

The optical switch is the element that jihysically links the node to the external world. On 

one hand it allows each interface to connect to any incoming or outgoing fiber; on the other 

hand it allows the transparent switch of an incoming to an outgoing fiber, creating optical 

bypassre of the IP layer. The switch is directly controlled by the dynamic allocation engine 

through a dedicated interface. In the figure, we have illustrated a fiber switch to clarifj'- the 

interconnections of the optical elements. For a real implementation how'ever, wavelength- 

selective switches (incorporating the WDM multiplexers) could be employed.

In the following sections we discuss the details of the different elements which make up 

the OIS architecture.

In sections 3.2 to 3.5 we describe the flow analysis and optical path creation functions. The 

functional diagram depicted in figure 3.3 gives an overview of the decision mechanism behind
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the Optical IP Switching operations. The first step is the traffic analysis and characterization, 

which examines traffic for a given period of time (in the order of minutes). At decision time 

the traffic information is used to determine which path can be canceled, which one can be 

extended, and which one can be newly created. Flow re-classification is an optional feature 

and can be used to update the flows switched on the optical path with finer time granularity 

with respect to the decision time.
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F ig u re  3.3: Functional diagram of Optical IP Switching

3.2 Traffic analysis

Traffic analysis is the first functional step of the Optical IP Switching mechanism. Every OIS 

node performs constant analysis of the IP traffic transiting the router, using one of the pattket 

sampling mechanisms described in section 2.5.1. The information that needs to be collected 

includes: the interface from which the packet arrived, the output interfac’e, which is selected 

by the router through the longest prefix matching algorithm, the payload size and the arrival 

time (time information, for example, can be processed to identify and estimate long lived IP 

flows [PTB"''01]). In sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 we have introduced some advanced methods, 

proposed in the literature, that analyze traffic flows and try to predict their behaviour. In our 

studies, for simplicity, we have used a simple mechanism that selects traffic based on a pre- 

established threshold, but more complex meciianisms could be adopted in future to improve
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the channel usage.

The basic idea, following the IP Switching approach, would be to create an optical path as 

soon as an IP flow of suitable size is observed at the IP layer. However, the average elephant 

flow rate and optical link bandwidth differ by three to four orders of magnitude, which maJces 

this method inefficient. Although this approach would be suitable for grid networks, where 

high end applications might easily occupy entire wavelengths, we aim to design an optical 

architecture suitable for more general network models.

Wavelength utilization C8in be increased by aggregating multiple flows into the same light- 

path. This process appears complex if operated in a centralized fashion because it would 

require full knowledge of the flows at one location. Besides the flow path, also information 

about flow data rate would need to be constantly updated, requiring large amounts of signal

ing overhead and centralized processing power. In contrast, our distributed approach spreads 

the processing power requirements among different nodes and reduces the signaling overhead 

to local communication (without trEinsmitting all the information to a central entity).

3.2.1 Flow-based aggregation

In a flow-based aggregation approach the traffic analysis is operated by categorizing the sam

pled packets based on their arrival and departure interfaces. This classification is necessary 

because optical cut-through paths are created by wavelength or fiber switches, which trans

parently connect incoming links to outgoing links (from upstream to downstream neighbors, 

respectively); therefore they do not allow to groom trEiffic in the optical domain. The clas

sification function works by building an “aggregation matrix”, illustrated in figure 3.4, with 

number of columns and rows equal, respectively, to the number of upstream and downstream 

neighbors (we assume for simplicity that each neighbor is connected through one default link). 

The generic matrix cell (ij) stores information on traffic incoming from interface “i”, relayed 

through interface “j”. Each cell of the matrix collects information about all the flows that 

can be potentially aggregated into a single cut-through path, while, within each cell, sampled 

packets are sub-categorized depending on the IP flow they belong to. For flow-aggregation 

purposes only the information about the destination IP address of each flow is necessary, 

because this is the information used by the IP routers to forward packets. The 5-tuple (trans

port protocol, source port, destination port, source IP address and destination IP address) is 

instead useful for QoS-based flow differentiation, which will be addressed in the future work 

section (6.2).
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Node A

O ut-CIn-C

In-B Out-B

P u t-DIn-0

O u t \
In-B In-C In-D

Out-B
Out-C
Out-D

IP Flow Data size

194.22.14.164 1,172 KB
134 142.32.14 2,345 KB
83 13 65 205 3,405 KB

F ig u re  3.4: Flow-based aggregation mechanism

Although flow-based aggregation might seem adequate at a first glance, a deeper investi

gation reveals that it does not scale well with the number of flows. We base our deduction on 

the traces considered in section 2.5.2, which were taken from a trans-Pacific OC-3 signal (op

erating at the line rate of about 155 Mbps). Due to the heavy-tail distribution of the traffic, 

70% of the data in the traces considered is carried by about 1% of the flows; this totals about 

800 flows. If we scale these statistics to a 10 Gbps channel, a rate that is currently being 

deployed in wavelength links, we could infer that 1% corresponds to about 50,000 flows. Con

sidering that a node’s degree (i.e., the number of its direct neighbors) usually varies between 

two and six (or more), in the average such a node would see between 100,000 and 300,000 

elephant flows simultaneously.

Such large immbers generate scalability issues at the source node, which has the task to 

inject packets into the optical cut-through paths (as it will be explained in section 3.3). Firstly, 

they create excessive overhead during the signaling phase, when the middle node signals the 

entire list of switched prefixes to the path source. Secondly, they substantially increase the 

size of the routing table at the path source, which adds an entry for each swit(Jied flow. Any 

increase in the size of routing tables is an issue of major (Concern for router administrators. 

Considering that current BGP routing tables have about 200,000 entries, switching elephant 

flows would imply increasing the routing talile of source nodes by a factor that is at least of 

50% and can increase to more than 250%.

In order to eliminate these two issues, we have proposed a different aggregation scheme 

that makes use of the IP prefixes stored in the routing tables.

3.2.2 Prefix-based aggregation

The flow aggregation approach we have developed for the OIS architecture is ba.sed on IP 

prefixes. Within each of the cells in the aggregation matrix, instead of classifying the pax:kets
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considering the IP destination address (as in the flow-based aggregation approach), packets 

are categorized depending on the destination prefix they are directed to (as in figure 3.5). For 

eac'h .sa3ii)led packet, the router, similarly to the flow-based approac’h, checks its destination 

addrc*ss and determines the output interface “j”, using the longest prefix matching algorithm. 

The size of the payload contributes to the total amount of data carried by the matching prefix 

within the cell (i,j) (“i” being the interface from which the packet arrived). More ad\'anced 

algorithms might be developed here that also use packet timing information to predict the 

traffic behavior among the prefixes, in order to improve treiffic characterization. The design 

of more performing algorithms will be addressed in the future work, as the primary objective 

of this dissertation is the overall design of the OIS architec^ture.

Out-B

Out-C

Out-D

IP Prefix Data size

194.22.1.1/16 45,872 KB

134.142.1.1/16 92,345 KB
83.1.1.1/8 239,405 KB

F ig u re  3.5: Prefix-based aggregation mechanism

The advantages introduced by aggregating flows through destination prefixes are many. 

The most important is that the size of the routing table is not unduly increased, since each 

prefix s-unmiarizes a large amount of class-D IP flows. Moreover, since most of the prefix 

entries in the BGP routing tables of peering BGP nodes are similar (what changes is instead 

the next hop value), the upstream node rarely needs to add the switc^hed prefixes as new 

entries, and most of the time it will only modify the next-hop vahie (this will be clarified 

in the next section). Prefix summarization also diminishes the signaling overhead, as eadi 

prefix counts now for many IP flows. The traffic analysis phase is also simplified, a.s traffic 

information is processed at the granularity of the routing prefixes.

The disadvantage of prefix summarization is that information about each flow is disre

garded, therefore it is not possible to guarantee quality of service to individual flows. Per-flow 

QoS cotild however be achieved operating layer 3 or layer 2 end-to-end virtual circuits, a 

concept developed in the “Flow Routing” architecture by Roberts [Rob03j. A hybrid solu

tion wculd then see deterministic quality of service guaranteed electronic-ally, while Optical 

IP Switching would operate traffic engineering at the optical layer on a coarser granularity. 

More details on this can be found in the “Future work” (section 6.2).

Another interesting aspect of prefix-based aggregation is that the heavy-tail distribution
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observed at the IP flow level occurs also at the prefix granularity; a small number of elephant 

prefixes carries most of the data. Its implications are that signaling and routing table updates 

can be further reduced if only elephant prefixes are taken into account. Elephant prefix 

identification can be imi)lemented through a threshold mechanism that, for example, excludes 

from the aggregation all the prefixes that route traffic at a rate lower than a pre-established 

“prefix threshold”. W'e can summarize the issue with the following research question: how 

does the Internet heavy-tail flow distribution affect the prefix distribution in the IP routing 

tables? The answer to this question will be provided in section 4.2.2, where we analyze the 

prefix distribution of a major Euroj>ean core network.

3.3 Optical path creation

After collecting traffic information in the "Observation" state, the node passes to the "De- 

cisit)u" state. At decision time the router analyzes the statistics collected, sununing up the 

amount of data  carried by the difi^erent prefixes within each cell. Only c;ells whose aggregate 

data  is above a pre-established “path creation threshold” value are eligible for Optical IP 

Switching.

The path creation process (figure 3.6) only considers cells whose collected data is higher 

than the path creation threshold, starting from the generic cell (i,j) showing the highest value.

Node A 's aggregation matrix

Path creation: 
D^A-»C

Out-B

Out-C >Th

Out-0 <Th
node creating 

the path destinationsource

F ig u re  3.6: Path creation process

The signaling process sees the router requesting from its upstream and downstream neigh

bors (using interfaces “i” and “j”) the creation of a new optical cut-through path on a suitable 

wavelength. Eventual negative replies from the neighbors would carry the reason for the path 

denial. If the problem can be solved by selecting a different wavelength, the middle node 

will continue proposing alternative wavelengths until both neighbors agree. If no available 

wavelength can be found, the current path creation is aborted and the process moves to the 

next matrix cell (more details of the signaling implementation can be foimd in section 5.2.1).
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If both neighbors acknowledge the request, the router sends to the path source the list of 

prefixes to be switched through the new optic-al path (figure 3.7).

194,22.1.1/16, 
212.44.32.1/24 
in Cut-Through 1

C - destination

F ig u re  3.7: Signaling of switched prefixes

Once the path is created the upstream node updates its routing table (figure 3.8) and 

starts injecting the matching packets into the now transparent path. In order to have the 

legacy IP and the OIS protocols coexist without interfering with each other, we have slightly 

mollified the structure of the IP table. We have added a field beside the “Next hop”, name<l 

‘‘Dynamic link”. If the “Dynamic link” is not null, the j)acket will be forwarded through the 

interfaix^ indicated by this field, otherwise the “Next hop” value will be used. If the “Next 

hop” field of a table entry is modified by the IP routing protocol while a related cuit-through 

j)ath is active, this change will not affect the OIS path immediately; only after the dynamic 

link value is set back to null (for example, after the cut-through path is deleted) the change 

will become effective.

Node 0 ’(  routing table Node D’< touting table
Pra«x Next Hop Dynamic Hnk

Tai>le update
Prefix Next Hop DynaialcHnk

184.22.1.1/16 NodeA Null 19422.1.1/ie NodeA Cut-Thfoogh 1
212.44 J2.1/24 NodeA Null ■4 212.44.32.1/24 NodeA Cut-Through 1
1»4.1.1.1/8 NodeA Null 194.1.1.1/8 NodeA Nul

F ig u re  3.8: Routing table update of the path source

Since, as observed in the previous section, most routers have similar prefix entries in 

their routing tables, the update process will mostly consist of re-writing the “Dynamic link” 

value, without requiring a noticeable increase in the number of table entries. The entries 

that are instead added to the routing table by the OIS protocol should be deleted when the 

corresponding cut-through path is canceled. Such entries are easily recognizable because their 

“Next hop” value is null.

A similar path creation process is repeated for the remaining matrix cells with treifiic above 

the path threshold.
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While the path is being nsed, the source nrade periodically sends path refresh messages 

downstream. These are first processed and then relayed, hop-by-hop, down to the destination 

node. If the downstream nodes tlo not receive a refresh message within a pre-established 

period, they free the resources committed to th a t path.

All the nodes store information about the optical cut-through paths they are involved in, 

adding an entry for each path into a “dynamic patlv’ list. Each entry uniquely defines the 

path through a path ID that identifies the path creator plus a path sequential number. The 

entries carry information about the path route, the role of the node in the path (i.e., source, 

switch or destination), the wavelength used, the optical ports involved and the interface used 

(only for source and destination nodes). Figure 3.9 shows an example of dynamic path entries 

for each of the nodes involved in the path.

Node D - source Node A - switch Node C - destination

|—

Dynamic path entry;
,n . /  ~ Node generator: A

“ Sequential number: 1
- Path: D->A->C

- Role; Source

• Wkvelength: 2

- Intertace; 2

• Input port: 8

• Output port; 2

Dynamic path emtry:
^  tn- I  ‘ Node generator; A

.  S e q u i^ ia l  number: 1
- Path: D->A*»C;

- Role: SvMtch

- Wavelength: 2

- Interftice: n/a 

> Input port: 2

Output port: 2

Dynamic path entry:
f  • Node generator: A 

\  * Sequential number: 1
- Path: D->A->C

• Role: Destination

- W m len g th : 2

- Intertece: 2

> Input port; 2

> Output port: 8

F ig u re  3.9; Entries in tlhe dynamic path list

It is very im portant to notice that the dynamiically created optical paths should not be seen 

by the IP layer as new peering links. In our impleimentation the IP protocol does not exchange 

link discovery information over the optical cut-through paths. The reason is straightforward; 

every newly discovered link causes the generation! of routing discovery messages (like the link 

state advertisements generated by the OSPF i)ro1tocol). First, this makes the routing protocol 

unstable as the link update time approaches the protocol convergence time; too frequent route 

re-calculations moreover consume excessive processing power. Second, it increases the signal

ing overhead, leading to excessive bandwidth confsumption. Although the issue is m itigated in 

the intradomain, where convergence times are usvaally of the order of a few seconds, it becomes
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a major problem in the interdomain. Due to the worldwide extension of the Internet, BGP 

convergence times can in fact vary from minutes to hours. In our approach, by hiding the 

dynamically created optical paths to the link advertisement process of the routing protocols, 

we eliminate the instability problem induced by highly dynamic path provisioning.

In our analysis there are three parameters that influence the dynamics cind performance of 

the path creation process: the prefix threshold, the path creation threshold and the length of 

the observation time.

We have already clarified the meaning of the prefix threshold in the previous section and 

will report the relative simulation results in section 4.2.

The second par2imeter, the path creation threshold, identifies the minimum amount of traffic 

that should trigger the creation of a novel optical cut-through path, and directly influences 

the channel efficiency. Its optimum value depends on the cost associated with each wavelength 

channel and optical switch port, versus the cost of IP ports. Intuitively, the lower the cost 

of optical channels and ports with respect to the IP ports, the lower we could set the thresh

old value. However, there are also other parameters, like number of WDM channels in the 

system, average link length and call-blocking probability (due to the wavelength continuity 

constraint) that come into play, making it difficult to infer proper results without a thorough 

analysis. We summarize the efficiency issue associated with the path threshold through the 

following question: how does the path creation threshold influence the efficiency of Optical IP 

Switching? The answer to this question will be provided by the simulation results in section 

4.2, where we have analyzed the effect of different thresholds on the OIS network performance. 

In a practical implementation, we could see the threshold value dynamically adapted to the 

node’s hardware availability. If, for example, there are many unused optical ports, while little 

routing processing power is available, the threshold could be lowered to increase the number 

of cut-through paths. Having different thresholds through the network however raises some 

issues that we will discuss in section 3.6.

The third parameter, the length of the observation time, regulates the overall dynamics of 

the OIS architecture. Its value should be short enough to follow relevant changes in the IP 

traffic pattern but long enough to be statistically meaningful and reduce the negative effects 

generated in the UDP and TCP transport protocols to acceptable levels (this issue is further 

discussed in section 3.9).
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3.4 Optical Path extension

Since Optical IP Switching bases the optical provisioning only on local decisions, all the 

newly generated paths only involve three nodes: a source, a transparent switching node and 

a destination. The optical path extension process allows the paths to be extended to more 

nodes, increasing the number of transparent hops on each path.

Path extension, similar to the path creation, is also based on local analysis, therefore each 

node can only extend the path by one hop, either upstream or downstream. It also uses the 

same observation process of path creation. At decision time however, the node recognizes 

that one of the interfaces, represented by one of the (i,j) matrix cell indexes (the “In-A Flow” 

index in figure 3.6), is already involved in a cut-through path. If the "i" interface is the source 

of an existing path, the node will perform an upstream extension. If the ”j" interface is the 

destination of an existing path, the extension will be towards the downstream node. This last 

case is rep>resented in figure 3.10. In the example, the interface represented by the index “In-A 

Flow” is the destination interface for the existing flow D —* A —* C  and also the incoming 

interface (i.e. the source from node’s C perspective) of the flows that should be extended to 

G.

swilcii

the path

Figure 3.10; Path extension process

The extension procedure consists on node C reconfiguring the optical switch to trans[>ar- 

ently connect the incoming ‘In-A Flow” port to an outgoing port directed towards node G, 

creating a transparent D A C G path from the existing D ^  A C.

Although the extension follows the same traffic observation phase used for path creation.
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it accomplishes an additional prefix filtering purpose, by selecting a subset of the prefixes 

switchnl by the original paths. Only this subset is carried by the new extended path, while 

the remaining data is excluded from it and will be routed through the default IP links.

When node C decides to extend the existing D —* A —* C  path, following one of the exten

sion algorithms described in the next section, it sends a signaling message to the downstream 

nf)de requesting its availability to extend the path. Since the wavelength in the existing path 

is already defined, the downstream node cannot propose an alternative wavelength. This 

constraint can be released if node C has wavelength conversion capability.

Unlike in path creation, only the downstream node (or the one upstream, in the case of 

upstream extension) needs to cooperate to physically extend the path. After the extension is 

created, node C sends the new list of switched prefixes to source node D, which will update 

its routing table accordingly. The rest of the nodes only receive the necessary information to 

update the entry in their dynamic path’s list (generally only the "path" field).

Figure 3.11 slu)ws the prefix filtering associated with the path extension and the update 

of the IP table at the sourcte. While in the original path the dynamic link carri(« the traffic 

destined to both networks 194.22.1.1/16 and 212.44.32.1/24, after the extension the first prefix 

needs to be filtered out. Node C in fact is transparently bypassed by the link and would not 

be able to extract the packets directed to 194.22.1.1/16.

21244 32.7

194.2212.25104 32  12 25

21144.317212 ,4 4 .32.7

Piwfti Nvxt Hop

1 >4.2.1.1/16 ftfclttrowflh
2^2MJ3Z^^24 Cut>Through

194.11.1JB NodsA

After (ixiension

iM .22.12-a

21244.32.7

NMtHop
194,22,1.1/16 NfldtA
212.44321/24 Cut-Through
194.11.1A NodaA

Figure 3.11; IP table update for the path extension
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This example shows the trade-off between the length of the optical path and the amount 

of data carried in it. An optical cut-through path can in fact aggregate together only packets 

sharing a common path. When the existing path is extended, statistically, only a subset of the 

original packets will share the new longer path, diminishing the amount of data transported 

by the optical channel and consequently the channel efficiency. On the other hand longer cut- 

through paths increase the number of transparent hops, enhancing the cost-saving potenti£Js 

of optical switching. Prom this perspective, the extension algorithm has the task of optimizing 

the cost-efficiency problem delineated by this trade-off.

The extension mechanism raises the following question: how does the extension trade-off 

affect the performance of the Optical IP Switching architecture? The answer to this question 

will be provided in section 4.2.1, where we analyze through simulations the behavior of the 

two extension algorithms we propose in the next sections.

3.4.1 E xten sion  algorithm s

The extension algorithm is used to determine whether an existing optical path should be 

further extended to an adjacent node. We describe here two algorithms derived during this 

work: the first is based on an absolute threshold, the second on a relative threshold.

Absolute threshold algorithm

The absolute threshold algorithm is quite simple and is derived from the path creation algo

rithm; if the traffic associated with the cell of the aggregation matrix is above a pre-established 

“path extension threshold”, the path is extended. Although this algorithm works fine for the 

path creation, it raises some issues in the case of path extension. Pigure 3.12 illustrates the 

problem.

In figure 3.12. A, the traffic in the original path D —> A C fills 80% of the total channel 

rate (set, for example, at lOGbps). Node C can extend the path either towards P or G; traffic 

to P amounts to 6 Gbps, while to G is 2 Gbps. C tries to extend the path first towards P, 

as the correspondent aggregation matrix cell reports higher traffic. If P cannot accept the 

extension however, for example because it does not have OIS capabilities, C tries to extend 

it towards G, since the traffic is above the extension threshold (set to 1 Gbps). In this case, 

depicted in figure 3.12.B, after the path is extended to G it can only carry 2 Gbps of traffic, 

while the remaining 6 Gbps have to be removed from the cut-through path to be routed hop- 

by-hop on the default IP links. In this case the extension might not be economically efficient.
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2 Gbps
B. Extended path

No data______
6 Gbps______

2 Gbps
C. Extended path with

Figure 3.12: Path extension with absohite tlireshold

as the amount of traffic switched by the optical cut-through path after tfie extension is much 

lower than the traffic switched before.

This issue cannot be solved by simply using a path extension threshold higher than the 

path creation, because this would reduce the switching capability of OIS, by favoring path 

creation over path extension.

A better approach instead, after the path has been extended, is to restore the original 

path on a different wavelength, if the data removed from the extension path is above the path 

creation threshold. This is shown in figure 3.12.C, where a new path is allocated to carry the 

data that could not be included in the extended path.

The practical implementation of the this function, which we called “path restoration”, is 

not straightforward, as it partly conflicts with our principle of local decision making. The 

loctal decision mechanism in fact would not allow node C to create a new end-to-end path 

D A C,  since a node can only create a path between its upstream and downstream 

neighbors. However C could send a trigger message to node A, suggesting that an early 

provisioning decision be made regarding the path D A —* C.

The case is more complicated when the original path is already an extended patli, involving 

four or more nodes. Figure 3.13 shows the case where the path D ^  A C G is extendeii 

to D — A —* C —* G —*H.  In this case node G needs to send the trigger message to node A, 

which originally created the path. After A has re-established the D —> A C  path, it can

restored original path



trigger C to consider the extension towards G.

Latest extension

F ig u re  3.13: Example of path restoration

The process illustrated helps the node to quickly restore the original path when needed, 

increasing the switching performance of the absolute threshold algorithm.

R e la tiv e  th re sh o ld  a lg o rith m

The second path extension algorithm we propose is based on a relative threshold. This 

algorithm directly targets the trade-off introduced in section 3.4 between the path length and 

the amount of data  it c-arries.

The threshold value is derived by directly applying the constraint that the path extension 

should not increase the amount of data routed through the default links. The formula for the 

absolute threshold, expressed as a percentage is:

N  - 2
Threshold  =   ----- - 100 (31)

-  1

where “N” is the nuniber of nodes committed in the cut-through path before the extension. 

The demonstration of equation 3.1 is straightforward. Figure 3.14 show's how data  is switched 

and routed before and after an extension involving N nodes. Before the extension, the total 

amount of da ta  “A" in the path is split at the output of node N: “x” is the part tha t can be 

extended (going towards an OlS-capable node), and “A-x” the remaining part.

Before the extension, node 1 routes all data  “A” into the dynamic optical path, which is 

switched transparently up to node N. Node N will then route “A”, splitting it into two flows: 

“x” and “A-x”. We can see from figure 3.14.A that the total amoimt of data routed by the 

nodes in the networks before the extension is:

RoutDatuhef = A + {A — X + x)  + [A — x)  X = 2A  (3.2)
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N-1 N

 ■-■- ■ S - i §  m
A. Before extension

B. After extension

F ig u re  3.14: Calculation of the relative threshold algorithm

After the extension, only the quantity “x” of data addressed towards node N i 1 can be 

injected into the extended path, while the remaining “A-x” needs to be routed hop-l)y-ho{) 

through all N nodes. The total amount of data  routed after the extension, follow’ing figure 

3.14.B, is:

RoutDataaft  = {^ —x +  x) +  (Â  —2)(yl —x) +  ( y l - . T ) - | - ( > l  —x)-t-a: =  v4-|-x-|-Af(/1 —x) (3.3)

The constraint we want to apply is that the data routed after the extension is not higher 

than the data  routed before it:

Rouf Data Aft <  Rout Data jjef A + x  + N{A  — x) < 3̂ 4 (3.4)

whicli simplifies into:

(3.5)
A ~  N  - I

Formula 3.1 can be directly derived from the ine<iuality 3.5.

W ith the relative threshold algorithm the path extension does not depend on the absolute 

amount of data that can be extended, but on its value with respect to the data already in 

the dynamic path. In contrast to the absolute threshold algorithm, this algorithm tends to 

optimize the channel usage rather than the total amount of sw'itched data. In section 4.2.1 

we report the comi)arison results for the two extension algorithms we have presented here.

3.5 Optical path cancellation

Existing cut-through paths are deleted in order to free resources like interfaces, optical ports 

and wavelength channels that have bec;ome under-exploited due to traffic changes. Variations
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in the traffic pattern in fact change the amount of data destined towards the prefixes switched 

by dynamic paths. Such variations could reduce the traffic switched optically, decreasing the 

channel efficiency below acceptable levels.

The path deletion process makes use of the information stored in the aggregation matrix 

during the observation time. At decision time the node checks which cells, among those 

corresponding to interfaces that are sources or destinations of dynamic paths, present data 

values below a pre-established “path cancellation threshold”. This threshold needs to be lower 

than the path creation and extension thresholds^ and like those, can be dynamically updated 

to optimize the use of optical versus IP resources available.

The path cancellation message is always sent by the path source or destination and is 

processed by each node before being relayed downstream (or upstream in case the cancellation 

message originated from a destination node). Any other node other than the source and 

destination in fact, being transparent switches,, cannot collect any information about the 

traffic in the cut-through path.

Every time a dynamic path is deleted, the traffic that was being switched returns to be 

routed hop-by-hop through the default links. Allthough such traffic increases the occupancy 

of routing resources, the freed optical resources c;an be reused to allocate other traffic. If the 

path cancellation threshold is set lower than the path  creation, the new optical path will carry 

more traffic than the path deleted (as far as theire is traffic available to create a new optical 

path).

Looking back at the functional diagram in figure 3.3, we can now better understand the 

order of the path allocation sequence. Path camcellation is operated before the creation or 

extension of existing paths so that eventual unex:ploited resources can be relaxed and reused 

immediately for more productive cut-through paiths. The extension is processed before the 

creation of new paths to favor the creation of longer trails. For each path in fact, two 

of the nodes (the source and destination) always consume routing resources equal to the 

data switched. Therefore, the higher the number of nodes involved in the path, the higher 

the amount of switched data with respect to the  routed data (although this advantage is 

mitigated by the tradeoff described in section 3>.4). Moreover, if wavelength conversion is 

not available, the extension operation is more restrictive than the creation, because a path 

can only be extended using the same wavelength as the original path. A new path instead 

can be created over any available wavelength. I f  the path creation was operated before the 

extension, the creation of new paths might occupy critical optical resources, precluding the
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extension of other paths. This is shown in the example ilhistrated in figure 3.15, where an 

existing path A B  D is active on wavelength At decision time, node D creates the 

new path C  D E  also on wavelength precluding the extension of A B  D  into 

A B  D —* E  because is already in use on the link D —> E. Had the precedence been 

given to the path extension, both operations could have been completed successfully.

1. New path creation

2. Path extension is precluded

F ig u re  3.15: Path extension precluded by previous path creation

3.6 Local decision w ith  shared acknowledgment

In the description of the path creation, extension and cancellation mechanisms we have em

phasized the fact that the decision process is local and distributed. Each node can only 

decide to create paths involving its inunediate downstream or upstream neighbors (or both), 

prior their acknowledgment. Since different nodes can apply different policies (considering the 

current interdomain routing mechanism), they could use different values for path creation, 

extension and cancellation threshold. Since however, due to the transparency of cut-through 

paths, the nodes caimot examine the traffic crossing their optical switches, the policies of 

some nodes might not be respected.

The problem is clarified by the following example. Considering figure 3.16, we set node 

A’s path creation threshold to 1 Gbps and its cancellation threshold to 800 Mbps, while its 

exteiLsion follow’s the absolute algorithm with threshold equal to 1 Gbps. C uses the seime 

threshold as A for path creation, but bases its extensions on the relative threshold algoritiim 

described in section 3.4.1. If the aggregate rate of the current switched flows amounts to 1.5



Gbps, for example, aiid 750 Mbps of traffic are directed towards G, node C (according to 

equation 3.1) will extend the path towards G. This decision is however in contrast with the 

policy of node A, which, after the extension, would be using its optical ports to switch an 

amount of data lower than its cancellation threshold value of 800 Mbps.

source destination

Figure 3.16: Example of OIS extended path

A similar case can occur during path cancellation; different cancellation thresholds set 

different limits to the minimum amount of data allowed in each optical path. If the cancellation 

decision is only made by the source or destination nodes, the differences in the nodes’ policies 

would not be respected.

The problem can be solved by allowing all the nodes involved in the path to take part in 

the extension or cancellation decisions. Considering the extension process (figure 3.16), node 

C could inform D and A about the intention to extend the existing path towards node G. 

The information sent by C summarizes the parameters necessary for the extension decision, 

like data switched before and after the flow. Each node can process the information to 

evaluate if the extension is consistent with its own policies. If C does not receive any negative 

acknowledgment it proceeds with the path extension as described in section 3.4. However, a 

negative acknowledgment received from any node involved in the path, would be treated as a 

veto, aborting the extension process.

Path cancellation can be handled similarly. In this case, the source (or destination) node 

periodic;ally sends downstream (or upstream) information about the state of the flows in the 

path. With this mechanism any node can evaluate if the path should still be in place and, if 

not, can send a retjuest to the source node, asking to cancel the path. The source will then 

send the official path canc’ellation message to all the nodes involved in the path.

In both path extension and cancellation phases, one negative reply is enough to abort 

the extension process or trigger the removal of an entire cut-through path. A less dramatic 

approach, depicted in figure 3.17, would see an existing path being altered instead of being 

completely removed. In the first example, if node D decides to cancel the path, its request
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could be fulfilled by splitting the path in two. In the second case, if F takes the decision, 

the path could be reduced back to node E. Any modification in the existing path however, 

rtKjuires an update of the list of prefixes to be routed into the path, further increasing the 

complexity of the mechanism. For this reason, in our implementation we have followed the 

original OIS approach of deleting the path completely, leaving the original distributed OIS 

mechanism to rebuild it as appropriate.

A B C 0  E F 0

Example 1: Node D wants to Example 2: Node F wants to
delete the path ^  delete the path

A B C D E F O  A B C D E F Q

F ig u re  3.17: Path modification approach

In a practical implementation, a hybrid approach combining the advantages of both the 

shared acknowledgment and the original OIS method could be used.

In the intradomain, where nodes are willing to cooperate to increase the overall network 

performance, the original OIS method could be used, with threshold values properly coordi

nated among the nodes.

In the interdomain instead, the shared acknowledgment mechanism could be implemented 

to guarantee full compliance with the OIS routing policies by every node.

3.7 Flow re-classification

We have first introduced the flow re-classification in the functional diagram of figure 3.3. The 

idea is to periodicallj'^ update the list of prefixes switched in a dynamic path, in order to 

increase its lifetime, giving more stability to the OIS network.

When creating a new path, a node sends a set of selected prefixes upstream (those carrying 

an amount of data higher than the prefix threshold described in section 3.2.2) to indicate which 

packets to inject into the transparent path. At each path extension the prefix list is modified 

by a filtering process that keeps only the subset of prefixes routed towards the destination 

node.

However, as traffic patterns change over time, some prefixes that were originally excluded 

from the initial path can rise above the prefix threshold. Such prefixes are not switched 

into the dynamic path because the source node is not aware of the traffic change. A similar
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situation occurs for prefixes that, due to route changes determined by the default IP routing 

protocol, do not get switched by the path although they might share the same route. The fact 

that packets that could avail of the transparent path are instead routed hop-by-hop constitutes 

an inefficiency.

In a situation where switched traffic decreases because of changes in the traffic distribution 

among prefixes, the OIS tef'hniques of path creation, extension and cancellation, previously 

described, only react when the traffic drops below the cancellation threshold. In that case 

the existing path is completely deleted and a new one can be created with an updated list of 

prefixes. The whole process however might be quite slow, especially if the path involved more 

than three nodes. The time needed for the traffic to drop below the cancellation threshold, 

and for the node to recreate the path, step-by-step, following the OIS distributed approach, 

could considerably lower the average channel efficiency.

The flow re-classification mechanism intervenes in these situations to ensure higher ex

ploitation of the dynamic paths.

The inecJianisin can be triggered by any node in the path at the expiration of the updat(^ 

timer, which can be shorter or ecjual to the decision timer.

tOT 96.1.1/18

114Jn2.1 12.218.128. V17

R u i nwlMtoiamuiM*
Ta:^C.D^

A ■» Fkww hwIbIh mily j  C > num nwWn fiyly j  D ■» Ftaw m dilo roiiy f  r  1 ni— uHlrtii m<|i 
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10 16.192. VM 
54.130 1.V16 
113.16 17Z1/24 

U107.9Bl1.V16

FkMsaccaplBd:
-114^2.1.V16
-1221&1.Vie
-101&192.V24
-5413011/18
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-122181281/17 
-10 .16192 V24 
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Figure 3.18: Example of flow re-classification

In figure 3.18 the flow re-classification is triggered by node B, which has noticed in its 

aggregation matrix the presence of traffic from A to C on the default link. Since its dynamic 

path list shows that there is a transparent path joining A to C {A B  —* C  is included in 

A B C —+ £ ) —>£'), B considers the prefixes in the cell above the prefix threshold as
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candidites for the flow update. Since the path goes transparently down to E, the prefixes 

corresponding to the packets that do not need to pass through node E (e.g., 114.212.1.1/16, 

12.218 1.1/17, 113.16.172.1/24, 107.95.1.1/16 in the figure) have to be filtered out. Node B 

however does not possess any information on how packets are routed by its neighbors and 

needs their cooperation to get the proper list of prefix updates, which will be sent to the source 

node. Node B sends a “fiow-update-proposal” message to every node involved in the path, 

including in the message the “path ID” and the list of potential prefixes for the update. Every 

node receiving the message will filter out those prefixes that axe not directed towards the 

path, and those not complying with its own policies, sending a “flow-update-reply” message 

back to B. At this point, B will select the subset of prefixes obtained by the intersection of 

the prefix sets included in all the “flow-update-reply” messages received, and sends it to the 

source node A with a “flow-update” message.

Figiire 3.18 illustrates an interesting case. We see that node B has summarized the prefixes 

12.2181.1/17 and 12.218.128.1/17 into 12.218.1.1/16, a legitimate technique used by network 

administrators to reduce the size of routing tables. When node D receives the “flow-update- 

proposal” message, it realizes that only part of the 12.218.1.1/16 can be considered for update; 

in that case it splits the prefix, sending back only the subnet 12.218.128.1/17.

Some additional mechanisms could also be implemented to reduce the protocol overhead. 

For example, if the nodes keep track of the prefixes that were previously filtered out because 

of path extension, it can avoid including those in the fiow-update-proposal. In addition, if 

most cf the prefixes suggested by node B are suitable to C, C could include in its reply only 

the prefixes it wants to filter out, in order to minimize the size of the reply message.

3.8 Ports and link discovery

The port and link discovery functions aim at determining, in a practical OIS network imple- 

mentaiion, which switch ports are connected to which router interfaces, and which neighbors 

(on wlich wavelengths) can be reached through each transparent port.

The general problem is illustrated in figure 3.19, where each node is connected to dif

ferent neighbors through WDM links. Unlike opaque architectures (Uke SDH for example), 

where each port is always electrically terminated, the number of I/O interfaces is much lower 

than tae number of transparent ports, and only a small number of ports can be electrically 

terminated at each time.
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F igu re 3.19: Port and link discovery issue in transparent networks

The core of our approach to port and link discovery can he summarized by the following 

research question; is it possible for transparent networks to be self-configuring? The answer to 

this question will be discussed in the following sections, where we propose two protocols giving 

separate solutions to the port and link discovery problems. In section 5.3 we will demonstrate 

the feasibility of our auto-configuration approach through simulations and testbed results.

3.8.1 Port discovery algorithm

Determining the connectivity between switch and router interfaces is a problem that only 

arises in semi-transparent networks, wliere a transparent optical switch is connected to an 

elet;trical router. Although a trivial solution would see a manual entry of the interfat^e con

nectivity to the switch ports in a configuration file, this solution does not seem suitable and 

scalable for a scenario where a transparent node may have hundreds of ports and tens of 

interfaces. The manual process would in fact require hours of work and coordination of more 

people (in case router and switch are located in different places), and would be prone to 

human errors.

Automatic configuration is already widely deployed in electronic communication equi{> 

ment. In optical systems however, since optical signal processing is still many years away, 

automatic configuration requires that optical signals are terminated and converted into elec

trical to be analyzed by the router. The limiting factor is that, both for economical and
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practical reasons, there is only a limited number of router interfaces, and only a subset of 

ports can be terminated at the same time.

VVe have developed a smart algorithm that executes the discovery j)rocess, taking axh'an- 

tage of the c-apability of photonic switches to execute multiple input-to-output port connec

tions at tiie same time. The algorithm can be divided in two parts: the first collects all the 

information regarding the relative distance, in terms of j)ort number, between each of the 

interfaces; the sec;ond determines the absolute position of a single TX-RX interface pair, and 

uses the information collected during the first phase to determine the position of the remaining 

interfaces. At the end of this section, in figures 3.25 and 3.26, we report a practical example 

of port discovery, in order to clarify the mechanisms of the algorithm we present.

Figure 3.20 shows the state of the connections during the first iteration of the discovery 

{jrocess.

TX interfoces of 
the router

Input ports

N O itput portsn-1 N-1

RX interfaces of 
the router

F ig u re  3.20: First iteration of the parallel algorithm

The node connects each input port “n” to the output port “n-fk”, where “k” is a ninnber 

that is incremented after each iteration. For the first iteration, k is equal to “0”: input port 

“1” is connected to output port “1”, input port “2” to output port “2”, and so forth. After 

configuring the switch, the node sends a “TEST” message on each TX interface, while the 

RX interfax:es wait for incoming messages. In each “TEST” message is encoded the name (i.e. 

the interface number) of the TX interface transm itting the message. When RX interface “j” 

rec:eives a message that was transm itted by TX interface “i”, the value “k” is stored in the (i j )  

position of the K matrix of dimensions I x J (i.e., the total number of TX and RX interfaces).

At each new iteration all the connections are re-established with “k” incremented by 1 

unit. During the sec;ond iteration, for example, input port “1” is connected to output port “2”, 

and in general, input port “n” to output port “n+ 1”. The last input port “N” is connected to
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output port “1”, as illustrated in figure 3.21, i.e. barrel rotated. We can generalize this rule 

expressing the output ports as a function of the input port “n”:

OutputPo7't{n) = (n +  k) mod{N) i f { n  + k ^  N)

' OutpatPort{n)  =  N  + k = N),  (3-6)

where n is the input port

TX interfooes of 
the router

Input ports

i»+i Output ports

RX interfaces of 
the router

Testpacfcsl

F ig u re  3.21: Second iteration of the parallel algorithm

The process is iterated until “k” is equal to that is when all the possible connections

have been tested. The first phase of the algorithm always terminates in N iterations. At this 

point the I x J  matrix is completely filled in with values representing the relative tiistance 

between the ports connected to the interfaces.

The pseudocode for this first phase of the algorithm is reported in figure 3.22. In the 

code the terms “SEQUENTIAL” and “PARALLEL” emphasize how part of the instructions 

are operated sequentially and part in parallel.

The aim of the second phase of the algorithm is to determine the absolute location of a 

(TX,RX) interface pair, and to use it together with the values stored in the m atrix to calculate 

the position of the remaining interfaces. This phase begins by picking a value “k^” from an 

arbitrary ceil of the matrix (even though choosing the value that most often appears would 

speed up the process by increasing the chances of receiving a message).

Each new iteration tests tlie connections one a t a time, starting from input port “1”. Eax-h 

input port “n” is connected in turn to output port “ri f  k-̂ ”, following rule 3.6, until a message 

is delivered. Once one message is received, the positions of the i and j interfaces is imiquely 

identified. These operations are illustrated in part A of the pseudocode in figure 3.23.

The positions of the newly discovered TX and RX interfaces are used in the final part 

of the algorithm as a reference point to calculate the location of the remaining interfaces
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step 1:
SH3UENTIAL FOR k = 0..N-1 // do the next operation sequentially for values of k from 0 to N-1 

PARALLEL FOR n = 1 ..N // connectswitch input to output ports all wihlin one conrvnand 
IF(rH*«<K

swifch-connect n -> (n-Hc)mod(N)}
ELSE{

swilch-connect n -> N)
END
PARALLEL FORI= 1J. FOR] = 1..J //of)ceconnectk>ns are In place send message 

send_message(l) II on eacti TX interface
reoeive_message(j)
IF(message_rece<ved(j)) THEN {Matrixfi j] = k } // if message received by RX Interfere 

END // put value k in cell (ij) of matrix
PARALLEL FOR n = 1..N / /disconnect all connectnns to get ready for next sequential iteration

IF(n44(^X
switch-disconnect n -> (rhH()mod(N)}

ELSE{
switch-disconnect n

END
END

F ig u re  3.22: Pseudocode for the first part of the port discovery algorithm

without further switch activations. Taking as a reference point the matrix cell (i j )  (figure 

3.24), corresponding to the newly discovered (TX,RX) interface pair, the algorithm can use 

the “k’’ value stored in the generic cell ( i a , j b )  to determine the position (i.e., the switch port 

where they are connected) of TX interface “i„” or RX interface The cells (i j )  and { i a , j b )  

however must always lie either on the same row or on the same column, in order to kwp a 

TX or RX interface as connnon reference. If (i,j) and { i a , j b )  the same row { i  =  i’o),

the {ia'jb) value can be used to discover the switch outpjut port (i.e., the position) where RX 

interface “jV’ is connected:

Pos i t i on_o f  _jij =  {Pos i t ion_of  _ i  +  k{i,jh)) mod{N)  (3.7)

where position “0” is identified with port “N” in the switch.

If instead (i,j) and { i a , j b )  are in the same column (i =  j i , ) ,  the value stored in ( i a i j b )  

can be used to determine the switch input port (i.e., the position) where TX interface ia is 

connected:

Posi tion._of  _ i a  =  {N + Pos i t ion_o f  _ j  —  k { i a , j ) )  mod{N)  (3-8)

At each step the newly discovered position of {ia,jb) can be used as a reference point 

for the next step, as shown in figure 3.24. These operations are illustrated in part B of the 

pseudocode in figure 3.23 (for simplicity in this case the walk through the matrix is operated
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step 2:
// Part A. find absolute position of one TX.RX pair 
k = k' //select a specific value of k that appears in (he Marlix 
SEQUENTIAL FOR n = 1..N /Annnect input and output ports one at a fime 

IF(n+k^X
swilch-connect n -> (n+l()niod(N)}

ELSE{
swilch-connect n N}

PARAlXELFORi = 1..I, FORj= 1..J //send TEST niessages on each inlerfoce 
send_message(i) 
receive_inessage(j)
IF(message_received(j))THEN //as soon as one message is received.

{TX_posilion[i] = n; // store TX and RX positions and break sequenfial cycle 
IF(n+*jtN)

{RX_positonQ] = (n+k)mod(N)}
ELSE{

{RX_positkxiQ] = N) 
i'=* //store the infbrmatnn of the TX and

//RX interface discovered for part B of the algorithm 
BREAIQ

END
F(rHfc^X //delete currentconnectnn, to be ready for next sequential iteration 

switch-disconnect n (n+k)mod(N)}
ELSE{

swilch-disconnect n -> N}
END

// Part B. firKJ position of all other TX and RX interfaces 
FORj=1..l,j^’

RX jxisilionO)=(PDsitk>n_orj'-i-Malrix(i’j))mod(N)} //herea value of 0 is interpreted as N 
END
FORi=1..l. («’

TX_posilk>n(i) = (N -i- Position_of J ’ - Matr1x(iJ'))mod(N)} //here a value of 0 is interpreted as N 
END

Figure 3.23: Pseudocode for the second part of the port discovery algorithm

k(1.1) k(1J)* m ... . ) kd.J)

k( . ,1) k( ............. ) k ( / j ) k(....... )
—

k ( . ,J)

k(i.1) K i....)
•  •4- --------- (1-

k(i,J)

K ...1 ) k(.........| ) K J) k(.......) k( ■J)

k(i.. r k(IJ) k(l....) k(^
1

Figure 3.24: K Matrix that stores the values of mutual distances between the T X  and RX  

interfaces
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■ This is the configuration that needs to he discovefed
TXirterfaoe SHUcti input

1 2
2 3
3 8
4 15

TX Interfaces of 
the router

Optical Switch

0  utput ports

RX irleffaces of 
the router

RX irtorboe Snildiaukui
1 3
2 5
3 11
4 16

TEST packets encode the TX interface ID numtier TESTpkl T X N erfm ntn r

I  The first part of ttie algorithm fills in the Matrix 
(ref. to pseudocode part 1)

R ist iteration; K=0
TeA packet

>

Second iteration; K=1
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F ig u re  3.25; Practical example of port discovery (part one)



■ Tlie se«>nd part associates a (TX.RX) pair to a (lnput*port,Output-port) 
pair (ref. to pseudocode part 2JV)

We choose for example k=0. and try all ports sequentially until a message is received

Message from TX=2 received t>y RX=1 while 
input-port=3 connected to ou^Mit-port=3

Ttierwde had discovered the position of (TX=2,RX=1}

TXirtortaoe SMildiivM
1
2
3
4

RX inlerfaco Si|iilchaulpul
1 ■*3
7
3
4

■ Tlie final part “walks” through the Matrix to discover the remaining 
positions (ref. to pseudocode part 2.B)

starting from the position discovered (TX=2,RX=1)

We fiist move on the same row to discover position of RX interfaces: Position_of_j^=(Positionof_i ))mod(W)
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Figure 3.26: Practical example of port discovery (part two)
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moving through adjacent cells, and the reference point is always the initial (ij) cell).

All the interfaces are discovered when at least one cell per row and one cell per column of the 

matrix have been exploited. The total number of switch activations required by the parallel 

algorithm is between N+1 and 2N. The parallel algorithm illustrated in this section should be 

operated during the node startup phase, when no connectivity information between interfaces 

and svitch ports is available. The discovery of additional interfaces that might be added 

while the node is operational (i.e., after the initial configuration procedure is accomphshed), 

can instead be easily accomplished by serially testing each undiscovered port using an already 

discovered interface.

R eduidancy of information

We caa easily notice that part of the information stored in the matrix was not used during 

the discovery process. It is possible to eliminate this redundancy and save some iterations by 

re-arrmging the discovery process. We could execute the first part of the algorithm until a 

message is received, and use the “k” value found to determine the interface-to-port relation of 

a pair (i J) of TX-RX interfaces in the second part of the algorithm. Then, returning to the 

first piase, we could stop the iterations when just enough information is collected to complete 

the discovery process. Such operation however is only safe if none of the ports are connected 

to a neighboring switch.

An example is shown in figure 3.27, where the left node sends a "TEST" message through 

TX interface “2” and receives it through RX interface “j”, even if the two interfaces are not 

directly connected together. Because of the loop accidentally created by switch-2 in fact, the 

first node erroneously inserts a “k” value of “1” in the matrix position (2J).

If tie node had instead followed the procedure previously described, it would have received 

two diferent values for the same matrix cell. Although it would still not be able to recognize 

which of the two is the correct value, it would realize that an anomaly occurred with cell (2,j) 

and a\oid using it for the calculations.

Cases with N x M switches and I ^  J

A moie gener8il implementation, valid for N x M switches with I TX interfaces and J RX 

interfaces can be easily deduced. Having I  ^  J  simply implies that the matrix we use to 

collect data in the first phase is rectangular with dimensions I x J instead of being square. 

This has no further implications in the use of the algorithm.
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Figure 3.27; Example of configuration that could confuse the discovery process

If our switc-h has N input ports and M output ports instead, with N  ^  A/, we have to 

distinguish the case N  < M  from the case N  > AI.

U N  < AI we should arrange the connections in the first phase of the algorithm following 

the rules:
OutputPort{n)  =  (n +  k) inod{AI) i f ( n  + k ^  AI)

< OutjnLfPort{n) = M  i f { n  + k = AI), (3-9)

where n is the input port 

At each iteration we shift the output ports with respect to the input ports, exactly as in

the case of a N x N switch. The difference in the formulas is that we calculate the oiitput

ports modulo M (i.e., the total number of output ports).

In the case N >  M instead, at each iteration we need to shift the input ports with respect 

to the output ports:

InputPort{n) — n + k  mod{N) i f { n  + k ^  N)

' InputPort{n) = N  i f {n + k = N) ,  (3.10)

where n is the output port

Similar modifications apply to formulas 3.7) and 3.8) used in the second phase of the 

algorithm.

3.8.2 Link discovery algorithm

After completing the internal discovery, the node starts the discovery of its external links. 

Here we propose a solution to the link discovery problem in transparent switches tha t does 

not need the pre-provision of a control channel. The control channel is in fact provisioned 

in-band during the link discovery process and allocated in a wavelength that can also be used



to trajisport data traffic (a prioritized virtual link could be established within the wavelength 

to favor control traffic over data traffic).

In the GMPLS architecture, where each node may be connected to a centred management 

entity, an out of band control channel may be preferred. We believe however that the trend of 

semi-transparent optical networks, with the IP layer directly on top of the WDM layer, will 

follow a more distributed approach similar to current IP networks.

In distributed architectures, where control channels are only allocated between peering 

neighbors, the in-band approach may be preferred because it eliminates the need to set up a 

separate control channel and allows easier automation of discovery procedures.

The protocol we propose is made up of two distinct processes: one scans the receiving ports 

for incoming messages while the other sends "TEST" messages through the transmitting ports.

The process scanning the input ports runs permanently, in the background, on every 

active node and terminates, one after the other, all the undiscovered optical ports, using 

receiver router interfaces. All the receiving interfaces in idle mode (i.e. those not being 

used for data traffic) can be used simultaneously. After a pre-configured listening time, the 

receiving interfaces are connected to the next input ports; the process continuously scans the 

undiscovered input ports.

The process beaconing the output ports of the switch initiates when a node is started 

up and terminates once the discovery is completed. This procedure sees the router’s optical 

transmitters beaconing “TEST” messages through the switch output ports. The parameters 

needed in the message eire described in table 3.1.

TE ST ACK D O U B L E A C K

Message_type Message_type Message_type

Message_ID Message_ID Message_REF_ID

Source_ID Message_REF_ID Source_ID

Output_port Source_ID Destination_ID

Wavelength Destination_ID

Table 3.1: Content of the link configuration messages

As soon as a “TEST” message is received, the node will link the input port to the sender 

node and to the wavelength value encoded in the message, entering this information in its
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link table (as illustrated in figure 3.28). If the  hnk is the first discovered from that node, it 

is designated as the control channel in the downstream direction and the router permaneutly 

coiuiects a receiving interface to that input port. The message also serves as a trigger for 

the receiv'ing node (B, in the figure), which sta rts  beaconing on all the imdiscovered outgoing 

ports. Node B should reply with an “ACK"’ message, making node A aware that the port over 

w'hich tha t particular “TEST” message was sent is connected to node B. Since however no 

control channel has yet been discovered from B to A, node B will put the “ACK” on an outbox 

queue, whose content is relayed every time an output port is beaconed, before each “TEST” 

message. When it finally receives the “ACK” message, node A links it to the previously sent 

“TEST” message, discovering a new output port. Being the first output port that links to 

node B, A uses this port as an outgoing control channel to B.
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F ig u re  3.28: Example of messages excJianged by the link discovery protocol

The aim of the algorithm is to establish a control channel with each peering neighbor and 

to discover the wavelength associated with each output port (essential information when the 

switch ports are connected to WDM mux/dernrnx). Wavelength tunability is an im portant 

feature of optical transm itters as it allows testing each port on all the wavelengths using the 

same transm itter (i.e., within a single switchin,g time). If instead each transm itter can only
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beacon at one fixed wavelength, one switch activation is required every time a port is tested 

on a different wavelength.

The next step consists of node A sending a “DOUBLE ACK” to B, using the newly es

tablished control channel, following a three-way handshake approach. The “DOUBLE_ACK” 

informs B to delete the related “ACK” message from its outbox list. Once the control channel 

is established in both directions, the two peers can exchange all the pending “ACK” messages. 

The procedure continues in the same way, in parallel with all the neighbors, operating asyn- 

chronously at all the nodes. A proper timer will terminate the beaconing process when no 

new link is discovered over a pre-defined time interval.

The parameter that most influences the edgorithm performances is the time interval be

tween the test of adjacent ports. Output ports should ideally be beaconed one after the other 

as fast as possible. For the input port scanning the best interval time (RX_SCAN_TIME) 

varies depending on the number of ports and interfaces. Intuitively, each node should test the 

same input ports until all the neighbors have beaconed all their output ports over the complete 

range of wavelengths. Such time increases with the number of switch ports and wavelengths, 

while it decreases with the number of interfaces available for beaconing the output ports. In 

operational environments however, nodes use switches of different sizes and different number 

of interfaces, making the optimization of the “RX_SCAN_TIME” impossible. In section 5.3.2 

we will analyze the impact of this parameter on the overall link configuration time.

The link discovery procedure can also be used when new links axe added to already op

erating nodes. In this case the output port scanning process needs to be triggered manually 

on at least one side of the link. Other implementations could see the output port discovery 

process triggered automatically after a link interruption, a link reconfiguration or at regular 

time intervals to keep the link table up-to-date. Since the process only uses idle interfaces, 

the discovery can be executed without interfering with regular router operations.

3.9 Effect of dynamic allocation on transport protocols

After having described the OIS architecture in the previous sections, we now focus on the 

effects that dynamic provisioning might have on the network transport protocols. Dynamic 

allocation of optical paths might create packet loss or out of order arrival. Out of order arrival, 

for example, might occur during path creation. In fact, after the optical path is created, the 

source node suddenly begins to inject packets over the new path, which, bypassing some of
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the nodes, presents lower delay than the origind path. It might happen that the last packets 

sent through the default route arrive after the first packets sent through the dynamic path, 

even if those were sent before.

Packet loss could occur during path extension. The node extending the path activates 

the switch to modify a path where data is already being transmitted. All the packets that 

traverse the switch during the switching time (that is around 20 ms for a MEMs-based device) 

are lost.

Packet loss and out of order arrival cause problems to the transport protocols, affecting 

the connectionless UDP and connection-oriented TCP differently. In the following section 

we elaborate on the issue, differentiating the effects on the UDP and TCP protocols. Before 

going deeper into the details, we raise the following question: is it possible to eliminate packet 

loss and out of order arrival in highly dynamic opticeil networks? The answer to this question 

will be provided in section 5.4 where, through our optical testbed, we show that the OIS 

architecture is not particularly affected by out of order arrival during path creation, and we 

propose a mechanism to avoid packet loss during path extension.

3.9.1 Effects on th e U D P protocol

UDP ([Pos80]) is a connectionless transport protocol where packets are sent as they arrive from 

the application layer without any guarantee of delivery. UDP does not receive any feedback 

from the destination node, so it is not able to react to network congestion and packet loss. 

Its main use is for real-time applications like voice calls or live video streaming, where there 

is no interest in recovering lost packets.

Packet loss deteriorates the quality of the voice or video received, and the impairments 

are somehow subjective, as they are associated with the quality perceived by the person at 

the receiver end. The ITU-T has defined the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test [IT96] to 

evjiluate the quality of an audio or video application, based on the perception of a group of 

testers. It defines a scale for the perceived impairment that goes from 1 to 5: 1 is considered 

“Very annoying”, 2 “Annoying”, 3 "Slightly annoying”, 4 “Perceptible but not annoying”, 5 

“Imperceptible”.

Several tests have been carried out in the literature ([HYM+99, DG03, CT99, BG98]), 

which examine the effects of packet loss on the perceived quality of audio and video signals, 

concluding that the results are dependent on the type of source, the data rate and the coder 

used. In general however, a packet loss of 1% is sufficient to deteriorate a video streaming
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application.

3.9.2 Effects on the TCP protocol

Unlike UDP, the TCP protocol is connection-oriented, as nodes establish a TCP session 

through a three-way handshake mechanism before exchanging data. TCP is considered a 

reliabk protocol because it assures that the packets are all received in the correct order at the 

other end. This is achieved through a mechanism that resends the missing packets when the 

sender does not receive the expected acknowledgments. TCP uses a congestion window that 

determines the number of packets that should be sent before waiting for an acknowledgment. 

The size of the window, together with the Round Trip Time (RTT), determines the speed of 

the data transfer. TCP usually starts with a short window, which is gradually increased as 

the aocnowledgments are correctly received. However, when the sender detects anomalies in 

the acknowledgments received, it reduces the size of the TCP window by a half. For a more 

detailed description of the TCP protocol the reader can refer to [Pos81].

The TC P protocol is generally used to transport non real-time applications or pre-buffered 

video streaming, where packets CEin be retransm itted when errors occur. For this reason, unlike 

the UDP protocol, the performance of TC P can be investigated by observing deterministic 

pareuneters like the average transfer rate.

The main issue with using TCP in dynamic optic8il networks is that the protocol always 

attributes packet loss or out of order arrival (in case out of order packets are received over 

multiple TC P windows) to network congestion, and reacts by reducing progressively the TCP 

windov size. In OIS, where packet losses are caused by the switching time of the optic2il 

devices and the out of order arrival by the sudden re-routing of packets into a faster path, 

the TCP protocol erroneously attributes such anomalies to network congestion, reducing the 

TCP window.

In [Meh03] the authors discuss the out of order arriv8il issue for dynamic optical networks, 

showiig quantitatively tha t dynamic path change noticeably decreases the data rate of the 

transport protocol. They show however tha t if the "Eifel" congestion algorithm, introduced 

in [LKOO], is implemented in the TCP protocol, the packet reordering issue is completely 

eliminited and the TCP data  rate is not affected by the path change.

In section 5.4, we show that out-of-order arrival of packets is a minor issue in our OIS 

eu'chitecture during path creation. We also illustrate the solution we have developed that 

targets the packet loss problem generated during path extension, and that does not require
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chcinges in the TCP protocol.

3.10 Impairments at the physical layer

One of the most challenging aspects of dynamic switching of optical paths is the compati

bility of the paths created with the impairments at the physical layer, which we have briefly 

described in section 2.3.1. Although in this dissertation we do not address solutions to phys

ical impairments, a field currently being investigated by many researchers around the world 

([IST07, YHM05, PAMS06, MPC“'‘06, Muk06]), we describe briefly its implications for the 

OIS architecture.

We can divide the physical impairments between those caused by transient effects in the 

optical devices and those caused by joining two separate links into a single tr?insparent path. 

The first problem is related to the gain transient effect present in the fiber amplifiers, where the 

addition or deletion of a wavelength creates transmission errors in the other WDM channels. 

Examples of this phenomenon can be found in [KKHR04]. Although this issue does have 

implications for the OIS architecture, we do not discuss it further, as possible solutions lie 

within the realm of the physical layer.

We address instead the impairments derived from the transparency of the optical cut- 

through paths, which can be counteracted with the siid of the signaling protocol. The problem 

here is that the effects of physical impairments, present on each link, add up when the links 

are transparently joined, bringing the BER to intolerable values at the receiver end.

The advantage of the Optical IP Switching architecture in building transparent paths is 

that, unlike end-to-end wavelength provisioning protocols, the physical constraints can be 

evaluated hop-by-hop as the path is created. The trade-off of this approach however is that 

if we only use local information, the decision will be sub-optimal compared to a centralized 

mechanism that makes use of global information. The efficiency of the distributed process can 

be improved if every node forwards information to all other nodes about impairments on their 

adjacent links. This would allow the nodes to take more optimal decisions, based on global 

link information. However this would also lead to an increase of the bandwidth occupied by 

the link messages and increase the path computation time. Therefore such trade-off between 

bandwidth and computation overhead versus global optimization of the solutions should be 

carefully evaluated during design phase.

In order to counteract the effects of physical impairments the nodes need first to estimate
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the ph/sical characteristics of the links (e.g., path loss, dispersion). Each node can be pro

vided br example with static information that describes such parameters for each outgoing 

link, O' can learn them automatically if provided with adequate signal monitoring devices. 

The plysical information about the links can then be exchanged between neighbors during 

link diicovery (and periodically updated if monitoring devices are used).

Whm the decision process initiates the creation of a new cut-through path (or the extension 

of an edsting one), the node estimates the physical impairments using an algorithm that con

siders he characteristics of each link constituting the path, together with the signal properties 

(e.g., tansmission power, wavelength, modulation used, etc.). If the physicsil constraints al

low fo: acceptable (estimated) BER at the receiver end, the node proceeds with the path 

creatim mechanism. If instead the BER estimation is too high, the node could either abort 

the cnation process or else try to solve the problem locally and proceed with the creation of 

the traisparent path. In the second case, in order to counteract the signal impairments, the 

node leeds to be equipped with devices like dispersion compensators, optical amplifiers and 

signal egenerators. If the problem is due to dispersion, the node could switch the signal into 

a disp<rsion-compensating device before sending it downstream. Similarly, if the problem is 

due to the high power loss, the signal can be amplified at the node. If the signal-to-noise 

ratio iistead drops below acceptable values, it needs to be regenerated. Signal regeneration 

c£m b( used in general to counteract any signal impairments. Its cost however is relatively 

high aid increases linearly with the number of channels because current commercial solutions 

operat; through O-E-0 conversion. Nonetheless, initial prototypes of all-optical devices ca

pable )f regenerating entire WDM bundles axe beginning to appear in research laboratories 

[LLB+D3, TKT07|.

Thephysical impairments described in this section currently constitute a major issue in dy

namic Jly transparent networks. Developments in this research area will therefore have high 

impaci on the practical implementation of network architectures that, like OIS, are based on 

dynanic reconfiguration of lightpaths.

3.11 Summary

In thit chapter we have introduced the Optical IP Switching architecture, describing algo

rithms, functions and protocols that enable dynamic and automatic provisioning of lightpaths. 

The dstributed operating mode is the distinctive characteristic of our approach. Each node
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autonomously carries out local analysis of IP traffic, ?ind based on the information collected 

and on its local networking policies, decides which optical paths should be created, extended 

or deleted.

Most of the optical circuit switching architectures proposed to date are based on central

ized decision-making processes, and often use source routing to deliver end-to-end lightpath 

provisioning. We believe that this approach is no t consistent with the distributed nature of 

the Internet and generates scalability issues, especially in the interdomain. Instead, the OIS 

architecture we propose adopts (at the optical layer) a distributed provisioning mechanisms 

that resembles IP routing operations. IP routing and optical provisioning are combined follow

ing a multi-layer engineering approach, through the  prefix-based flow aggregation mechanism 

that we have developed. An effective method for node self-configuration was also developed, 

which gives OIS full plug-and-play ability.

Before OIS can be effectively implemented on a real network some open issues need to 

be solved. We have discussed the impairments at the transport layer caused by dynamic 

link reconfiguration. This issue can be effectively minimized through appropriate sign2iling 

operations, as it will be demonstrated in section 5.4.3. It is more challenging instead to 

counteract the signal impairments a t the physical layer. Although a signaling mechanism can 

be introduced to estimate the signal disruption, the deployment of devices to improve the 

BER could considerably increase the overall network cost.
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Chapter 4

OIS characterization and cost analysis

This chapter describes the simulation analysis of the Optical IP Switching architecture, an

swering some of the research questions raised in chapter 3.

Sections 4.1 to 4.4 focus on the technical analysis of the network performance, reporting 

results in terms of switched traffic, channel utilization and wavelength allocation efficiency.

In section 4.1 we illustrate the simulation tools we have used, the network topology cind 

the traffic models.

In section 4.2 we report the simulation results, illustrating the performance of the OIS 

extension algorithms for the GEANT network and the impact of the Internet heavy-tail prefix 

distribution.

Section 4.3 reports the performance analysis of OIS for network topologies different than 

GEANT, covering both the intradomain and interdomain cases.

In section 4.4 we compare the performance of our distributed OIS model to a centralized 

approach tha t could be implemented through GMPLS, which provisions end-to-end optical 

circuits assuming global knowledge of the traffic demand matrices.

The last two sections deal with the cost analysis of the OIS architecture, with two distinct 

approaches.

The first, described in section 4.5, has already been considered in literature (see section 

2.4.3) and is relative to the transparent bypass of the IP layer, which allows saving costs on 

expensive IP router equipment. The study we report has the novelty that it refers to a real 

network model (with real routing tables and tr8iffic traces), 8ind is calculated for our Optical 

IP Switching architecture.

The second approach, described in section 4.6, addresses the advantage of reconfigurable 

optical networks to reduce the (cost for) over-provisioning by dynamically adapting the optical
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paths to the variable traffic demand. Although this approach has already been considered 

for opaque networks ([SW06]), it has not yet been widely addressed in transparent optical 

networks.

In this chapter we limit the cost cjilculations to the savings on capital expenditures. 

Although it is widely recognized that dynamic optical networks will increase operators revenue 

by providing novel services and applications to their customers (as anticipated in section 2.4.1), 

we do not have precise information to conduct a quantitative analysis.

4.1 Network model for simulation analysis

4.1.1 G £A N T  topology and data traffic

The reference topology we have used in our simulations is that of GfiANT, the pan-European 

data communication network, interconnecting different National Research and Education Net

works in Europe, serving over 3500 research and education institutions. The network logical 

topology (illustrated in figure 4.1, available from [Top06]) includes 23 nodes, connected by 

hnks with capacities ranging from 155 Mbps to 10 Gbps.

C i E A N T ,

Figure 4.1: GEANT logical layout topology
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We have taken the GEANT network as a model for our simulation study because it provides 

real traffic traces together with BGP routing tables. Other datasets are available, mainly 

collected from the CAIDA organization [CAI03], which provide either routing information or 

traffic trax:es from different networks around the globe. Since the goal of our study is to see 

how traffic flows are routed in a real network and the possibility of aggregating them into 

dedicated optical paths, we could not base our analysis only on traffic traces.

The dataset was made available by researchers from the Computer Science and Engineering 

Department at the University of Louvain-la-Neuve. They eilso provide C-BGP [QU05], a 

network simulator capable of reconstructing the BGP topology from the routes included in 

the dataset. C-BGP proved extremely valuable as it reconstructed the routing path of the 

traffic traces from the source node, where they were collected, towards their destination. The 

tool embeds a clustering algorithm that reduces the number of BGP entries by more than 

two orders of magnitude, making it possible to simulate a real network scenario. The traffic 

traces, collected using Netfiow with sampling rate of 1/1000, are summarized depending on 

their source/destination prefix and only the total number of bytes over a fifteen minute period 

is provided. This has the two-fold effect of saving storage space for the data files while keeping 

the traces anonymous. The disadvantage is that information about the precise timing of the 

flows is lost. This condition however does not influence our study, since the mechanism that 

creates optical cut-though paths averages the observed traffic over a period of some minutes.

Traffic measurements on the GfiANT dataset showed that the transit traffic on the network 

nodes is 36% of the total (calculated on trace 1 showed in figure 4.2), while nine out of the 

23 nodes only carry add/drop traffic. The average hnk distance is 797 km [SW06].

Although the model is based on the GfiANT network, we report in section 4.3.2 simulation 

results using different topologies, in order to examine the impact of different node degrees on 

the OIS performEince. In section 4.3.3 we analyze the behavior of the OIS architecture in 

the interdomain, where transparent optical paths are created across the domain boundaries. 

Although this option tends to diminish the control that operators have on traffic, it greatly 

increases the amount of switched traffic within each domain, decreasing the use of costly 

router resources.

4.1.2 Optical IP Switching simulator

We have used the C-BGP simulator to recreate the original routes of the flows contained in 

the analyzed traces. The routes were then fed to our PERL-based simulator, to evaluate the
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performance of the OIS architecture.

The simulator we have built does not operate an a per-packet basis, as the dataset traces 

axe averaged over a fifteen minute interval. We assume instead that for the fifteen minute 

duration, the traffic pattern is static (i.e., we have considered uniform, non-bursty traffic). 

Although this might not represent a real traffic situation, the OIS mechanisms use an ob

servation time (described in section 3.2) that averages the traffic behavior over an arbitrary 

interval. By considering an OIS traffic observation time of fifteen minutes (i.e., equal to 

the trace duration), we can substantially reduce the dependence of the results on the traffic 

variation.

As simulation begins, the nodes initiate path creations and extensions one after the other, 

each considering the paths previously created by its upstream and downstream neighbors. 

The simulator also considers the wavelength constraint and keeps track of the wavelengths in 

use on eEich link. The wavelength assignment for the newly created paths follows a distributed 

first fit algorithm (see section 2.3.1 on RWA problem).

The results obtained show the performance of the OIS mechanism on the network, averaged 

over a fifteen minute interval, and focus on the overall amount of switched and routed traffic 

in the network. These simulations do not analyze the real-time behavior of the protocols, for 

which we provide dedicated testbed results in chapter 5.

In the simulations, the output values we consider to describe the OIS performances are: 

the routed data, the switched data allowed by OIS, the switched-to-routed traffic ratio, the 

channel occupancy and the wavelength efficiency. The routed data corresponds to the total 

amount of data routed by each node when no OIS switching is in operation (i.e., it characterizes 

the original GfiANT network). The switched data refers to the total amount of traffic that the 

OIS mechanism moves from the IP to the optical layer at each node. The switched-to-routed 

traffic ratio is the main parameter we consider in our simulations. This is obtziined by dividing 

the previous two values, and shows the percentage of the total traffic that can be switched 

by the OIS architecture. The channel occupancy shows the amount of traffic that the OIS 

algorithms can aggregate into each wavelength channel. Considering that each additional path 

occupies costly resources, this is an important parameters to evaluate the cost-efFectiveness 

of the architecture. Finally, the wavelength efficiency measures how well the system manages 

to exploit all the wavelengths available in each WDM system. Because of the wavelength 

continuity constraint, the links might need more wavelength channels than they actually 

use, increasing the link cost. In our simulations we show the wavelength efficiency obtained
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using the first fit wavelength assignment algorithm. We do not consider higher performance 

algorithms as the investigation of optimal distributed RWA algorithms falls outside the scope 

of this dissertation.

OIS parameter Value

Observation time 15 minutes

Channel rate 1 Gbps

Path creation threshold 10% of channel rate

Path extension algorithm Absolute threshold

Path extension threshold 100 Mbps

Trace date & time 4 /5 /0 5  @ 15:45

T able 4.1: Default simulation parameters

Table 4.1 reports the default setup parameters we have selected to run the simulations. 

The observation time determines the time interval during which esich node examines the 

traces, and is set, as previously explained, equad to the duration of the traffic traces. The 

channel rate indicates the majcimum rate that each wavelength channel can support. The 

path creation threshold is the minimum aggregate rate needed to trigger the creation of a 

new cut-through path. The path extension algorithm veilue indicates that we generally use 

the absolute threshold algorithm introduced on page 73 rather than the relative threshold 

described on page 75. The path extension threshold indicates the minimum amount of data 

needed to trigger the extension mechanism (in the absolute extension algorithm). Finally, the 

last field in table 4.1 indicates the date and time of the trace used as tr2iffic pattern generator.

Since the simulation data is averaged over the entire trace duration and the traffic is 

considered uniform, we did not use the flow re-classification mechanism described in section 

3.7. For the same reason, we have disregarded the path cancellation mechanism.

The values in table 4.1 are generally applied to all the simulations unless otherwise stated.

4.2 Switching performance of OIS

This section illustrates the switching performance of the OIS architecture. The first plot we 

ancdyze, in figure 4.2, shows both the amount of optically switched and electronically routed
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traffic in the GEANT topology, considering ten traffic traces spaced differently in time. In 

the x-axis we report the different GEANT nodes (identified by the initials of the country 

where the node is located). In the y-axis, the blue lines represent the routed traffic, while the 

red lines represent the optically switched traffic allowed by OIS (traffic is averaged over each 

entire trace and is expressed in Mbps). The different vertical lines within each node rejjresent 

the results obtained for different traffic traces.
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F ig u re  4.2: Switched vs. routed traffic for different traffic trcices

It is interesting to observe that the switched-to-routed traffic ratio, at each node, has a 

mild variation over time. Analysis of the number of optical ports, transm itters and receivers 

used at each node support this observation, showing similar quasi-static behavior. This imphes 

that the amount of optical resources required at each node is reasonably constant over time, 

a primarj' requirement in a practical implementation where hardware needs to be i>roperly 

provisioned across the network. On more detailed examination of om- traces, we noticed that 

nodes with higher ratio of switched traffic (e.g., AT, DE2, HU) mainly route data  betwetni 

GEANT nodes (transit traffic), while others with little or no switcfied traffic (e.g., DEI, SI, 

CH) deal with data coming from or directed to external networks (add/drop traffic).

In some cases (most notably the last three traces for DE2, and the last five for AT) there is 

a sudden change in the amount of switched versus routed traffic. These changes appear to be 

step-like, as the values remain stable after the change. By observing the traces leading to this 

behav'ior, we could directly correlate the traffic increase at DE2 with the decrease at CH and 

IT, and conclude that probably the change was a consequence of an internal re-engineering of 

the GEANT network links. The variation observed at the AT node instead is due to a general 

drop of trcuisit traffic towards AT (mainly coming from CH).
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Figure 4.3 plots the switdied-to-roiited ratio def>endiug on the traffic level, averaged over 

all nodes, considering trace 1 of the GEANT dataset. The different levels of traffic were 

obtainwl by multiplying the original traces (labeled "xl") by j>rogressively increa.sing factors, 

reflecting the situation where traffic varies in volume and the distribution of the demand is 

unchanged. Although this simple method might not correctly represent the future evolution 

of traffic in the network, it allows us to analyze the impact of higher traffic volumes on the 

network performance.
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F ig u re  4.3: Switched-to-routed traffic ratio for different path creation thresholds

The red curve refers to the use of wavelength chaimels of 1 Gbps. As the traffic increases, 

the number of channels above threshold also grows, increa-sing the percentage of switched 

traffic. This behavior occurs until all the possible paths have been created, after which the 

ratio between routed and switched traffic tends to remain constant. The blue curve refers to 

wavelength c'haimels of lOGbps. The difference between the two curves is due to the different 

path creation (and extension) thresholds considered, which for the 10 Gbps channel is set to 

1 Gbps (i.e., 10% of the channel rate).

The effect of using lower path creation thresholds can be inferred from the same graph. 

In terms of switched-to-routed traffic ratio, doubling the traffic level is equivalent to reducing 

the threshold by a half. For example, the switched-to-routed ratio obtained using a tlireshold 

of 50Mbps on the original traffic rate is equal to the value obtained from the 1 Gbps interface 

curve (with 100Mbps threshold) considering a "x2" traffic volume.

The results we have illustrated allow us to answer the research question formulated in 

section 3.3.

Decreasing the path creation threshold favors the provisioning of more cut-through paths 

because it increases the number of flow aggregates above the threshold. If however all the pos-
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sible paths have already been created, lowering the threshold does not increase the switched- 

t{)-routed ratio any further, which explains why the curves saturate. Increasing the threshold 

has tlie opposite effect, decreasing the number of cut-through paths.

Figure 4.4 shows the wavelength efficiency relative to the distributed first fit algorithm 

we have used as the wavelength selection mechanism. The total height of ea<:h bar represents 

the number of wavelengths needed in the system averaged over the different links, while 

in red we display the number of wavelengths effectively used for cut-through paths. The 

difference between the two values reflects the inefficiency of the first fit algorithm in solving 

the wavelengtli constraint issue. The efficiency, calculated as the ratio of the two values, is 

displayed by the dark line.

The plot clearly shows how the efficiency decreases when the traffic demand increases, 

reaching values below 50%. This indicates that the first fit algorithm is (}uite inefficient and 

a Ijetter solution would be required for a practical irn{)lementation.
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F ig u re  4.4; Wavelength efficiency using the first fit algorithm

4.2.1 Effect of the path extension algorithm on the OIS performance

hi this section we analyze the difference between the two path extension algorithms described 

in section 3.4.

The plot in figiu’e 4.5 shows that the absolute threshold algorithm has higher sw'itching 

capability than the relative threshold algorithm. This is an expected behavior because the 

absolute threshold algorithm, as anticipated in section 3.4.1, aims at maximizing the amount 

of switched traffic by creating a higher amount of dedicated optical paths. It is interesting 

to notice that the absolute algorithm reaches a percentage of switched traffic of about 36%, 

which matches the percentage of transit traffic measured in the GEANT network for this
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trace. This means that this algorithm reaches the maximum switching allowed in the network 

for traffic level 64 times the original.
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F ig u re  4.5: Switched-to-routed traffic ratio of the absolute vs. relative threshold extension 

algorithms
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F ig u re  4.6: Channel occupation of the absolute vs. relative threshold extension algorithms

The situation is inverted in figure 4.6, which reports the average optical channel usage. The 

relative threshold algorithm shows a better channel occupancy with respect to the absolute 

threshold, allowing better exploitation of the optical bandwidth. This behavior wa.s also 

anticipated in section 3.4.1, as the relative threshold algorithm was developed to optimize the 

amount of data in the paths at each extension process.

These results provide the answer to the research question formulated in section 3.4, about 

the implications of the path extension trade-off. The relative threshold algorithm, which 

direc:tly addresses the trade-off between path length and switched data, optimizes the channel
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occupancy, making better use of the channels it creates. The absolute threshold algorithm 

instead maximizes the number of cut-through jiaths, increasing the switched data  (thus saving 

routing resources) but decreasing the channel occupancy. Which of the two would represent 

a better approach in a practic:al implementation depends on how resources are distributed 

in the network. The extension algorithm could be dynamically adapted to the resources 

currently available. The absolute algorithm could be used, for example, when the availability 

of wavelengths and transm itters exceeds the availability of routing resources; the relative 

threshold in the opposite case.

4.2.2 Effect o f prefix filtering

This section Einswers the research question formulated in section 3.2.2 regarding the effects 

of the heavy-tailed Internet traffic on how data is distributed among the IP routing prefixes. 

First we show that, similarly to the Internet flow distribution, the routing prefix distribution 

is heavy-tailed. Then we discuss the effects of filtering out the prefixes with low traffic volumes 

on the OIS performance.
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F ig u re  4.7: Heavy-tail distribution of routing prefixes in GEANT

The green and blue curves in figure 4.7 illustrate respectively the percentage of the prefixes 

that carry data above the threshold v^alue indicated in the x-axis, and the percentage of data 

carried by those prefixes (calculated on trace 1 of the GfiANT dataset). Comparing the two 

cairves, we notice that if we apply a threshold to filter out the prefixes that route a small 

amoimt of traffic, the total number of prefixes diminishes substantially, while the reduction
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in the amount of data  transported is minimal. If, for example, we set the prefix filtering 

threshold to 100 Kbps, the OIS path creation mechanism would only deal with 16% of the 

{)refixes, with a substantial decrea.se in the signaling overhead and routing processing power. 

The blue curve however shows that those prefixes filtered out (84% of the total) only carry 8% 

of the overall traffic. Therefore OIS only disregards 8% of the traffic, with a minimal impact 

on the OIS switching capaliility.

The dashed red curve in particular shows how the OIS performance, expressed in terms 

of the switched-to-routed traffic ratio, is affected by the i)refix-threshold mechanism. We see 

that a 100 Kbps threshold only causes a loss of 3% of switched traffic, which, compared to the 

84% reduction on signaling overhead and proce.ssing power, represents an optinuun result.

4.3 Effects of different topologies on the network performance

In this section we analyze how different topologies affect tlie performance of an Optical IP 

Switched network. Considering that the capability of creating dynamic paths highly depends 

on how traffic aggregates across the hnks, we exj)ect different topologies, and in particular 

different node degrees, to have considerable impact on the system behavior.

4-3.1 M odified G EA N T topology

In experimenting with node degrees, the first topology we discuss was obtained by altering 

the original GfiANT topology. We have deleted five main bidirectional links, decreasing the 

average node degree from 3.2 to 2.8. Figure 4.8 shows the original topology together with that 

obtaincxl by removing the following links: DE2-IT, CH-AT, UK-SE, FR-DEl and DE1-DE2.
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F ig u re  4.8: Original (left) and modified (right) GEANT topology
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Figure 4.9 compares the results obtained from the modified GEANT topologj' with the 

original one. The plot shows that a less connected topology allows an increase in the switched- 

to-routed traffic ratio of about 15% (a relative increase of about 60%), while the chaiuiel 

efficiency increases between 4% and 13%.

The mciximum switching OIS achieved in the modified topology was about 48%, w’hich is 

close to tlie percentage of transit traffic measured for this topology (53%).

The fact that both the amount of traffic switched and the channel occupancy increase, 

shows that a decrease in the network connectivity allows OIS to achieve better efficiency. The 

reason is that with lower node degree, the average mnnber of hops increases, as well as the 

aggregation of IP flows. The former increases the average length of the optical cut-through 

paths, while the latter makes sure that the channel occupancy remains high. Considering the 

tradeoff between path length and channel occupancy, introduced in section 3.4, we notice that 

a less connected architec:ture leads to an increase in both values.
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F ig u re  4.9: Network performance with reduced average node degree

The results we have shown could also be interpreted as the reaction of the OIS protocol to 

multiple links failure. Although the simultaneous failure of five uncorrelated and diverse links 

is highly improbable, for a given total traffic figure 4.9 shows how OIS would redirect excess 

traffic from the IP to the optical layer, to reduce the congestion at the routers. The reaction 

time, without the implementation of dedicated protection mechanisms, is proportional to the 

convergence time of the IP routing protocol and to the length of the OIS decision time.
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4.3.2 Topological analysis

Based iii)on the results obtained in the previous section we have investigated in more depth 

the impact of the topology on the performance of OIS. We have considered four different 

topologies, obtained adding progressively more links to a ring topology. The nodes and traces 

are still those from the GEANT dataset but we have modified the link directions and weight 

(giving same weight to all the links), obtaining networks where the nodes’ degrees vary from 

2 to 3.3. The topologies obtahied are illustrated in figure 4.10.
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F ig u re  4.10: Topologies under analysis

Figure 4.11 shows the results of the simulations obtained, reporting also the original 

GEANT for comparison. The percentage of transit traffic measured for topologies 1 to 4 were 

respectively of 65%, 59%, 55% and 45%, which are generally close to the switched-tcv-rout(Hl 

traffic ratios achieved by OIS for traffic loads 64 times the original.

Lower degree networks show progressively increasing values of the switched-to-routed traf

fic ratio, confirming the trend we had already observed in section 4.3.1. The reason, as previ

ously explained, is related to the increase in the average number of hops and to the decrease 

in the number of links, which allows better aggregation of the traffic flows. From the graph
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we also notice that, although topology 4 has higher degree than the original GEANT network 

(3.3 against 3.2), the swit(-hed-to-routed ratio is higher in the former. This shows that, besides 

the average node degree, the particular link configuration also affects the switching capability.
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F ig u re  4.11: Simulation results using different network topologies

Although our results show  ̂ that the ring topology is ideal to optimize the ratio between 

switchtxl and routed traffic, in a practical implementation there are other issues, concerning 

the network resiliency, which must be taken into account. If on one hand the ring topology 

increases the nodes switching capabilities, on the other hand mesh topologies offer much better 

resiliency. A proper OIS design will therefore consider the tradeoff between the two aspects.

4.3.3 Interdom ain OIS; extension to  the user

From the simulation results we have illustrated in the previous sections considering the original 

GEANT topologv’, we have seen that the switched-to-routed traffic ratio varied between 25 

and 35 percent. For a practical implementation these values appear to be too low to be 

cost-effective, as will be proved in section 4.5.2 on cost analysis. One idea to imjjrove the 

cost-efficiency could be to deploy the OIS switching capabilities only at the nodes with high 

estimated switched traffic; in fact, in figure 4.2 we have observed tha t most of the optical 

switching is concentrated in few nodes. Although we can avoid deploying optical switches 

on non-switching nodes, they are still involved in the optical cut-through paths as sources 

or destinations, and need to be provided with additional transceivers and multi-wavelength 

hnks. Therefore the cost reduction would only be partial.

We have observed that the low switching rate originates in part from traffic that cannot 

be switched in dedicated cut-through paths because the number of hops traversed is too short 

(i.e., less than three). Rather it is due to the fact that in each cut-through path, the source
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and destination nodes cannot avail of transparent switching, as they use electronic routing to 

add and drop packets in and out of the GEANT domain.

In order to increase the switched traffic, we liave considered the possibility, already dis

cussed in section 3.6, of extending cut-through paths across different domains. The advantage 

of this approach is that the GEANT access nodes acting as source or destinations of the opti

cal paths, can extend the paths transparently to the external networks, gaining the benefit of 

optic'al bypass of the routing layer. The feasibility of this approach in a real implementation 

might be compromised by the fact that transparent switching acxoss the domain boundaries 

does not allow network operators to control and filter the traffic entering and leaving the 

domain. The possibility of interdoniain switching will thus depend on the development of 

new business models for next generation networks (as anticipated in section 2.6.1).
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F ig u re  4.12: Intradomain and interdomain application of OIS in GEANT

This situation is illustrated in figure 4.12. In the simulations reported in the previous 

sec-tions, all the add/drop traffic was processed by the edge GEANT nodes at the IP layer 

(figure 4.12.A). Interdomain cut-through paths allow the edge nodes to avoid routing that 

traffic, which is instead injected by the edge routers of the other domains. The drawback is 

that incoming traffic from different domains cannot be aggregated on the same wavelength at 

the GEANT access nodes (figure 4.12.B).

Figure 4.13 compares the interdomain and intradomain performances of the OIS architec

ture, considering the nodes within the GEANT domain. It is evident how the switched-to-
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routed ratio increases in the interdoniain case, reaching vahies over 93%. Such a higli increase 

is the effec t̂ of relaxing the constraint that path sources and destinations must be located 

in the GfiANT domain. In this case, GEANT beconies a highly transi)arent core network, 

where traffic is mostly switched at the optical level while routing is mainly operated by the 

external domains. We have in fact calculated tliat the overall transit traffic, computed among 

the core GEANT nodes, is over 98%. The analysis of the channel occupancy instead favors 

the intradomain approach (by a value between 8 and 11%). This is a consequence of the fact 

that, as visible from figure 4.12.B, edge nodes cannot aggregate traffic from different domains 

and the traffic is spread among a higher number of wavelengths.

Overall we can conclude that interdoniain sw'itching can be highly beneficial for OIS 

efficiency, as it will be demonstrated by the cost analysis reported in section 4.5.3.
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4.4 Comparison of OIS versus end-to-end provisioning archi

tectures

In the preceding sections we have examined the performance of the OIS architecture, consider

ing different algorithms and topologies. In this section we compare our distributed OIS model 

to a reference architecture that creates end-to-end dynamic optical paths with a centralized 

approach. A practical example of such a model could be a transparent network controlled 

by the GMPLS protocol, where a network administrator centrally provisions optical paths, 

following the analysis of traffic demand matrices.

For the end-to-end architecture we have assiuned that the traffic demand generated by aJl
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nodes is a\’ailable in a central database. A dedicated ojjtical path is then provisioned for each 

end-to-end demand with average data  rate above the threshold of 100 Mbps (for comparison 

with the OIS threshold).

The comparisons between the OIS and GMPLS architectures are illustrated in figures 4.14 

and 4.15 respectively, for the intradomain and interdomain cases.
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F ig u re  4.14: OIS vs. GMPLS architecture for intradomain switching
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F ig u re  4.15: OIS vs. GMPLS architecture for interdomain switching

The capability of switching traffic optically is in general quite similar for the two architec

tures. OIS ha.s an advantage over GMPLS for lower levels of traffic. This occurs because OIS, 

by building the optical paths in a distributed fashion, on a hop-by-hop basis, and analyzing the 

traffic locally, allows better traffic aggregation compared to an architecture that only considers 

end-to-end demands. As traffic increa.ses however, more and more end-to-end demands grow 

above the provisioning threshold and the amount of switched traffic becomes similar for the 

two models. The channel occupancy is instead slightly in favor of the end-to-end provisioning 

architecture because of the lower number of paths created. In particular in the interdomain
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case, we note that for level of traffic 64 times the original, although the switched-to-routed 

ratios have similar values, the GMPLS architecture maintains an advantage in the channel 

occupancy of about 4%. We attribute this modest inefficiency to the fact that when a l?irge 

amount of traffic is involved, complete visibility of the traffic demands allows a better path 

optimization, compared to our distributed approach where traffic is only known locally.

The simulations we have CEirried out show in general that the distributed approach per

forms equally or better than the centralized approach for what it concerns bypass of IP 

traffic. We have not operated however any optimization either in the distributed or central

ized approach, as protocol optimization is outside the scope of this work. If optimization 

was considered, the centralized approach might present an advantage with respect to the 

distributed approach, as it can allow to take more optimal decisions, based on a global view 

of the network traffic and resources. As network size increases however, the centralized ap

proach becomes less scalable, as the protocol overhead required to mEiintain updated global 

network information increases together with the processing power needed for optimal path 

computation (especially if impairment-aware routing is taken into consideration).

4.5 Cost savings of OIS: bypass of the IP layer

In the previous sections we have shown the results of the performance analysis on the OIS 

architecture under different situations, and compared it to a centralized end-to-end provision

ing approach. We have analyzed the network performance in terms of switching capabilities, 

mainly focusing on the switched-to-routed traffic ratio and on the average channel occupancy.

In this section we analyze the performance of the OIS architecture from an economic point 

of view, focusing on the possible savings in capital expenditures allowed by the transparent 

bypass of the IP layer.

4.5.1 Cost model

The cost savings introduced by the optical bypass of the IP layer is the lower cost associated 

with optical switching compzired to electronic IP routing, with a cost difference per port that 

can reach two orders of magnitude (e.g., considering 10 Gbps core router ports). However, 

as already anticipated in section 2.4.3, optical circuit switching operates on a much coarser 

granularity, which makes the economical advantage in a reeil environment unclear. An analysis 

is therefore necessary to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of the OIS architecture.
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The cost model we have developed considers the reduction in routing efjuipnient allowed 

by optical bypass, together w ith  the increase in optical devices needed to implement the OIS 

concept. Besides the cost of optical switches, the model (X)iisiders the increase o f transport, 

costs in  terms of additional optical regenerators, longer reach transm itters and links, and 

higher capacity W D M  systems. Longer reach transm itters are needed because transparent 

switching increases the distance covered by the optical signals and must be combined w ith  

the use o f more expensive optical amplifiers offering better signal-to-noise ratio. When the 

distance covered by the optical path is aVjove the optical reach of the transm itter (which we 

consider to be 2,500 km), the signal needs to be regenerated, adding a cost tha t increases 

proportiona llj' w ith  the number of channels. The increase in the number o f W D M  channels 

reflects the increase in the number of lightpaths used for optical byi)ass o f the IP layer.

Figure 4.16 shows the basic ecjuipment tha t we have considered in our cost model. A l

though not exp lic itly  illustrated, all the devices are bidirectional.
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F ig u re  4.16: Node models for the cost analysis

The costs we have considered for the network equipment, illustrated in table 4.2, were 

taken from [GLW'*'06] and [WCM06]. When we considered high levels o f traffic, for which 

systems w ith  more than 80 wavelengths were needed, we extrapolated the cost, keeping the 

same relative cost as w ith  the existing systems (for example, assuming that the cost ratio 

between a 160 and 80 wavelength system is equal to tha t between an 80 and 40 wavelength 

system). Tht^se calculations are based on the assumption tha t the cost o f W D M  and WSS 

technologies w ill increase linearly in the foreseeable future. This assumption is relaxed at the 

end o f section 4.5.3, where we report the results of the sensitivity analysis of our model to 

cost changes, considering the effects of an additional increase in the cost o f WSS devices. The 

link  costs were calculated considering an average length o f 800km, and tha t in the OIS model 

every link  shotild be engineered to support an optical reach of 2,500km (in order to  support
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Device Cost (units)

IP card (lOG, core router) 120

IP router (per 160G traffic) 50

800km-reach transceiver 1.3

2,500km-reach transceiver 2.2

Signal regenerator 2.7

WDM multiplexer, 40A 4.5

WDM multiplexer, 80A 6.7

Link (short reach) 50

Link (long reach) 70

Trzmsparent OXC port 2

Device Cost (units)

WSS 9-ports 80A 10

WSS 20-ports 80 A 12*

WSS 40-ports 80A 15*

*future estimation - effects of higher costs 

are evaluated through the sensitivity anal

ysis reported at the end of section 4.5.3. 

Table 4.2: Costs considered for the network devices

transparent switching). The link costs are calculated in terms of signal amplification and 

dispersion compensation, while fiber placement costs axe not included as they are common to 

the models considered. The cost of the Wavelength Selective Switches (WSS) reported in the 

table was directly obtained by equipment vendors. Systems with higher degrees and number 

of ports are obtained by interconnecting more WSS, while a MEMs-based transparent OXC 

is introduced to ensure full steering abihty of the optical transceivers (figure 4.17, [0vi07]).

4.5.2 Cost comparison: point-to-point IP vs, end-to-end provisioning vs. 

Optical IP Switching

In this section we show the simulation results of the cost analysis we have performed on 

the following three models: the opaque point-to-point IP, which follows the original GEANT 

8irchitecture where packets are routed electronically at each hop; the OIS model; and the cen- 

trEilized end-to-end provisioning architecture (GMPLS) analyzed in section 4.4. The models 

use the same parameters described in table 4.1, apart from the channel rate, which is equal 

to 10 Gbps (creation and extension thresholds are both set to 100Mbps).

The results are illustrated in figure 4.18, showing the cost associated with the different 

eirchitectures. The first observation we make is that the difference between the GMPLS and
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F ig u re  4.17: Fonr-degree node implemented combining VVSS and transparent OXC

OIS models is negligible, indicating that both are capable of exploiting the advantages offered 

by transparent switching in a similar way. The value of OIS for traffic level equal to "xl024" 

was not available due to the high niemory usage of the OIS simulator, hut we can assume a 

value similar to that obtained with GMPLS.
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F ig u re  4.18: Cost comparison between the considered architectures

The second observation is the difference between the point-to-point and the transparent 

switched models. The light-blue curve represents the saving (expressed in percentage) allowwl 

by the transparent architectures with respect to the opaque model. For low levels of traffic, the 

point-to-point IP model shows an advantage over the transparent models. If in fact traffic is 

too low', the dynamic optical paths cannot exploit the optical bandwidth enough to make the 

system cost-effective. As traffic increases however, the optical paths are capable of .switching
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a higher amount of traffic, reducing the expenses for costly IP router cards.

It would be interesting to give a time dimension to the traffic increase we consider in our 

sinnilations. It is generally difficult to foresee how traffic will change in the future, and past 

observations have showed that the increase is quite variable over time. If however we assume 

that the current growth trend of 50% per year will continue steadily in the foreseeable future, 

the xlOOO traffic level we have considered in our simulations should be reached in about 15 

years time.

4.5.3 Cost comparison for the interdom ain m odel

We have repeated the cost sinnilation for the interdomain case, with transparent paths crossing 

the domain boundaries. The model is similar to that used in the previous section, but we hav'e 

also included the cost for additional WDM links and transceivers in the external domains. 

The results are illustrated in figure 4.19. The difference between the GMPLS and OIS models, 

similarly to the intradomain case, is negligible. The cost difference between the opa<jue and 

transparent architectures however is more remarkable, as the cost of the OIS and GMPLS 

models, unlike the point-to-point IP model, decreases with respect to the intradomain (’ase. 

The reason is the increase in switched traffic that, as we have already observed in section 

4.3.3, decreases the ninnber of costly IP router cards in the system.
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F ig u re  4.19; Cost comijarison in the interdomain

Although the overall network cost decreases, if we separate the costs in the GEANT and 

external domains, we reahze that cost savings only occur in GEANT, where the bypass of 

the IP layer is operated. The cost instead increases in the external domains due to the 

deployment of additional optical equipment. In the model examined the external domains
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are always considered to be source or destination of the transparent paths, routing packets 

in and out of the cut-through paths, and Ccinnot benefit from optical bypass. Since domains 

are different economic entities, each pursuing their own profit, an architecture that decreases 

the cost in some domains and increases it in others is not realistic, even if the overall network 

cost decreases.

This issue however originates from the fact that our model is centered on the GEANT  

domain. In a global interdomain model the transparent paths would be spread among the 

different domsiins following the Internet distribution of the traffic demand. Therefore every 

domain would take adv2uitage of the cost savings of transparent switching.

We have carried out a sensitivity analysis, studying the effects of different equipment 

costs on the overall network cost. Decreasing the cost of IP cards and increasing that of 

opticjd switches diminishes the cost savings of the transparent architectures. Considering the 

interdomain model, for exEunple, we have varied the costs by a factor of 4, halving the cost of 

the IP cards and doubling that of the optical switches. This led to a decrease of the maximum 

cost saving between trjuisparent and opaque architectures from 83% to 67%. This modest 

decrease, compared to the high variation in cost considered, indicates that the results we have 

obtained would be moderately aifected by possible cost changes in network equipment.

4.6 Cost savings of the OIS architecture: reconfigurability ver

sus over-provisioning

In this section we consider the economical advantage brought about by the dynamic recon

figuration capability of Optical IP Switching. The scope of this ancilysis is to show how 

the cost of non-reconfigurable networks increases when we consider highly variable traffic 

demand, because of the over-provisioning necessary to satisfy the multiple traffic conditions 

that can occur. The reference models we use for this analysis are: point-to-point IP routing, 

static wavelength provisioning and OIS. Point-to-point routing, already described in section 

4.5.2, presents the advantage of very fine routing granularity. However, as we have seen in 

the previous sections, when traffic increases, the cost of IP routing makes this approach not 

convenient economically. The static wavelength model is based on the pre-provisioning of 

dedicated optical links for end-to-end traffic demands above a pre-established threshold, sim- 

ilEurly to the GMPLS model explored in section 4.5.2. However, since the lightpaths are non 

reconfigurable, the model requires higher over-provisioning to be able to cope with variations
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in the traffic demand. Finally, the OIS model represents the optical reconfigurable network, 

where lightpaths are dynamically adapted to the changing traffic demand.

4,6.1 C ost m odel

For this analysis we have not used the GEANT dataset as a reference model. The reason 

is that we wanted to examine the cost variation of the competing architectures for variable 

traffic patterns, and we needed to arbitrarily control the variation of the traffic demand. 

We chose a ring topology interconnecting eleven nodes as a reference model, both for its 

inherent simplicity and to avoid topology and wavelength routing algorithm dependent results 

(lightpaths connect nodes either clockwise or counter-clockwise). Wavelength blocking is 

considered in this model, although the capacity of WDM links is automatically upgraded 

when more lightpaths are needed so that links axe never exhausted.

Since the focus of this analysis is the effect of traffic variability on the different archi

tectures, the simulation runs are based on the variation of the traffic demand matrix. The 

analysis starts by considering an arbitrary traffic demand, and calculating the solution (in 

terms of network equipment used) for the three network models described above. We then 

modify the demand matrix by randomly scrambling its elements, with the constraint that the 

amount of traffic added and dropped at each node remains constant (an approach known as 

"hose model" [DGG'''02], [SW06]). In our case, for simplicity, we also consider that all the 

nodes add and drop the same amount of traffic. After modifying the demand matrix, a new 

solution is calculated for each of the three models. The amount of over-provisioning required 

(in terms of router cards, optical transceivers, link capacity and optical regenerators) in order 

to satisfy the different trjiffic demands is calculated as follows. For the point-to-point and OIS 

models we consider the union of the sets of equipment needed at each node, for eax;h treiffic pat

tern considered. The flexibility at the routing and optical layers in fact allows us to consider 

over-provisioning at the level of the routing or switching port (because the same ports can 

be re-used over different routing and optical paths). For the static wavelength provisioning, 

optical ports cannot be reconfigured to re-provision different paths, and the over-provisioning 

is operated at the level of the end-to-end path. In this model we have therefore considered 

the union of the end-to-end paths rather than the union of the ports used at each node.

In the static and dynamic wavelength models, dedicated optical paths are only considered 

for demands equal to the channel rate (i.e., lOGbps). The demand matrix is constructed 

such that most of the traffic is exchanged between three nodes. The cost values are those
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illustrated in table 4.2. The assumptions we have considered throughout our analysis are 

generally consistent with the literature on c:ost modeling.

4.6.2 Results

The results of the reconfigurability cost model are shown in figures 4.20 and 4.21, expressing 

the network cost as a function of the variability of the traffic pattern, and considering, respec

tively, 100 Gbps and 400 Gbps of added and dropped traffic at each node. The percentage of 

transit traffic measured in the network configuration we have considered is the same at every 

node and is equal to 52%. We have considered four different levels of variability in the traffic 

demand, reported in the x-axis of the figures: static demand, low variation, medium variation 

and high variation. Static demand indicates that the network is only provisioned considering 

a single traffic demand. Low variation indicates that the network is required to operate on 

two (randomly generated) different traffic demands. Medium variation operates over four such 

demands, and high variation over eight. The higher the variation in the traffic demand, the 

higher the amount of over-provisioning needed and the more expensive the overall network 

cost.
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traffic

By comparing the curves in the plots on the left side, we notice that the point-to-point 

model presents the highest cost compared to the transparent optical architectures. This result 

is the well-known benefit of optical bypa.ss, analyzed in section 4.5.2. It is also in agreement 

with the results obtained in section 4.3.2, where the ring topology showed the highest v~alues of 

switched-to-routed traffic, enhancing the cost saving capabilities of transparent architectures.

The cost for the static wavelength architecture is the most dependent on the traffic pattern 

because of its inability to reconfigure optical paths. The OIS architecture instead, being highly 

reconfigurable, does not show noticeable cost increase for traffic variations.
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The analysis of the number of IP ports used, reported on the plots on the right side of 

the figures, shows that the cost curves reflect very closely the trend of the IP port usage. 

This occurs because the cost of routing equipment is the highest in the network; therefore the 

overall cost is mostly influenced by the number of IP ports used.

Another aspect we notice, comparing the left plots of the two figures, is that the difference 

between the static wavelength provisioning and OIS models is more remarkable in the 100 

Gbps add-drop case compared to the 400 Gbps. The effect, similarly to tha t observed in 

figure 4.15, is due to the fact that OIS can aggregate traffic better than optical end-to-end 

provisioning for lower amounts of traffic. When traffic increases however (figure 4.21) this 

ad\'antage disappears, and for static trafhc demand we see that the static-wavelength model is 

slightly more cost-effective than OIS. The reasons are that, on one hand, as observed in section 

4.4, end-to-end provisioning allows a slightly more efficient path allocation for higher levels of 

traffic. On the other hand, when no traffic variation is considered, the static model exploits 

the advantage of deploying less expensive non-reconfigurable equipment. As we assume traffic 

variation however, the cost of over-provisioning sharply increixses in the static wavelength 

model, leaving OIS tfie most cost-effective of the three architectures.

We have run simulations also considering higher levels of traffic and different traffic pa t

terns. The results obtained showed that higher traffic leads to the same behavior illustrated 

in figure 4.21, and different traffic patterns (generated by uniformly distributed random vari

ables) do not show considerable difference.

The cost sensitivity analysis carried out for this model has shown that even assuming 

considerable variation in the cost values (we have decreased the cost of IP cards by a factor 

of four and increased that of optical switches by the same amount), the dynamic provisioning 

architecture remains the most cost-effective under variable traffic demand.
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4.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we have investigated, through simulations, the performance of the OIS archi

tecture, analyzing its ability to bypass the IP layer with dynamic optical cut-through paths, 

and comparing its performance to other dynamic optical architectures. Here we summarize 

the most interesting results we have achieved.

Initieilly, we have shown that different path creation thresholds and extension algorithms 

generate a trade-off between the amount of data  switched optically and the eflSciency of 

channel occupancy. The values selected should depend, in a practical implementation, on the 

resources available in the network, and can be dynamically adapted to maximize the use of 

resources.

We have shown, through performance and cost analysis, that the effectiveness of the OIS 

architecture is highly dependent on the network topology considered. In general, topologies 

with lower node degrees enhance the switching ability of OIS.

The analysis carried out on the pan-European GEANT network showed that the cost- 

effectiveness of OIS, although noticeable, is limited by the fact that source and destination 

nodes need to route the packets at the IP layer. If we allow however path source and desti

nation to be located outside the GfiANT domain, extending the network transparency across 

the domain boundaries, OIS becomes highly convenient compared to legacy point-to-point 

routing.

The comparison of OIS to a dynamic, GMPLS-based model showed that the network 

perform£uice and cost expenditures are not penalized by the distributed operations. The dis

tributed OIS model in fact presents similar characteristics compared to a centralized network 

model.

The detailed analysis of network capital expenditures have demonstrated the ability of 

transparent reconfigurable optical networks to produce relevant cost saving in capit2il ex

penditure, when the traffic in the network increases and the demand matrix becomes more 

variable in time. First, by analyzing the pan-European GEANT network, we have shown that 

optical transpEirency can allow savings of about 30% with respect to legacy point-to-point 

routed architectures, as traffic increases. It is only when transparency is allowed to cross the 

domain boundaries however, that the cost saving becomes very relevant, reaching values over 

80%.

Finally, the cost analysis for highly variable traffic demand has shown that, although
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optical bypass of the IP layer can also be achieved with static wavelength provisioning, this 

approach is only convenient if the traffic demand is also static. If we consider variable demand 

instead, which more resdistically characterizes the Internet behavior, the capability of provi

sioning paths dynamically becomes extremely important to maintain the cost-advantages of 

optical bypass.
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Chapter 5

OIS optical testbed

In this chapter we describe the optical testbed we have assembled to implement the Optical 

IP Switching concept and the tests we have carried out to answer the remaining research 

questions raised in chapter 3. The testbed was used both to demonstrate the feasibility of the 

concept using off-the-shelf hardware, and to test the performance of the switching layer.

In section 5.1, we give a general overview of the testbed we have implemented between 

two university campuses in the city of Dublin.

We then illustrate in section 5.2 the node and network sirchitecture, discussing the details

of the hardware equipment and protocol stack used for the implementation. In this section 

we also describe the OIS layer, illustrating the implementation of the protocol mechanisms 

described in chapter 3.

Section 5.3 reports the results of the port and link discovery functions described in section

3.8.

In section 5.4 we analyze the path creation and extension times of our OIS implementa

tion. These results are useful for estimating the effects of OIS path provisioning on Internet 

applications.

Finally, section 5.5 reports the implementation results of a platform integration between 

OIS and UCLP (described in section 2.3.2), giving a practical example of integration with an 

end-to-end Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD) network.

5.1 OIS testbed network architecture

Figure 5.1 illustrates the network setup we have used to demonstrate the feasibility of the

OIS architecture. The testbed contains equipment representing three core nodes of an OIS
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network, eax:-h connected to an access node. Two of the switching nodes are located in our 

laboratory in Trinity College, and the third is in the “Optical Communication Laboratoiy” 

in Dublin City University. The link between the two locations is 16 Km long and runs over 

a dark fiber supplied by HEAnet (Ireland’s National Education and Re.search Network), on 

which we have implemented a three-wavelength dedicated bi-directional optical link. One of 

the channels is used as a default connection, carrying signaling and routed traffic, while the 

remaining two dynamically accommodate the optical cut-through paths.

Due to the short distance covered by the links, the physical imjjairments described at page 

15 do not affect our testbed.

Dublin City UniversityTrinity College

Core node Core node

ff?
Core networknodes node

Fixed wavelength transceivers

Wavelength used for default links
Core node

1 Wavelengths used for dynamic

F ig u re  5.1: Network architecture of the OIS testbed

This set up aims at reproducing the interdomain model described in section 4.3.3, although 

in our experiments we have not considered differences in user-defined policies, assuming that 

all the nodes use similar threshold values. Only the core nodes are provided with switching 

capabilities, while the access nodes use transceivers operating on different wavelengths to 

create or terminate optical cut-through paths. Multiple fiber links between the nodes emulate 

WDM links.

For core and edge nodes we have used INTEL machines with 3-GHz Pentium 4 proc(^ors 

running the \\'indows operating system. Each machine was provided with multiple Gigabit 

Ethernet ports, each connected to an optical transceiver operating on one of the following 

CWDM wavelengths; 1510, 1530 and 1570 nm. The auto-negotiation function was disabled
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in the transceivers so that optical Ethernet packets could be sent without first assessing the 

presence of the receiver, a necessary condition to implement the port and link configuration 

mechainisms described in section 3.8. The optical switch is a Glimmerglass 16x16 port MEMs- 

based device with nominal switching time of 25 ms. Each server controls an optical switch 

through a dedicated TCP connection, using commands expressed in the Transaction Language 

1 (TLl).

5.2 OIS testbed node architecture

Figure 5.2 shows the details of the OIS architecture we have implemented in the nodes. The 

OIS software was built on top of an existing protocol stack, used by researchers in our group 

to implement the Dublin Ad-hoc Wireless Network (DAWN). This stack runs as a normal 

user application and is made up of layers connected by a very simple interface.

Steirting from the top, the "Application interface" constitutes the link between the protocol 

stack and the external applications, and operates through a Windows UDP socket opened on 

pre-established ports. The "Downmux layer" multiplexes the packets coming from different 

applications into the underlying protocol stack.

The "IP layer" performs the default routing operations, following the basics IPv4 protocol 

functions. Our implementation makes use of static IP tables for the routing operations. Since 

in fact our scope is the evaluation of the switching layer, we have only implemented the 

forwarding engine of the IP router.

Unlike the theoretical stack design illustrated in figure 3.2, we have implemented the 

optical layer as an independent entity below the IP layer rather than integrating the two. 

The main reason is that we wanted to have the option of reusing the Optilayer code with 

different routing algorithms and engines.

The "Upmux layer", similarly to the Downmux, multiplexes different I/O  ports into the 

protocol stack. The Service Access Point (SAP) identifies the physical ports over which 

packets su'rive and are relayed. Each packet is labeled with a "source_SAP" value, indicating 

the interface from which it was received, and a "dest_SAP" value obtained from the routing 

layer, which indicates the outgoing interfax;e.

Finally, the "Datagram" and "Optical Datagram" are the elements that connect the pro

tocol stack to the outside world through the Ethernet ports.

The modularity of the stack, although it reduces the throughput performance, has allowed
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us to integrate optical and wireless nodes together in a single highly dynamic network.

The Ethernet ports of the INTEL machines are connected to external Gigabit Ethernet 

optical transceivers, linked to the optical switch through single-mode optical fibers. The 

control connection between the router and the switch is achieved through a dedicated Ethernet 

connection, where a permanent TCP link allows the "Switch control" module to send the 

"T L l" commands.
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5.2.1 Optilayer

The Optilayer is the part of the software stack that implements the Optical IP Switching 

concept. The first functions to be activated once the node starts up are the port and link 

discovery, described in section 3.8. These determine how the Ethernet ports are connected to
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the switch ports and how neighbors and wavelengths are associated with the external links, 

making the node completely self-configuring. After the configuration is complete the node is 

fully operational.

The "Flow analysis" block, pictured in figure 5.2, operates as an independent thread with 

the function of sampling and analyzing the IP packets. The packet sampling is operated after 

the routing destination has been determined by the IP layer, using the systematic count-based 

sampling method described in section 2.5.1. For each sampled packet, the “Flow Analysis” 

block determines its incoming interface (indicated by the source_SAP value) and its outgoing 

interface (dest_SAP), to associate the packet to the appropriate cell of the aggregation matrix 

(described in section 3.2.2). Within each cell, the packet contributes to determine the average 

data rate of the network prefix to which it is destined. In our implementation, because of 

the small number of nodes, we have used class-D IP addresses, but the implementation with 

network masks of different lengths is straightforward.

The information stored in the aggregation matrix is analyzed every time the decision timer, 

operated through the Windows timer function, expires. The first function to be operated when 

the decision process is triggered is the re-arrangement of the aggregation matrix, where the 

elements are sorted by decreasing order of average data rate. The prefix filtering operation 

described in section 3.2.2 can be applied before calculating the average rate.

The cell with the highest rate is the first to be considered for path extension or creation. 

After checking the availability of its own resources, the node selects a suitable wavelength, and 

it signals the upstream and downstreeun neighbors, assessing their capability of allocating an 

optical path as source and destination respectively. After both the nodes have acknowledged 

the request, the node sends them back a second acknowledgment, where it indicates the 

switched prefixes to the upstream node and the success of the path creation process to the 

downstream node. Thereafter, it activates the optical switch to create the dynamic path, and 

includes the path information in its “active path” list. Similar information is stored at the 

source and destination nodes. This signaling operation is illustrated in the message sequence 

chart in figure 5.3. The fields of the signaling messages used for the dynamic provisioning 

operations axe illustrated in tables 5.1 and 5.2.

The source node is in charge of analyzing the traffic injected into the cut-through path (see 

section 3.3), and has the task of sending path refresh messages downstream (relayed hop-by- 

hop to the path destination). This maintains the reservation on the resources dedicated to the 

path, following a soft-state reservation mechanism that makes sure that resources are released
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in case of node failure. If however the source node decides that the path should be deleted, 

following the cancellation policy described in section 3.5, it sends a cancellation message 

downstrezim, following a h2U"d-state mechanism, which assures fast release and reusability of 

the committed resources.

The "Switch control" block represents the interface with the optical switch, with the tasks 

of opening and maintaining an active TCP connection, and translating the requests received 

from the "Flows handling" block into T L l commands.

Value Meaning

Source Network address of the message source

Dest Network address of the message destination

M sg_Type Defines the type of message: flow_request, ACK, prefix list, etc.

Command Type of command: path creation, extension, czincellation, flow refresh, etc.

F l o w I D see table 5.2

Role Role of the receiving node: path source or destination

Wavelength Wavelength proposed for the path creation or extension

ACK 1 for positive or 0 for negative acknowledgment

Prefix_list List of prefixes switched by the current path

T able  5.1: Details of the Flow_signaling message

Value Meaning

Generator_ID Network address of the node that created the path

S e q n u m Unique flow sequence number (relative to the Generator ID)

Path  source Network address of the current path source

Path_dest Network address of the current path destination

T able  5.2: Details of the Flow_ID field of the Flow_signaling message
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5.3 Autom atic configuration

In this section we report the test performance of the automatic configuration mechanisms 

described in section 3.8, through siumlation and testbed analysis. We have used simulations 

to examine the algorithm performajice on systems with an arbitrary number of ports and 

neighbors and to compare them to reference algorithms. The testbed was used both to verify 

the feasibility of our approaches in a real network environment and to determine the exact 

timing of the operations.

5.3.1 Port discovery

The simulation results reported in this section compare the performance of the parallel port 

discovery algorithm introduced in section 3.8.1 with those of a default serial algorithm, which 

tests the switch ports one after the other until all have been discovered. The setup considers 

switches with N x N ports connected to routers with same number of TX and RX interfaces. 

We use the number of switch activations as a performance metric. Since in fact the switching 

time is the main source of delay in practical implementations, the configuration time can 

be considered proportional to the number of activations. We have expressed the number of 

TX-RX interfaces relatively to the number of ports, using values of N/8 and N/4. We expect 

typical values to be closer to N/8 so that most of tlie ports can be allocated to transparently 

switch traffic between adjacent nodes. For each configuration we have simulated 1000 trials 

using the Monte Cailo method to randomly connect the router interfaces to the switch ports.

The graphs in figure 5.4 report the average number of switch activations recjuired to 

complete the discovery process, as a function of the switch dimensions (N).
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F ig u re  5.4: Average number of switch activations required to complete the discovery process
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Figure 5.4.A reports the results when the number of TX and RX interfaces is N/8. We 

can see that the parallel algorithm we introduced performs much better them the serial scan, 

and the difference increases with the number of ports; we have a six-fold improvement when 

considering a 512-port switch. The improvement tends to decrease in figure 5.4.B, where 

the number of interfaces is N/4. The reason is that, while the performance of the parallel 

algorithm does not depend on the number of interfaces used, the serial algorithm improves 

when a higher number of interfaces is available.

In addition to their average values, it is interesting to examine the distribution of the 

simulation results. For this reason we have collected the results of the trials into histogram 

graphs.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of the number of switch activations required

Figure 5.5 shows the distribution obtained with a 512-port switch (other cases present 

similar behavior). We can see that for the parallel algorithm the distribution is generally 

uniform and confined to a narrow interval of values (513 to 1024 switch activation, precisely 

as envisaged in section 3.8.1). The serial scan instead presents a decreasing exponential 

envelope and the results span over a much wider interval, which decreases when the number 

of interfaces increases.

From the results obtained we can conclude that the parallel algorithm outperforms the 

serial scan; the number of switch activations required is lower in the average and is distributed 

over a smaller interval. From a practical point of view, a system implementing the parallel 

algorithm would have shorter and less variable configuration times.
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In the testbed analysis of our parallel discovery algorithm, we have achieved an average 

value of 47 milliseconds per iteration. Although the MEMs switching time is in the order of 

20 ms, we had to introduce further delay to allow the switch to process two consecutive TLl 

commands, and consider the time needed by the protocol stack to send, receive and process 

the test messages.

If we apply this value to the previous simulation results we can infer typical configuration 

times of larger systems. Considering a 512 x 512 ports switch with N/8 number of interfaces, 

for example, we can see that our algorithm would terminate in 36 seconds on average, where 

the serial algorithm would need 3 minutes 32 seconds. Moreover, while the parallel algorithm 

has also a very low maximum configuration time (48 seconds), the serial algorithm may 

require up to 18 minutes 48 seconds to configure the system, due to the long tail of the 

iteration distribution.

5.3.2 Link discovery

This section reports the simulation and testbed results of the link discovery protocol proposed 

in section 3.8.2, considering switches of different sizes, different number of peering neighbors, 

different number of router interfaces and different values for the RX_SCAN_TIME parEime- 

ter.

The test topology considers M nodes connected in a full mesh using W wavelengths per 

link. Each node is constituted by a router with T TX and R RX interfaces and a transparent 

optical switch of N x N ports. We have chosen values of 16, 64 and 256 for N, and values 

of 3, 10 and 30 for W. We have considered the case of non-tunable transmitters (the worst 

case scenario). The number T of transmitters should be high enough to cover the M-1 control 

channels (one for each neighbour) and the complete range of wavelengths W. For convenience 

reasons, all the nodes use transmitters operating at the same wavelength to establish the 

control channels. The number of TX interfaces at each node is T = W+M-1, where M-1 

represents the number of peering neighbors. We also assume T =  R.

For comparison, we have considered the idea proposed in [ELW''‘04]. Even though the 

authors do not go into the details of the discovery algorithm, we can infer an approximate 

performance calculation. The idea they present is that on startup a node signals the start of 

a discovery session to all the peering neighbors. This node synchronizes its neighbors so that 

the scjinning process can proceed in an orderly manner. We have approximated the number 

of switch reconfigurations needed by this algorithm with the following formula:
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 ̂ ( N - W ) - ( N - R )
Recan f  = ^ ^ ^  (5.1)

Here follows a brief demonstration. The node has N-T undiscovered ports, which are 

tested using W of the T interfaces at the same time; (N-T)/W switch reconfigurations are 

required to cover all the output ports. Since we consider that all the control channels are out- 

of-band, we can assume T =  W; therefore (N-T)/W =  (N-W)/W. Considering that we use 

non-tunable transmitters, each port needs to be tested on each wavelength using a different 

TX interface; therefore the number of reconfigurations increases by a factor of W. For each of 

these reconfigurations the neighboring nodes need to scan all their incoming ports; assuming
, ,  c  1 11 j  • L  i _  1 i  j  • ( N —R —D iscovered ports)the use of broadband receivers, each operation can be completed m ^------------ -

steps. At the beginning, when many ports are undiscovered, this veJue will be close to (N- 

R)/R, while towards the end it will be close to "0" (assuming that most of the opticad ports 

are used for external links). We average this behavior by using a value of (N-R)/2R. Since 

the process needs to be repeated similarly for the discovery of the input ports, we need to 

add a further multiplication factor of 2:

, ^ ( N - W ) - ( N - R )
Reconf =  2 ■ ----- 2 W  R-----  '  ̂  ̂ ^

which simplifies into:

, ( N - W ) - ( N - R )
Reconf — ------------—-----------  (5-3)

R

This czdculation however considers a worst-case scenario where a complete scan of all the 

ports is required each time. On average only half the ports need to be scanned, so we can 

agsiin divide by 2, which brings us back to formula 5.1.

We have used our testbed to prove the feasibility of our approach in a real system, obtaining 

a practical value of 60 ms per switch activation. The simulations were used to consider more 

complex topologies with multiple nodes and several links.

Figure 5.6 reports the results of the link discovery simulations that we have carried out 

using the simulation parameters shown in Table 5.3.

On the x-ajus we report the sequential number of the input and output ports, and on the 

y-axis the time of the discovery expressed in milliseconds. The graphs on the left side are
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Sim A Sim B Sim C

Number of neighbors 3 5 7

Switch size (N) 16 X 16 64 X 64 256 X 256

Wavelengths per link (W) 

(excluding the control channel)

2 9 29

Number of interfaces (T=R) 5 14 36

Table 5.3; Parameters used for the simulations

averaged over different simulation runs, and each line is obtained using a different value for the 

RX_SCAN_TIME parameter. On the right side we report the best and worst results (repre

senting the lower and upper limits), obtained using the most performing RX_SCAN_TIME 

value (e.g., 500 ms for figure 5.6.A). Figures B and C report the results obtained using the 

other simulation parameters illustrated in table 5.3.

As we can see, the choice of the RX_SCAN_TIME peirameter is moderately relevant as 

long as the value selected is not excessively small (red line in the left graphs). By comparing 

the best values for the RX_SCAN_TIME with the simulation parameters in table 5.3, we can 

confirm that, as already anticipated in section 3.8.2, the best value is directly proportional 

to the number of ports of neighbor switches and to the link wavelengths; it is inversely 

proportional instead to the number of TX interfaces used by the neighbors:

R X _ S C A N _ T I M E  OC • ^ t o u - a r d a - n e i g f e

T^neigh

For a practical implementation, considering that a different optimum value can be es

timated for each neighbor, and that choosing a value too low has much worse effects than 

choosing a value too high, the best tactic is to choose the largest of all the estimated optimum 

RX_SCAN_TIME values.

Table 5.4 reports the results obtained by integrating testbed experimentation and simula

tion analysis of the link configuration algorithm. Our discovery algorithm is compared to the 

synchronous algorithm described in [ELW''04], using the formula 5.1. Notice that, being the 

control channel out-of-band in the synchronous algorithm, we have chosen to set the number 

of transmitters T equal to the number of wavelengths W; the same consideration applies to 

the number of receivers R.

The synchronous algorithm completes the task faster than our algorithm. However we 

have to consider that the algorithm we propose also establishes the control channel within the
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Figure 5.6: Simulation results of our synchronous algorithm

Simulations Synchronous Algorithm Asynchronous Algorithm

Sim A 2.9 3.3

Sim B 10.0 23.7

Sim C 53.3 72.5

Table  5.4: Comparison between the synchronous and our asynchronous algorithm (time 

values are displayed in seconds)
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same time, while the reference algorithm assumes that control channels are manu2illy setup. 

If we add the time needed to manually setup a control channel for each peering neighbor 

(which we have estimated, based on our experience, to be approximately five minutes), we 

can see that the algorithm we propose could reduce the link discovery time between one and 

two orders of magnitude (the vcdues for Sim A-C would be approximately 903, 1510 and 2153 

respectively).

The results obtained with our asynchronous algorithm considered in-band control chan

nels. If the network administrator decides to use out-of-band signaling, then the synchronous 

algorithm appears to be a better choice.

In conclusion, the results obtained allows us to answer the research question raised in 

section 3.8; efficient self-configuration is possible in transparent networks.

5.4 Switching times of dynamic paths

In this section we report the testbed results on dynamic path allocation, showing typical 

path creation and extension times obtained with our OIS platform. We use these results 

to analyze the effects of dynamic path provisioning on the end-to-end packet transfer for 

different transmission rates. In fact, as we have anticipated in section 3.9, dynamic creation, 

extension and cancellation of optical paths might cause packet loss and out of order arrival, 

compromising the performance of Internet transport protocols.

Following an initial performance investigation, we also propose and analyze mechanisms 

that help reduce the packet loss observed during path extension.

The packet transfer tests are performed through the UDP protocol, which allows us to 

analyze delay, loss and arrival order of individual datagrams. The effects on the performance 

of UDP-based apphcations and of the TCP protocol are discussed in section 5.4.4.

5.4.1 Path creation: effects of switching from default to dedicated link

Disruption to the transport protocols can originate during path creation when packets are 

switched from the default IP-routed to the dedicated optical switched path. Although there 

is no strict constraint on the path creation time, because packets can be routed over the 

default links until the optic2il path is setup, passing from a routed to a switched path could 

cause out of order arrival, as packets on the dedicated link travel faster than packets on the 

routed paths.
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Packet loss could occur if the source node starts sending packets over the dedicated cut- 

through path before the path is effertively created. However, (jur use of double acknowledg

ments makes sure that packets are transm itted only after the cut-through path is in place.

♦ Packet arrival time

Delay from previous packet
140 1

«  120 ■ 

B
J  100 - Path switch at pa(

r

Packet number

F ig u re  5.7: Path creation test results for burst interval times of 31 ms

Figure 5.7 illustrates the results obtained with packets sent every 31 ms in bursts of 5. 

The size of each pticket is 2 Kbytes, originating a flow rate of 2.58 Mbps. The blue line in 

the plot shows the arrival time of the packets, while the purple line illustrates the relative 

delay wuth respect to the previous packet. In the x-axis we report the packet sequential 

number. As we can see from the picture, there is a delay on the received packets during tiie 

])rovisioning operation. Such a delay is related to our stack implementation, and originates 

from the signaling and packet processing required by the path creation mechanism, whidi 

delays the stack from delivering data packets.

In figure 5.8 we have further decreased the packet interval to 15 ms, emulating a flow rate 

of 5.16 Mbps; the results are similar to those in figure 5.7.

As we can see from the plots typical path creation times are in the order of 30ms.

From the tests we have performed, we have not observed any out of order packet ar

rival when packets are switched from the routed path to the optical cut-through path. The 

main reason is that OIS creates paths between three nodes, where only one node is optically 

bypassed, making the time difference between the two routes sufficiently small.

In general, packet reordering should not occur as long as the flows are a few Mbps in 

size and the packet forw'arding time in the middle node remains low. If however such time 

increases, for example due to link congestion, the delay in forwarding the packet could cause 

out of order arrival at the receiver. In this case the source node, after sending the last packet
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♦ Packet arrival time
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F ig u re  5.8: Path creation test results for burst interval times of 15 ms

over the default IP link, should wait for an appropriate time interv'al before sending packets 

over the cut-through path, storing such packets in a local buffer. A similar solution will be 

introduced in section 5.4.3 for the path extension mechanism.

5.4.2 Path extension: m odification of an active path

This section examines the impairments at the transport layer that can originate from the 

extension process. The issue arises because the extension modifies a path that is already 

transporting data  traffic; all the packets traversing the switch during the switchhig time are 

lost.

Figure 5.9 illustrates the packet arrival time during a path extension operation, with 

packet inter-arriral time of 31 ms. Similarly to the path creation observed in figure 5.7, we 

notice an increase of the delay during the provisioning oi)eration.

Packet arrival time 
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F ig u re  5.9: Path extension test results for burst interval times of 31 ms
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When the packet interval time gets close to the switching time of the optical switch (for 

most cases we have measured actual switching times between 16 and 18 ms), the probability 

that packets are transm itted during the switching operation becomes high, causing packet 

loss. This case is illustrated in figure 5.10, where the packet inter-arrival time is 15 ms. In 

this case the extension operation causes the loss of the burst transmitted during the switching 

time.
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F ig u re  5.10: Path extension test results for burst interval times of 15 ms

5.4.3 Path extension w ithout packet loss

Since packet loss has a high impact on the perceived quality of UDP applications and on the 

performance of the TCP protocol, we have imjilemented a mechanism to avoid packet loss 

during path extension. The idea is to avoid packets crossing the optical switch while switching 

is in operation.

hi the case of downstream extension, just before triggering the optical switch the node 

sends a "STOP_flow" message to the path source, which, on receipt, stops sending traffic 

towards the selected path, buffering all the packets for an ap[)ropriate period of time. This 

stop time, which includes the switching time jjIus a guard interval, was set in our testbtni 

to 30 ms. After sending the "STOP_flow" message, the node extending the path needs to 

wait, before activating the switch, long enough for the path source to receive and process the 

message, and for the packets already in the optical path to reach and traverse the switch. This 

waiting time is proportional to the distance (both in terms of number of hops and physical 

distance) between extending node and path source, and needs to be estimated by the node.

In some cases, especially when the ninnber of hops is large or a node is congested, the
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routing time might be highly variable and it might be difficult to make a correct estimation. 

A more complex signaling mechanism should then be implemented to reduce the chances of 

packet loss. In this case, after receiving the "STOP_fiovv" message, the path source sends back 

an "Acknowledgment" message and starts buffering the pa(^kets. Only after receiving the "Ac

knowledgment" the node extending the path actuates the switch to physically extend the path. 

After the operation is complete, the node sends back to the path source a "RESTART_fiow" 

message, which triggers the path source to start using again the cut-through path.

In the case of upstream extension the node extending the path is also the path source. In 

this case, after having agreed on the path extension with the upstream node, the node sends 

a "STOP_flow" message upstream, following the procedure described for the downstream 

extension. Since in this case the path source and its upstream node are direct neighbors, 

the signaling procedure is faster and does not need to be operated using a complex signaling 

mechanism.

Figure 5.11 shows the results of implementing the "STOP_fiow" signaling on the path 

extension. The mechanism eliminates the packet loss v/e observed in figure 5.10, introducing 

instead a longer delay in the packets’ arrival. Typical extension times are in the order of 50 

ins.
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F ig u re  5.11: Path extension test results with “STOP_flow” mechanism, for burst interval 

times of 15 ms

The drawback of this method is the buffer required at the source node to store all the 

packets during the "STOP_fiow" time interval. The buffer size depends both on the aggregate 

flow rate in the cut-through path and on the time needed to complete the switching operation. 

A worst case scenario, considering an aggregate flow rate of lOGbps and an extension time 

of 100 ms, would require a buffer size of 125 Mbytes. The estimated cost for the additional
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router memory is less than $ 100, which is negligible compared to the overall router cost.

BuflFering packets at the source node could also be used, as already anticipated in section 

5.4.2, to avoid out of order arrival on path creation when the middle router is congested. The 

challenge in this case is to estimate correctly the packet latency time at the router, which is 

generzdly highly variable when congestion occurs.

In the next session we will discuss the effects of the observed delay and packet loss on 

UDP and TCP applications, and also the effects of the “STOP_flow” mechanism we have 

developed.

5.4.4 Effects of the observed packet loss and delays on UDP and TCP  

applications

Packet loss, variable delay and out of order arrival can degrade the quality of applications 

transported both over UDP and TCP protocols. In our tests we have not observed out of 

order arrival but we have experienced packet loss and veiriable delay. In this section we try 

to understand the impact of the measured values on the transport protocols and evaluate the 

benefits of the “STOP_flow” mechanism introduced in section 5.4.3.

We have seen in section 3.9.1 that for live stream applications transported through UDP, 

even low packet loss or jitter can deteriorate the perceived quality of the signal. In our case 

however, the jitter or packet loss is not constant over time but only concentrated around the 

switching time, so that the effect on a stresuning application might be noticeable but very 

limited in time. For UDP-based applications, since jitter and packet loss have similar effects 

[CT99], there would be no advantage in implementing the “STOP_flow” mechanism.

The issue is different for the TCP protocol, where packet loss causes both the retrans

mission of packets (all those included in the same TCP window where the loss occurred) and 

the shrinking of the acknowledgment window, significantly slowing down the data transfer 

process. The effect of packet jitter on protocol performance instead is usually negligible, as 

long as it is not above the TCP timeout for the acknowledgment (usually of the order of a 

few seconds).

These considerations suggest that, unlike for UDP, it is advantageous for TCP to imple

ment the “STOP_flow” mechanism, as it can compensate for the transport protocol impair

ments originating from the path extension.

With the results we have obtained we can answer the research question raised in section 

3.9: it is possible to eliminate the packet loss and out of order arrival by buffering packets at
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the source for an aj)propriate time interval. Since however the algorithm we have proposed 

introduces delay in the packet delivery, it might not he effective in improving the signal quality 

in the case of live streaming applications without pre-bufl’ering.

5.5 OIS interface with UCLP

Since the interdomain environment is highly heterogeneous, one of the main requirements 

for novel Internet architectures is the capability of efficiently interfacing with different net

work models. An Optical IP Switched network would therefore coexist with other optical 

architectures in a real implementation.

Most of next-generation network architectures implement the Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD) 

concept, where end-to-end channels with arbitrary bandwidth can be retiuested by a user. In 

this section we consider the case where different domains, some of them implementing OIS, are 

connected through BoD networks. The situation is illustrated in figure 5.12, where the OIS 

doniiiins are pictured in green, the BoD domains in blue and other generic Internet domains 

in yellow .

Domain 52952
Domain 43023: OlSj Domain 31978: UCLP

UCLP server

Domain 782: UCLP
Domain 13932 ■Dom»m 2535: UCLP

'Domain 3952:

F ig u re  5.12: Example of multi-domain heterogeneous network environment

Although most of current BoD implementations follow the IETF GMPLS standard de

scribed on page 22, we have considered the UCLP platform (see page 25). The reason is that 

an opportunity arose for a collaborative project with HEAnet (Ireland’s National Education 

& Research Network [INERN07]), the i2Cat Foundation (a platform for developing Internet 

technologies in Catalonia [iF07]) and Glimmerglass (vendor of MEMs-based optical switches 

|Gli07|), to work on the extension of the UCLP software to transparent optical switches.

The first part of the project involved testing the UCLP implementation over a large-scale 

testbed, connecting the i2Cat laboratory in Barcelona (Spain) with our CTVR laboratory 

in Dubhn, using a dedicated link provided by the European GEANT network. The results,
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reported in [SFJ''‘07], showed the abihty of the UCLP platform to provide user-requested BoD 

services through a graphical user interface, creating dedicated path over heterogeneous links 

(combining MPLS, Ethernet, and all-optical switching technologies).

The second part of the project involved the integration of UCLP ajid OIS, so tha t BoD 

services could be requested automatically by the OIS nodes, following traffic flow analysis. In 

this model OIS acts as a client of the external UCLP networks. When an OIS node detects 

trEiffic destined for a specific external domain, it CEin automatically request the bandwidth 

needed to reach the desired destination. The UCLP server is the centred unit in charge of 

signaling and scheduling operations, receiving the bandwidth requests, calculating the best 

routes and signaling the network elements to provision the optical paths.

The interface we have developed for this experiment allows the OIS node to log into 

the UCLP server, download the network topology and request/release dedicated end-to-end 

paths. The novelty of our implementation is that we have provided the UCLP server with a 

mechanism that stores an updated list of network prefixes reax;hable through each node. In a 

practical implementation the prefix list could be engineered by the UCLP network adminis

trator to optimize the resource usage.

The connection and login into the UCLP server is initiated at startup time by the OIS 

nodes during the auto-configuration process. The OIS operations of flow analysis and path 

creation, extension and c2uicellation proceed as described in chapter 3. If there is a suitable 

traffic aggregate directed towards one of the networks advertised by the UCLP server, the OIS 

protocol will request the UCLP server to provision a direct optical link from the OIS ingress 

point to the appropriate UCLP node. If the destination point is a gateway to another OIS 

domain the path created can be further extended within that domain, through distributed 

OIS operations.

5.5.1 OIS-UCLP testbed result

Figure 5.13 shows the testbed setup for the experimentation of the OIS-UCLP interface. The 

UCLP network is manually configured with the information about the nodes connected to the 

network, together with the destination prefixes advertised. The connections between the OIS 

gateway, the UCLP server and the UCLP nodes are operated through a generic transport 

network (emulating the Internet). In order to perform the test over a real environment we set 

up the testbed between two university campuses, emulating two separate domains connected 

through the optical links described in section 5.1.
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F ig u re  5.13: OIS-UCLP testbed

At startup, the OIS gateway logs into the UCLP server, requesting the list of prefixes 

reachable through all the sw'itches registered to the UCLP network.

During operations, low rate flows are transported from source to destination through the 

default transport network. When we start a multimedia application, which generates higher 

rate traffic from node 10.10.10.20 towards the address 123.4.2.105, the OIS node detects the IP 

flow, triggering the path creation mechanism. Since the 123.4.2.1/24 prefix appears between 

the list of networks reachable through UCLP, the OIS gateway requests an optical path from 

its UCLP access point (an optical input port of the switch 193.1.197.158) towards the gateway 

associated w’ith the prefix 123.4.2.1/24 (an optical output port of the switch 193.1.197.164).

After receiving the request, the UCLP server computes the path route and creates the 

optical path by sending TLl commands to the optical switches. Tlie optical path remains 

active as long as the traffic towards the UCLP destination remains above the path cancellation 

threshold. The OIS gateway, the source of the path requested, is responsible for deleting the 

UCLP path when the associated OIS cut-through path is deleted.

This experiment demonstrated the feasibility of integrating the OIS architecture with a re

alistic bandwidth on demand network, where bandwidth requests are automatically forwarded 

by the nodes without user intervention.

One of the main achievements was testing our idea of abstracting the UCLP topology 

by considering the IP network prefixes reachable through the nodes connected to the UCLP 

federation. Although the list of prefixes was manually configured in our case, in future im

plementations this information could be automatically collected and i>rocessed by the UCLP 

server.

Finally, during our tests we mea.sured UCLP path creation times betw^een 1 and 1.4 sec-
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onds. This delay is generated by the internal operation of the UCLP platform, for which we 

noticed that the path creation time is proportioned to the number of hops in the UCLP path.

5.6 Conclusions

In this section we have described the testbed we implemented to demonstrate the practical 

feasibility of the OIS concept and to investigate the performance of the OIS architecture in 

transporting real data.

Initially, we demonstrated that automatic configuration of optical ports and links is pos

sible in transparent networks. We have proposed an efficient and fast algorithm that uses 

parallel switch operations to determine the port configuration of Ein OIS node. We have 

also introduced an effective method of link discovery, capable of determining both data and 

(in-band) control channels. The combination of both methods provides OIS with full plug- 

and-play capability.

As a consequence of the availability of the testbed we have been able to report on typical 

path creation and extension times. We have also ancdyzed the effects of the switching opera

tions on packet loss, delay and out of order arrival, in order to investigate the impact of OIS 

on the UDP and TCP transport protocols. Our investigation showed that, for flows measuring 

a few Mbps (i.e., a typical size for an elephant flow), optical path creation does not generate 

transport impairments unless router congestion occurs at the switching node. The situation 

is different for the path extension process, where packet loss generally occurs as switching 

operations are performed on optical paths carrying data traffic. We have proposed a method 

that interrupts the traffic flow in the path while the switching is in operation and that can be 

implemented by introducing small additional memory at the IP router. This method elimi

nates any packet loss originated by the extension operation. However, it introduces a small 

jitter on the transport channel that could create minor disruptions to live stream applications 

transported through the UDP protocol.

Finally, we have analyzed a network scenario where the distributed OIS network interacts 

with centralized bandwidth-on-demand networks to automatically create dedicated lightpaths 

across different domains. We have developed the interfaces for the integration of the OIS and 

UCLP platforms, proposing a method for abstracting the UCLP network topology in terms 

of network prefixes reachable through the UCLP domain.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and future work

Recent advances in optical technology brought to the market new devices hke Reconfigurable 

Optical Add Drop Multiplexers (ROADM) and MEMs-based optical cross-connects, increasing 

the reconfiguration capabilities of opticEil networks.

The benefits of implementing transparent switching in data networks is twofold: it in

creases the network flexibility, allowing faster deployment of bandwidth services, and it gen

erates lajge cost savings, both by decreasing the need for over-provisioning and reducing 

considerably the switching cost (compared to electrical cross-connects and IP routers).

Although the practical implementation of network transparency is still limited by the 

low flexibility of the opticzil transport layer, many transparent network architectures have 

already been proposed and standardization bodies are defining a protocol suite to manage 

and coordinate optical link reconfiguration.

Current proposed optical architectures generally focus on the ability of provisioning end- 

to-end lightpaths, either under request of the network administrator (e.g., to implement traffic 

engineering decisions) or of an external user (for bandwidth on demand services). Although 

this concept is in line with intradomain operations, where full topology information is shared 

among the nodes (which can therefore cooperate for the overall network benefit), its applica

tion in the interdomain poses several issues.

The interdomain structure on which the Internet is built is a highly competitive environ

ment where domains share a very limited amount of information. Under such circumstances, 

provisioning end-to-end paths across several domains through a legacy source routed approach 

that follows a centrally operated decision seems very ambitious.

In this dissertation we have introduced Optical IP Switching, an optical network archi

tecture we have developed at CTVR that provisions lightpaths with a distributed approach
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that is both fully compatible with existing IP architectures and compliant with the inter

domain networking concept. Distributed operations in fact, besides adding scalability and 

fault-tolerance to the network design, allow the nodes to make individual decisions, consistent 

with their domain policies and resource availability.

A distinctive characteristic of our OIS approach is that the traffic engineering mechanism 

is integrated in each node; the nodes are capable of provisioning lightpaths autonomously 

without the need for a centralized management plane that computes the lightpath topology. 

Autonomous operations are based on the distributed observation (at every node) of data  pack

ets, which are first sampled and 2inalyzed as IP flows, and then aggregated taking into account 

their route and destination network. Flow aggregates that are compliant with the node poli

cies are re-routed through dynamically provisioned optical cut-through paths, bypassing the 

IP routing layer.

The simulations we have performed on the OIS model have shown its ability to redirect 

traffic from the electronic IP layer down to the optical switching layer, displaying how the 

architecture performance varies for different algorithms eind network topologies. For the main 

reference topology that we have used (the pan-European GEANT network), the ratio of 

switched-to-routed data increases with traffic volume, saturating to a value of about 36% 

(i.e., it reaches asymptotically the percentage of transit traffic in the network). However, if 

we allow optical paths to cross the domain boundaries, simulating interdom£iin transparent 

operations, the saturation value increases to 93%. The importance of such results becomes 

clearer in the cost Einalysis we have performed. The results of the cost analysis show that while 

in the intradomain model we have obtained maximum savings of about 30% (compared to the 

legacy point-to-point routing model), in the interdomain model the saving possibility was well 

over 80%. The performance of our OIS architecture was also compared to a centralized optical 

provisioning (GMPLS-based) model. Although OIS utilizes only local traffic information, it 

allows similar cost saving compared to the centralized GMPLS model, which instead makes 

use of centralized global knowledge of the traffic demand distribution to provision the optical 

paths.

The Optical IP Switching architecture was also implemented in an optical testbed, made 

up of three core nodes Eind three edge nodes. Besides demonstrating the practic2il feasibility of 

the OIS concept using off-the-shelf hardware components, our tests demonstrated the efficacy 

of the auto-configuration mechanisms we have designed, and allowed us to Einalyze the impact 

of transparent switching on the UDP and TCP protocols. These results have suggested to us
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some modifications to the path provisioning protocols that minimize the impact of transparent 

switching on these Internet transport protocols.

6.1 Summary of contributions

The main contributions of this dissertation are the following:

• We have introduced the Optical IP Switching concept of distributed lightpath provi

sioning, where the nodes dynamically engineer traffic routes and network links through 

local observation of IP flows.

• We have developed distributed algorithms for optical path creation, extension and C£in- 

cellation, which can operate either on a cooperative intradomain model or c«in be con

figured for operation in the competitive interdomain environment.

• We have addressed the large gap in granularity between IP packet routing and wave

length switching by developing a method that uses routing prefixes to accumulate multi

ple flows into larger aggregates. We have shown how the heavy-tail distribution typically 

observed on Internet traffic flows also occurs at the IP-prefix granularity. This allows us 

to extend some of the results that apply to flow-based traffic engineering (for example, 

rate-based flow filtering) also to prefix aggregates.

• We have implemented a signaling mechanism enabling the distributed creation, ex

tension and cancellation of lightpaths. We have also indicated how the local decision 

mechanism can be integrated with shared acknowledgments to facilitate interdomain 

operations.

• We have implemented a port and link discovery mechanism that makes use of paxallel 

switch operations to achieve fast self-configuration for the OIS nodes.

• We have shown through simulations that the capability of switching IP traffic opticEilly 

is for OIS highly dependent on the network topology considered. For the reference pan- 

European GEANT network (but similar results are applicable to core networks of similar 

size) we have shown that the switching abiUty increases considerably if lightpaths axe 

allowed to cross the domain boundaries.

• The network cost analysis we have performed shows that transparent and reconfigurable 

switching operations increase the cost savings, compared to legacy point-to-point rout-
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ing and static wavelength provisioning network models. Our cost model confirms the 

results obtained in the technical analysis, showing that cost savings of the OIS archi

tecture increase with its switching capability and are considerably more evident in the 

interdomain.

• We have developed an OIS prototype network using inexpensive, commercially available 

components. Besides demonstrating the przictical feasibility of the overall OIS concept 

and the methods we have developed, we have analyzed the impact of highly dynamic 

optical switching on the transport protocol performance. Our results show that the 

effects of OIS switching operations can be reduced to a minimum by fine-tuning the 

signaling parameters of the path creation and extension processes.

6.2 Future work

The primary scope of this dissertation has been the overeill design of the Optical IP Switching 

architecture. During the development and test phases we identified some research topics worth 

further investigation. They are summarized below:

• While we have developed distributed signjiling protocols and algorithms for dynamic 

lightpath provisioning, and implemented them on a testbed prototype, we have not fo

cused our efforts on the algorithm optimization. We have noticed in section 4.2, for 

example, that the first fit wavelength assignment algorithm shows poor performance in 

terms of wavelength efficiency, which in some case drops below 50%. Higher perfor

mance wavelength selection algorithms could be developed, drawing on the distributed 

networking research field. Similarly, more optimal solutions could be identified for the 

path creation, extension and cancellation mechanisms.

• The lightpath provisioning mechanisms we have described in chapter 3, by following 

the routing information available from the IP table, always use the routes selected 

by the default IP routing algorithms. For this reason the OIS routes optimize the 

same parameters (e.g., number of hops or delay) as the underlying routing protocol. If 

the IP layer is capable of handling multiple routes for quality of service differentiation 

however (for example implementing the MPLS protocol), OIS paths could be built over 

routes that axe different from those selected by the default routing protocol. The OIS 

provisioning mechanisms could therefore be modified to follow the routes established by
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traffic engineering decisions made by the network operator at the IP/MPLS layer.

•  A research area that should be further explored is the policy specification for inter

domain lightpath provisioning. We have already indicated in section 4.3.3 how the 

distributed mechanisms of Optical IP Switching facilitates interdomain operations, but 

we have not defined explicitly how current domain policies should be modified to include 

opticad provisioning. Since interdomain operations axe carried out in a highly competi

tive environment, optimal solutions to this issue could be derived from the game theory 

field of research.

• Although the prototype we have developed fully implements the concept of transparent 

optical switching, the routing layer has very low throughput because the protocol stack 

we used was not optimized for performance. It would be interesting to re-develop the 

concept on a faster router software (e.g., Quagga/Zebra, XORP or the Click Modular 

Router Project) and implement time-critical functions in FPGA hardware. The Click 

Modular Router Project ([KohOO]) seems to be particularly suitable for this task, both 

for its modularity and because the functions implemented through the “Click” language 

can be more easily mapped into FPGA hardware.

• As we have indicated in section 3.2.2, the OIS architecture does not allow quality of 

service differentiation as it does not control individual IP fiows. We have recently de

veloped, together with the “High Speed Networks and Optical Communications Group” 

of the Athens Information Technology center, the idea of a hybrid optical architecture 

that merges the concepts of fiow routing ([Rob03]) and Optical IP Switching. In the 

model developed, while OIS performs optimization of the optical resources by re-routing 

lightpaths depending on the traffic encountered, the flow routing layer operates flow- 

by-flow QoS differentiation. The main issue associated with this approach is that the 

constraints imposed by the QoS requirements of the IP flows increase the complexity of 

the lightpath provisioning algorithms of the OIS architecture.

In section 2.6.1, we have indicated how the near-future trend of research in optical networking 

seems oriented, on one hand towards the developments of dynamic transparent provisioning, 

and on the other hand on the close integration of multiple network technologies into a unique, 

service-oriented architecture. Following this evolutionary line, we envisage that in future 

opticzd networks the distributed operations of OIS would be closely integrated with other 

provisioning technologies. While end-to-end oriented platforms like GMPLS and UCLP could
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satisfy specific point-to-point bandwidtli requests (generated, for example, by high-end grid 

applications), the OIS distributed mechanism could operate multi-layer traffic engineering, 

automatically provisioning the most cost-effective lightpath configuration, while taking into 

account the requirements of IP flows and switched paths at the higher layers.
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